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PREFACE
The book which is now being presented to the reading public’s attention –
“Gentle Call”, is the next volume of the “Lyric Russia”1 series, which includes
translations from great Russian poets of the 19th century – A. S. Pushkin,
M. Y. Lermontov, F. I. Tyutchev, A. A. Fet, A. K. Tolstoy, the Grand Duke Konstantin
Konstantinovich (K. R.), E. A. Boratynsky, A. N. Apukhtin and the poet of the 20th
century – Veronika Tushnova.
At present, the reader of this book is given a chance to get familiarized with
136 opuses by A. A. Fet in the English language. In other books of the “Lyric Russia” series (advance copies of which were brought into the world at the beginning
of 2012) he will find 42 translations from A. S. Pushkin, 34 – from
M. Y. Lermontov, about 100 translations of lyric poems by A. K. Tolstoy, 65 translation from K.R. and 121 translations from V.Tushnova.
For the author of the series – Alexander Vyacheslavovich Pokidov – the main
opuses, chosen for translation, were those which harmonize in full measure with
the chords of his own soul (love lyrics, poetical melodies and nature).
The presented book in probably the most important for the author within
the published series, since the most outstanding lyricist of this triad of poetic giants of the so-called “post-Pushkin epoch” is undoubtedly Afanasi Fet whereas
F. Tyutchev is the most “philosophical”, and A. K. Tolstoy’s poetry is the most
“knightly” in the sense of struggle for the triumph of ideals of justice and love.
The figure of K.R. 2 in this constellation of poets is unique by the fact that it is
precisely to him that Afanasi Fet passed on the poetical baton. The neverceasing cordial and most affecting correspondence between them lasted up
to the very death of Fet in 1892.3
In this introduction, an attempt in made to mark and emphasize the links between the most important aspects of the creative work of these four Russian lyric
giants, as it was seen and felt by the author of the series.
“…Now we should look more closely into the soul of this man because if we
need poetry, the life of the soul which has created it is probably even more needed…” – so B. M. Eichenwald wrote in 1912 implying the figure of F. Tyutchev. Pre1

The first book of this series – “Eighty Stars from Tyutchev’s Galaxy” – was issued in
2003 by the publishing house “Grail”.
2
Regrettably, in Soviet times the creative work of this remarkable poet was practically unknown on account of the dynastic origin of this bright personality – everything created by the
poet was sealed in the archives of the “Pushkin’s House” in Petersburg (which, by the way, was
established precisely by him – the Grand Duke Konstantin Konstantinovich – and the centenary
of which we marked lonely in Moscow in 2007). The archives were sealed “till better times” –
luckily these times have come. The honour of familiarization of the reading public with the literary heritage of this poet at the end of the 1990es must be ascribed to the St. Petersburg enthusiastic figure of Lyudmila Kuzmina.
3
“K.R. Selected Correspondence”, St.Petersburg, 1999. Compiled by Lyudmila Kuzmina.
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cisely the some should be said about the amazing phenomenon, which Fet’s creative work has proved to be. Now we, having stepped into the 21st century, are to
interpret Fet’s poetry, his aesthetics and philosophy all over again.
The fact that A. Fet has outrun his time was quite evident even for his contemporaries. F. M. Dostoyevsky, as back as 1861, having given a high appraisal to
Fet’s poetry in the magazine “Vremya” (“Time”), pointed out that the readers will
be able to appreciate it in about 30 or 40 years, not earlier, because both socially
and politically orientated contemporaries are not so receptive to Fet’s keenness
on beauty. But also, half a century later, in 1910, the prominent critic of that time
B. V. Nikolsky wrote in the preface to the posthumous edition of A. Fet’s poems:
“…the posterity will start from what was for a long time a secret not only for the
contemporaries but also for the author himself: it will start from the key and not
from the locked door, it will start from the picture and not from the sketch made
with charcoal upon a canvas <…> Fet <…> is to such an extent a poet of the future
that he could with full right put the famous Schopenhauer’s words as an epigraph
to his poems: «Over the heads of my contemporaries I pass the object of my labour
to generations to come» ”. The same critic expressed the idea that Fet has erected
“a gold bridge” between philosophy and poetry. “… Fet is one of a few poets capable of … adopting a purely philosophical spirit and remain, at the same time, exclusively a poet”.4
For Fet, the poetical flare-up is the primary method of comprehending the
world, since it was through his creative work, first and foremost, that he philosophically interpreted the world. And, as a result, he has built his world of a spiritual ideal as a response to the “gentle call” of beauty, the world of such sublimity
that is up to now accessible to but a few.
The unique character of this book lies not only in the fact that for the first
time it gives the readers such an extensive layer of Fet’s poems in the English
translations but also in the fact that A. Pokidov suggests particular ethicophilosophical and poetic keys for understanding the world of Fet’s ideas (see the
Introduction’s chapter “In the World of Beauty”).
Thus, let us initiate the talk from those subject areas of Afanasi Fet’s creative
work which have been chosen by the author of this book.
The position, elaborated by Fet himself, was later called “art for art’s sake”,
or “pure art”; among the representatives of this position we may mention
A. Maikov, Ya. Polonsky, A. Grigoriev, A. Apukhtin, K. R. – the grand duke Konstantin Romanov. For a century and a half this position remained an object of most
heated controversy among the leading Russian critics and literary figures about
the aims of art and, at the some time, a certain criterion and catalyst of the contemporaries’ aesthetical thought.
As a lyricist, Fet can rightfully be called “a poet of airy-celestial element”, and
at the same time Fet has his own and distinctly marked nook of the national Rus4

B. Nikolsky, “The poet of philosophers” // “Russian Review”, 1894, № 12
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sian cultural world – the world of the gentry estate. In this capacity he became the
initiator of a certain literary tradition whose direct successors and continuers
were the poets-symbolists of the Silver Age of the Russian poetry – V. Ivanov,
V. Bryusov, Andrei Bely as well as A. Blok and S. Yesenin.
“In the feelings, as though water-colours // Of bygone light years are gliding
…” – these words of Fet’s contemporary K. Sluchevsky illustrate perfectly well the
transparent and delicate atmosphere of Fet’s lyrics which in some respect is opposed to reason. Fet himself wrote to K. R. in the letter dated 12th June, 1890: “For
an artist, the impression which is calling forth a poem, is dearer than the very object which stirred up this impression”.
The critics simultaneously conferred the term “impressionism” on that poetical trend because it is characterized by intuitionism, spontaneity, impulsiveness,
naturalness and involuntariness of the lyric self-expression of the poet. And, as
A. V. Pokidov makes it clear in his book, this is the sublimest form of poetry in
which the poetic thoughts prove their value not by formal logic but by graphic
obviousness, “sensuality” (to use Kant’s terminology), and Fet’s mastery in this
respect is one of the highest summits of world poetry (word-for-word-transl.):
Only in your work, o poet, the word’s winged sound
Is very quick to grasp and fasten with a pen
Both the soul’s obscure raving and the grasses’ indistinct smell…
(“How poor our language is! – I want and can’t …” A. Fet)
From the problems of daily occurrence Fet was able to escape into the inviolable realm of fancy and dreams – “Things unattainable in dreams now surge, //
Things in this poor world made but for dreaming …” [opus № 100 in the present
collection]. In that subjective world the main personage – nature – was tinctured
by the mood of the lyric “ego” and became animated [№ 84]:
The north wind blew, the grass shed tears
About the recent summer time,
And roses’ hearts were wrung with fears
That frosts would kill their blooming prime…
The lyric emotions seem to be spread in nature, and the world is united by
the exalted mood of the poet:
Before th’eternal beauty – what
Can sound but eulogy and prayer!.

[№ 47]

Precisely this predominance of subjectivism in the perception of nature
gives us the right to call Fet’s lyrics impressionistic.
Afanasi Fet’s lyrics may also be called the most melodious in all Russian poetry, and it is not by mere chance that the biggest number of romances have been
written to his verses – there are about 100 of them. Among the composers who
set Fet’s poems to music we find the names of P. I. Tchaikovsky,
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S. V. Rakhmaninov, A. E. Varlamov and many other names. The chain of impressions, feelings and emotions always create a melodious moment in Fet’s verses.
Let us recall his genius-inspired lines about the soul:
I know not what song lurks in it,
But I feel it's ripe for singing

[№ 5]

This was Fet’s credo which defined as genuine only that art, “where the
word grows dumb, where sounds are reigning, // Where is heard not the song
but the soul of the bard…”. Fet always considered melodiousness an inalienable
property of unadulterated poetry.
“Melodies” – that is how Fet himself called a section of 70 most typical of his
opuses in the collection prepared in 1892; in the edition of 1912, this section included 105 poems.
In the book which is now presented, we should point out such melodious
“pearls from Fet’s treasury”: “O, for a long time in the silence of the night …” [№ 3],
“No, at dawn do not rouse her from rest…” [№ 7], “No, do not move away …”
[№ 10], “Fragrant and fresh is your sumptuous wreath …” [№ 39], “I will simply say
nothing to you …” [№ 65] and many others.
The “pure lyricist” Fet was profoundly enough educated as a philosopher, he
had a brilliant command of several languages – let us recall his translations from
Ovid, Catullus, Propertius, Virgil and Horace, of Gothe’s “Faustus” as well as a
number of Schopenhauer’s works. In his youth he experienced a particular closeness to many views of Arthur Schopenhauer, but he created his own ideally-light
imaginary world of immortality where everything is undecayed: “Again, in Nature’s lap, by some celestial will, // I’ll have a dream so light and vernal …”
[№ 101], in which the base of the world is not the obscure and blind universal
will but “the Grand Sun of the Existence” and its radiations-reveries what our
human life really is. This position is also different from the position of Tyutchev
for whom dreams are what surrounds our life while not substituting it (“As the
ocean embraces the terrestrial globe // All our life is wholly embraced by
dreams”, Tyutchev exclaimed).
The earthly life shrouded in the “gold-woven cover” which is thrown above
the mysterious abyss, – this image, organically close to Fet, is also close to Schopenhauer who repeatedly cited it from the Indian Veda. Here is Fet’s own translation of this fragment of the Veda: “Mayai, the deceptive cover, descending upon
the eyes of mortals and showing them the world, about which it is impossible to
say – either it exists or it doesn’t …”5.
As we all know, this image of the diurnal golden cover, separating man from
the abyss, more than once appears in Tyutchev’s poetry, for instance (word-forword-transl.):
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The holy night has ascended upon the sky
And the day, so gratifying and comforting,
It has rolled up like a golden cover,
The cover thrown over the abyss …
However, man in Tyutchev’s poems, having remained without the salutary
cover, “stands now, like a homeless orphan, // Both feeble and bare, // Face-toface in front of the dark precipice”. Going away from Tyutchev’s gloominess, Fet
pictures, beyond that cover, the images of a phantasmal, miraculous reality in
which “everything is dreaming” and which cannot be explained rationally, where
everything glides, melts, like a reverie, like a dream.
Fet often identified the state of sleep with death but not in the tragic sense
but as some specific version of the earthly world where everything is possible
and harmonious. So, in the poem “Dreams” (1859) the poet dreams that he is in a
deep sleep, but the vision of death in his dream was not horrific and the dream
itself was evoking “caressingly and wondrously” a “shade of hope” and some expectation of happiness – “I do not know myself what kind of happiness”. The
brightened-up soul hears the sounds – “and those sounds are more limpid and
pure, and more joyful than all the voices of the Earth”, “delight and constrained
torment are in the breast …” And Fet explained slumber as a state in which all the
potential of the spirit can be realized: to understand everything, to be able to do
everything, to live simultaneously in the present and in the future, to meet those
who have already gone from the Earth’s lap, to experience for them the same feelings as you felt during their life, etc.
All, all is mine what is and was before,
In reveries and dreams there are no chains of time …
But… One has to return to life’s realities which are often unjust and, moreover, ignoring our aspirations and frequently hostile. The theme of never-ceasing
inward strife has become deeply personal for Fet; as we shall see in part I, he
more than once got into a position of choice between the ideal world and earthly
reality, between the subjective appreciation of the rightness of his way in art and
the dictates of his time and its social tasks.
The passionate need of beauty, which is so typical of Fet’s lyrics, sharply
contrasted with the general atmosphere of the beginning of the 1860-ies, the period of “civil” poetry, the time of N. Nekrasov, N. Dobrolyubov, D. Pisarev.
Lidia Lotman wrote in her article “Turgenev and Fet”: “The constant censure
of Fet’s late poetry on the part of Turgenev, his advice to give up writing verses,
his jokes and sarcasm in letters to friends concerning the sour ferment of the
wounded and carefully concealed ‘literary vanity’ of the poet insulted Fet”. And as
a matter of fact, the contemporaries really marked in Fet’s image and cast of mind
a certain morbid psychological duality – a refined aesthete in art who entrusted
the world created by him only to paper, and a business-like, practical landlord in
everyday life – and it made it very difficult to look into this unusual personality.
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Only some particularly sensitive and independent thinkers could approve of Fet’s
poetic position and take his side. N. Ogaryov who emigrated to England in 1856,
asserted that the artistic attitude of Fet represents “withdrawal from the stifling
situation”: “It was the most elegant escape from reality; it would be senseless to
feel indignant with it; one should ask first: what was there to be done when reality did not breathe anything alive?”6
“In an age when selfishness and lust for gain prevail, there comes the Poet
with an imperturbable serenity of gaze, with a mildness of a baby’s temper, who
by some miracle managed to pass between the quarrelling passions and convictions …” – so wrote in 1857, in the first issue of the magazine “Sovremennik”
(“Contemporary”) one of the most well-know critics of that time – V. P. Botkin
who, by the way, later became Fet’s relative.
In the 1870-ies, one of Fet’s closest friends and his constant interlocutor
proved to be L. N. Tolstoy who highly appreciated the poetic and philosophical
basis of his friend’s creative work and stimulated him to translate some of Schopenhauer’s works.
As a thinker, Fet had a particular propensity for F. I. Tyutchev (“My adored
poet! – so begins one of Fet’s poems addressed “To F. I. Tyutchev”). And this propensity was reciprocal, and the threads between them never broke even after
Tyutchev had gone. Whereas the beginning of a new poetical epoch with a characteristic bent for “philosophizing” is to be connected with the appearance in 1854
of Tyutchev’s first collection – “Poems”, in three decades, so arduous for the Russian literature, already in the 1880-ies, this trend found its most fervent apologist
in the face of Fet who revered Tyutchev’s genius.
The all-comprehending F. I. Tyutchev characterized the constitution of Fet’s
poetic gift as “prophetically-blind”, id est intuitively capable of profound insight
and intimate observance of the life of Nature – “the Great Mother”: (word-forword transl.):
…Some have received from nature
An instinct prophetically-blind –
They sense by that, and hear the waters
In the obscure earthly depth…
Loved by the Great Mother,
Your lot is hundredfold more enviable –
Not once, under the visible outward form,
You have perceived Herself so well…
Paraphrasing Tyutchev, we may suppose that the soul of Fet’s lyric hero
“sings” the same as the sea, and the “thinking reed” (precisely in his person) flexibly echoes the swaying of the coastal waves… However, this is not a paraphrase
only: a more striking closeness to nature than the closeness, which was sensed
6
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and expressed by Fet, we would not find in any Russian poet, including Tyutchev.
Let us remember the phrase of the “late” Tyutchev: “Dame Nature is indifferent to
the past, // Treating our ghostly years as alien gleams …”
From Fet’s “organic omnisensation” there is quite a short way to the principle of “universal responsiveness” of the Russian man, which has been enunciated
by his contemporary F. M. Dostoyevsky. Simultaneously with him, Fet intuitively
formulated it and poetically glorified the salutary power of beauty.
While reading Dostoyevsky’s wonderfully perspicacious articles “G. –bov
and the question of art” (1861) where he philosophically substantiates “the need
of beauty” and the conditions of its origin in a person, it seems to us that Fyodor
Mikhailovich guessed Fet’s destiny …
In Fet’s poem “Vainly” (1852), which was particularly marked out by the researchers of his creative work, there are such soul-penetrating lines (word-forword transl.):
Not by ourselves
Was experienced the words’ impotence for expressing desires,
For ages the powerless throes of words have been felt by humans;
But now ‘tis our turn, and the sequence of trials will be ended
Not by ourselves.
But ‘tis painful,
That life’s destinies are hostile to sacred intentions!
In the breast of man it would be enough to get at them…
No! to tear out and throw them; those sores are perhaps healing, –
But ‘tis painful!
Remaining true to his own aesthetical ideals and being a wholly Russian
man, Fet noted himself that every aesthetically beautiful line conceals a lot of
pain and sufferings. This is a typically Russian poetical tradition.7
But again, if Dostoyevsky regarded suffering and expiation as an unavoidable component of life, more typical for Fet’s poetry is a wonderful philosophical
and psychological optimism: the everyday torments and hardships are but a
dream, they are illusory and sham, the entire human existence is “but a dream,
but a transient dream”. Nevertheless, common for both – the writer and the poet
– becomes the assertion that in the duel of good and evil the forces of good gain
the victory precisely under the banner of beauty as a creative and salutary principle.
Dostoyevsky entered into the general literary discussion of the 1860-ies between two formed “parties in the sense of private convictions” about the purpose
7
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of art – either the freedom of creative work and complete insubordination of art,
or “art’s service by direct and practical use” – he entered into the discussion
when, according to his opinion, “… it nearly came to enmity”. In the article, which
has already been cited, Fyodor Mikhailovich proved that art has itself as its aim
and that the first law of art is freedom of inspiration and creative work. He also
made a conclusion of paramount importance for us that “the need of beauty (and
the creative work which incorporates beauty) is inseparable from man, and without it man would not perhaps want to live in this world…”
This controversy concerned in the most direct way the creative works of Fet
and not only his work. In the channel of this literary discussion, Fet writes to the
person holding the same views – A. K. Tolstoy about his predecessorsromanticists (word-for-word transl.):
…Let’s honour their sacred heritage
And to the end let’s not forget
How to their call, since early years
Our hearts were trembling with happiness.
Though other times have come,
The times most sad when
The hetaera of the square drives
The queen of thought and labour;
May not persecution of diffident Muses
Confuse the poet’s soul,
And may, in the shade and far from the worldly care,
Their union ripens more freely.
(“To Count A. K. Tolstoy in the village Pustynka”)
And the latter would respond with his famous, ever topical and often cited
call – “Counter the current!”:
...Friends, don’t believe it! Our senses rejoicing,
Lures us the same force, unknown and weird,
As of yore, charms us the nightingale’s warbling,
Dear is to us every star that appeared!
Truth is the same! Midst the inclement weather
Trust inspiration, its beauty inherent,
Bravely row, as you always endeavour,
Counter the current!
While characterizing the most important moment of Fet’s lyric world, it
should be noted that the conceptual images of his lyrics, its ubiquitous elements
proved to be the images of fire, flight, sleep. However, in this introductory article
we shall dwell at great length on the significance for Fet’s creative work of the elements of the “high-up” world, which was for him the primordial abode of Love.
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The world of stars and night fascinated and allured the poet with particular
force – “All in this night, as in human desires, is boundless, // Some airy strivings
now fearless pinions are getting …” [№ 40]. It is not by mere chance that for the
title of this book its author A. Pokidov chose an image from the most cited and
seemingly programme masterpiece of Fet’s lyrics – “Tormented by life and by the
hope’s perfidy …” [№ 134]:
Still denser the gloom of the earthly expanses,
As after lightnings of fall we live darkling,
And only aloft – gentle call to the senses –
The stars’ golden eyelashes softly are sparkling.
Fet’s stars are “faithful”, “eternal”, “imperishable”; they are in contrast to
everything earthly, trivial – and therefore they are favourite interlocutors… But
they are particularly loved also because in Fet’s poems they often symbolize the
Woman and Love. In one case they are the image of the beloved and departed
woman’s eyes; sometimesthe remoteness of stars from each other gives the poet
a chance to create the image of tragic separation by time and space of the people
capable of loving each other: “And over the grave nigh-forgotten, so brightly //
Fair eyes in the choir of starlets appear” [№ 94], or “’Mongst countless stars of
midnight skies // The way two look into my eyes …” [№ 102].
It in precisely to the ability of the romanticists of the post-Pushkin period to
experience purest feelings of love that we owe such lyric masterpieces (which become encyclopaedic) as Tyutchev’s “I’ve met you …”, K.R.’s “I flung open the window, – no feeling of glee …”, Tolstoy’s “In whirl of the ballroom …” and Fet’s “Tender whisper, timid breathing …” [№ 53]. However, as distinct from the heroes of
Tyutchev’s and Tolstoy’s “realized” love, Fet’s lyric hero almost always remains as
if on the threshold of meeting with Her and focuses himself on the feeling of that
meeting. The background of strongest emotions of the poet proves something
elusive and difficult to catch, – the inner light with the candles put out (“I’ll put
out the candles before the mirror …”), and, nevertheless, it is precisely love that
reveals all the secrets of the universe to Fet’s heart.
Whereas in his first book of the series –“Eighty Stars from Tyutchev’s Galaxy” – A. V. Pokidov could in every detail connect the origins of the poet’s love lyrics with the circumstances of his life, here it is doubtless more difficult to do because love in Afanasi Fet’s life had a more intimate and tragic character. We know
amazingly little about the real objects of his love (answering the question about
love in his famous questionnaire Fet wrote laconically that he loved twice…), they
are nearly as remote and incorporeal as Fet’s beloved stars. The inmost recesses
of his heart remained sealed even for his most intimate people and opened up only in his verses. Probably this explains the abundance of contradictory opinions
about the personality of the poet himself …
In the soul, tortured by years,
There is an unapproachable, pure temple…
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We dare suppose that Love for Woman was and remains the treasure, which
is kept behind the inaccessible walls of that temple… In the first part of the Introduction to this book which the author called “In the Circle of Gains and Losses”, an
attempt, has been made to outline the amorous peripeteia of the poet.
It is impossible not to stress here that love became the most “fruitful” source
of creative work also in the life of Alexei Konstantinovich Tolstoy, another poetic
figure of the “Lyric Russia” series. Though we have devoted one of the book of the
series to this wonderful Man (capital letter!), it is necessary to note precisely here
A. K. Tolstoy’s conception of love and beauty as a distinctive counterbalance to the
images and in general to all the lyrics of Fet and Tyutchev. The human ability of
A. K. Tolstoy for a long time to love, to feel compassion and sympathy for one
woman with her difficult destiny, to serve her with his own life marks him out of
the cohort of our poets – let us remember Tyutchev’s definition of love as “a fatal
duel”, and Fet’s words: “things unattainable in our poor world”.
Tolstoy’s leading idea of love is quite different:
Hearing in sadness the tale of your woes, I grew fond of you, darling!
Sympathy-drawn, I was living your life and was weeping your tears;
Mentally following you, I went through the tortuous years,
Keenly I felt in my mind all your hopes and your womanly sorrow…
One can’t help feeling that precisely this acquisition of this unique love and
the knightly service to Sophia Andreyevna Miller fills the creative work of Tolstoy
with cheerful mood. For him, everything is imbued with love:
And I can hear each cheerful tone,
Which e’er resounds in woods and dales,
How beats the mountains’ heart of stone
With love, inside the dark entrails;
How slowly curling cloudlets move
With love amidst the azure skies,
How upwards into leaves, with love
Under the bark of happy trees,
In spring-refreshed and scented grove
The sap life-giving gently streams…
And so, the personal love of Tolstoy is being woven with firm threads into
the universal fabric of love…
We may point out some more interesting moments while comparing the lyric poems of our poets. So, A. K. Tolstoy has the image of the sea, Pont, – this is the
masculine principle of nature whereas the Earth is the feminine principle, Gaya.
The rising sea tide becomes a personification of His attraction, and She thirsts,
pines in expectation.
Another lyric moment in both poets – the image of eyelashes. Fet has the image of “stars’ golden eyelashes” shining above the world in the gloom of “everyday life”. Tolstoy as a more mystic poet uses the eyelashes as a metaphysical im-
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age of the soul, which has flown up from the Earth (let us remember a similar
Lermontov’s image):
Silently floated the soul through the heavenly spheres,
Downwards casting her moistened, sorrowful lashes…
The sadness of this soul which has freed itself from the earthly bonds is explained, as it becomes clear, by the fact that many woes and sufferings have been
left on the earth – the Russian “universal responsiveness” and compassion are
characteristic of Alexei Konstantinovich’s soul in the same degree.
There is also a certain difference in the ways, which have been traversed by
our poets to the same result – a complete synthesis of the cult of beauty (aesthetics) and the cult of love as the supreme form of beauty. As back as his first juvenile
collection of poems (1841) Fet declared the primacy of the cosmic principle of
Beauty – “the whole Universe is beautiful; there is nothing in the Universe that is
not beautiful”; as a matter of fact, in his mature years, he really came to the conception of Love as the unifying principle, and made it clear in later articles (for
instance, about Tyutchev) and in letters (with particular fullness it is expressed in
his correspondence with K. R., also a remarkable poet-romanticist).
By all his life Tolstoy has passed the way from Love as a cosmic principle
(“And there is nothing in the world // That would not breathe love’s purist air”),
the underlying reason of everything:
And when the Lofty Word’s creative might
From nightly gloom has called the worlds galore,
Love – that’s what all of them illumed with radiance bright…
and reunited it with Beauty in later age (“O Bard who’s hoisting beauty’s banner
…” – so the count A. Tolstoy called himself in his very last poems).
It is precisely the creative work of such poets us Afanasi Fet and Alexei Tolstoy that has prepared the ground for the ethical positions of one of the most profound Russian philosophers of the 19th century – Vladimir Sergeyevich Solovyov
who enunciated as the ideal of the desired world the “synthesis of Truth, Good
and Beauty”.
And again, the initial intuitive conceptions of the poets give food for the further mental constructions of the philosopher. His formulated his aesthetical platform in the article “On Lyric Poetry” written in 1890, at the time of considerable
decline of the general interest in lyrics. Of particular interest for us are Solovyov’s
conclusions about the lyrics of our poets whose creative work we represent in the
books of the “Lyric Russia” series. And, while the philosopher compared
Tyutchev’s lyric poetry with “the most precious of these treasures”; he called
A. K. Tolstoy “the poet of militant thought”, because he “fought with the weapon
of free word for the right of beauty which is a perceptible form of truth”; and then
he summarized, giving the example of Fet’s lyrics: “The general sense of the uni-
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verse is opened in the poet’s soul in two ways: on the outer side as the beauty of
nature and on the inner side as love ...” 8
Having made a profound analysis of the “roots” of Fet’s lyrics, using as a example the poem “Dreams and shadows – dreamy visions …” and citing his aphorism: “Oh, if without the words // Could the soul be outspoken!”, Solovyov lays
down his cardinal conclusion about the all-unity of Being: “Each inseparably resides in everything, and everything is present in each”9.
In connection with Vl. Solovyev’s creative work we should point out one
more peculiarity of Fet’s perception of nature – the acute sensitivity making it
possible to see the feminine aspect of nature. So, Yuriy Eichenwald writes about
Fet: “He is more passionate than heathenism, more voluptuous that anyone, this
ethereal poet…”
For Fet <…> every lock of nature breathes the visible or invisible femininity”
10. In general, the elements of some pantheistic eroticism in the landscape and anthological lyrics are characteristic of the greatest Russian poets-bards – Zhukovsky, Lermontov, Tyutchev and of course Fet.
Underlying the main and well-known aspect of Solovyov’s philosophy – the
idea of Eternal Femininity – is comprehension of the mysteries of precisely this
deepest layer of Fet’s mental and sensual attitude, in whose poetry the Heaven
and the Earth have merged to form the single feminine soul of the Universe. The
whole life of Vl. Solovyov was filled with attempts to express and convey to others
his intimate mystic feelings about the all-unity and his sensations of the eternal
femininity.
The continuer of Solovyov’s revelations – A. Blok – also perceived precisely in
Fet’s poetry the birth of the Eternal Femininity, and was discoursing in his diaries
as follows: “The Idea of the Eternal Femininity is already so colossal and so firmly
determined philosophically in Fet’s work that one cannot speak little about it …”
What a multitude of philosophical and ethical conceptions of love, what a
great number of amazing poetical images will be created in some 25 years by the
poets of the Silver Age who feed on the light sources – the lyrics of A. A. Fet and
A. K. Tolstoy.
8

V. S. Solovyov, “The Sense of Love”, “Sovremennik”, M., 1991, p.98
To stress the inseparability of spiritual community of poets of the post-Pushkin galaxy let
us recall the fact from the life of Lev Nikolayevich Tolstoy, which has been described by
A. B. Goldenweiser. On the 7th December, 1899, Goldenweiser came to the deseased L. Tolstoy
who quite a short time before that had read Tyutchev’s poem “Now the ashen shadows mingle
…”. Tolstoy said to him: “I have always asserted that a work of art is either so good that there is
no measure to determine its merits – this is genuine art; I cannot read it without tears. I have
memorized it. Just wait, I’ll recite it to you …” Goldenweiser writes: “Till the last moment of my
life I’ll not forget the impression which Lev Nikolayevich has made on me that time. He was lying on his back, squeezing convulsively the edge of his blanket and trying vainly to suppress the
tears that choked him. Several times he cut short and began again. But at last when he read the
end of the first stanza: "I’m in all, and all’s in me", his voice broke”.
10
Yu. Eichenwald, “Silhouettes of Russian Writers”, M., 1994, p.168.
9
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Summing up Fet’s moral and esthetical views, which found expression in his
lyric poems, we should like to cite one especially soul-piercing poem, which was
written by Fet at the end of his life, in 1887. It is not included in the present collection of poetic translations, but A. V. Pokidov gives its word-for-word translation:
Declining with the Sun beyond the dark earth,
I embrace with my gaze all the traversed way:
I see that the desert shadows have, without leaving a trace,
Extinguished the day and brought the night.
Only something, in a strange design, is now glimmering:
The bygone woe, like an obscure reproach,
In the confused course of unrealizable dreams,
Has strewn millions of tears.
It makes me feel shame and pain that so inconceivably
Those vague and hazy spots are gleaming,
As though some message that has come unclear…
Ah, all that, all that I would carry with myself!
Probably just here, at the end of his life, the poet has drawn, with the cosmism so inherent in him, the real picture of his pain and anguish ensuing from the
love which failed to be realized, from the impossibility to change and explain
something, because the real life, due to dramatic circumstances, has been lived
not quite according to his own postulates of Love’s and Beauty’s laws…
We earnestly hope the book of translations of “Masterpieces from Fet’s
Treasury”, as the author called it, will open a new page in the comprehension and
assimilation of the heritage of the outstanding Russian lyricist. At the dawn of the
21st century we invite the entire English-speaking world to join this treasury – the
treasury of Russian spiritual culture.
In our time, so far from being monosemantic and so consonant with
Tyutchev’s lines written on the occasion of the hundredth anniversary of
N. M. Karamzin’s birth –
…What greeting shall we send
To you, our kind pure genius,
Amidst the fluctuations and doubts
Of these much-troubled years?
With this ugly mixture
Of impotent truth and insolent lie,
So hateful for the soul
Which is lofty and ardently striving for the good…
we believe that the image of beauty, manifest in Fet’s work, his profound ethical
and philosophical reflections on the problems of world culture, the highest spirituality of the questions, which he raises and which will never stop being urgent
and topical in any epoch, – all that will serve to the revival of cultural values, the
notions of probity and nobleness.
Irina Sushkova
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─***─
"All the triumph of a genius not held
by Tyutchev, has been held by Fet"
Alexander Blok

IN THE CIRCLE OF GAINS AND LOSSES
Should we desire so, all the events of Afanasi Afanasyevich Fet’s long life
may be described upon a single sheet of paper. It does not mean, of course, that
the poet's destiny was poor in what we call the phenomena of spiritual life which
were interweaving with his literary fate in a fashion not at all simple and superficial.
Fet was born in 1820 (October or November) in the country estate Novosyolki (formerly Kozyulkino), some kilometres from the city of Mtsensk, on the river
Zusha. His father, the 44-year-old landlord Afanasi Neofitovich Shenshin, a retired
captain of cavalry, arrived in Novosyolki in September 1820, from Germany
where he had been undergoing a course of spa treatment. He came home not
alone but with a wife – the 23-year-old Charlotte who had left in Darmstadt her
father Carl Becker, her husband Johannes Foeth11 and her daughter Caroline. Obviously, Charlotte had her own reasons to sacrifice everything to her new life.
The boy Afanasi who was born two months after Charlotte’s coming to Russia, was written down in the birth-certificate as Afanasi Shenshin’s son, enjoying
full rights, and was baptized according to the orthodox rite. This birth-certificate
was not called in question until 1834, when the ecclesiastical authorities of the
city of Oryol somehow found out that the child was not the son of A. N. Shenshin;
besides that, the Lutheran marriage was not valid in Russia, and the orthodox
ceremony took place after the birth of the child. Though the revealed truth prejudiced nobody’s interests, it had dramatic consequences for the 14-year-old boy
whom father took to the far-off boarding-school of Krümmer in Verro (now the
town of Vyru in Estonia), and after some time sent him a letter by which the boy
was informed that henceforth he should be called the "Hessen-Darmstadt subject
A. Foeth".
According to the concepts of those times it turned out that the child still got
the "honest family name" of a German lower-class citizen, and if it were not so, he
would have got the passport brand of an "illegitimate child", and that would
have thrown him back to the very bottom of society without any prospects. Only
one thing was left: to rely on time and wait. But to grow up in a strange town, having lost the native home and being deprived of the right of inheritance was an unheard-of torment for the 15-year-old lad. As he said himself, he "felt like a dog,
which had lost its owner."
But in four years the situation changed somewhat. At the age of 18, the
young man was taken by his father from the Krummer’s boarding-school and
brought to Moscow, where the boy entered the boarding-school of the Professor
11

The German transcription of the poet’s name.
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of Moscow University M. P. Pogodin, and after half a year became a student of the
University (1838). Frankly speaking, it was a sure gain for the young man: among
the professors of the University there were such brilliant figures as Shevyryov,
Granovsky, Kryukov and others, and the list of the students included Apollon Grigoryev, Ya. P. Polonsky, K. D. Kavelin and a number of other youths. A. Fet settled
down in the family of Apollon Grigoryev who became his ardent admirer and patron. The young men were inseparable (it is a pity that the house in Malaya Polyanka where they lived has not been preserved).
In the 3rd volume of his "Memoirs", Fet relates with rapture how, having
passed his exams for the first course of the University, he was driving in a postal
troika (three horses harnessed abreast) past the greening fields and forests to his
native Novosyolki, what cordial welcome he was given both at home and in the
house of his uncle – Pyotr Neofitovich Shenshin. The 19-year-old Fet could not
suppose, however, what severe trials his heart would have to undergo by the will
of fate in the nearest future. Fet writes that as far back as winter, he got acquainted with the 18-year-old governess of his sisters – Anyuta and Nadya. "She had
beautiful blue eyes and fine brown hair, but the profile of her face with fresh
complexion was rather irregular, and nevertheless she could be liked by men due
to her youthfulness as I can judge by the exclamations which I heard among the
men at her appearance with her girl-pupils in Yadrino, on the occasion of my uncle’s name-day, June 29 (1839)". And further: "As far back as winter, I noticed that
she accepted my signs of attention to her with evident pleasure /…/. During my
present visit our attention to each other soon grew into mutual attraction. It is
quite natural that at dinner or tea tables, in the presence of father and mother, we
strove to keep full indifference. But should one of us occasionally raise the eyes,
they at once met the other’s glance. Our involuntary manoeuvres began probably
to arrest the attention of the strangers, because mother made me tête-à-tête a
remark as regards this".
The contacts of Afanasi and Yelena Grigoryevna B. (evidently, the name Yelena does not correspond to the real name of the girl), were not, of course, limited
to table contacts, and the irresistibly strengthening mutual attachment of the
young persons was as insistently putting the question about the prospects of this
affection. And though the sober-minded old Fet, who wrote about his first love,
makes formally sceptical accents as regards this feeling ("What sense might represent our mutual infatuation if we take into account that I was 19 years old, not
dependent upon himself and a badly-studying student of the second course!.."),
the logic of the heart’s feeling was breaking all considerations and reasons
against, including the obvious unwilling of Fet’s parents to see the young people
in the embrace of Hymenaeus. Fet writes that "in the mean time our relations
brought us to mutual promises to belong to each other, thereby implying lawful
matrimony. We even exchanged rings because I used to wear the ring which
mother had given me as a gift, and Yelena also had a wedding-ring from her late
father. That such a promise was not a joke is clear from the fact that once, deem-
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ing to put an end to this unsolvable problem, I came out of the house to the edge
of the forest with a loaded double-barreled gun and pondered for some time, the
cocks having been raised, how to direct at myself the fatal blow more adroitly.
The tears changed my ultimate resoluteness, and I went home..."
It is impossible to overlook a touching detail of Afanasi’s and Yelena’s relationships: by the time when the mutual feelings of both reached full bloom, Fet
had the manuscript of his first poetical collection which the author called the
"Lyrical Pantheon" (39 opuses).
Sharing Fet’s conviction that the volume, in case of its issuance, would ensure great fame to the author, whereas the money spent would be repaid a
hundredfold, Yelena gave him 300 Roubles from her scanty savings when she was
seeing him off to Moscow. They parted promising to write to each other.
Fet concludes this (first) part of their relations with an observation full of
dramatic lyricism: "A garden which has been brought to lush blooming by an unusually early spring, would not indulge in reasonings about how untimely is the
high-colour showing through the white fragrant blossoms because in two or three
days everything would be killed by the implacable frost".
To our great regret, not a single letter of the young people’s correspondence
has been preserved. This exchange of letters lasted till the beginning of October
when, quite unexpectedly, the stepfather A. N. Shenshin arrived in Moscow with
Fet’s two sisters whom the father decided to send to the "Smolny monastery" in
St. Petersburg. During the meeting, tête-а-tête with Fet, Shenshin suddenly said
the following: "I have sacked the dissipated Yelena Grigoryevna, and I am bringing the girls to the institute. To tell you the home truth, an unseemly folly you
have conceived there. It is lucky that I learned about everything by chance and in
good time..." Afanasi Neofitovich passed over in silence the home truth about his
Darmstadt adventure.
By the end of the year Fet managed, after much trouble, to get his "Lyrical
Pantheon" published for the money which Yelena had given him, but the book,
however, did not justify the author’s expectations and was sold out badly, though
it was welcomed favourably by the critics.
And once in the evening, Afanasi Fet received, through a boy-messenger, a
note from Yelena, who was waiting for him in a carriage close to A. Grigoryev’s
house... "We fell into each other’s arms, and she immediately got anxious about
my being so light-mindedly dressed..." The girl tried to protect Afanasi from the
cold, wrapping him into the lap of her fluffy polar-fox fur coat. From the girl’s
fragmentary words and exclamations Fet could at last understand that his father,
having learned about everything, treated her, as she said, "in the most delicate
way": he did not say a word about their relations and only alluded to the necessity of sending the two girls to the institute, and then he "paid her salary for the
next six months and returned to her with thanks the three hundred Roubles
which his son-student had borrowed from her".
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Yelena informed Afanasi that now she started working as a female companion to the general Korovkin’s daughters. As the Korovkins have moved to Moscow
she may take a carriage on holidays and meet with him in the same fashion. And
indeed, they had two more chances of meeting and exchanging letters, but as ill
luck would have it, everything was revealed and the girl had to leave the house of
the general. Fet, however, considered it his duty to pay a visit to the general telling him that there was not a shade of anything bad in his meetings and that earlier he had got her consent for marriage. The noble general declared that "knowing
the father" of Fet he was sure that father would by no means give his consent for
such a marriage. The general added, however, that he forbade the house to M-lle
B, because she did not possess the knowledge, which might be useful for his
daughters.
"Such proved to be the denouement of our semi-childish romance", Fet
wrote. Somewhat later, Fet learned that at that time an official unexpectedly came
to Moscow from Petersburg, and in the course of his journey to the Caucasus (to
his destination) he took his sister Yelena Georgyevna with himself. Sоmе time
since that, Fet received the news that she got married there to some official.
We do not know how and when Fet received another news – the news about
his beloved girl’s death. This decease might not be later than the middle of the
60ies. In March, 1871, Fet wrote the poem "With anguish and appeal // Your pure
ray was vainly burning before me...", in which the poet says that this ray "did not
cope with the gloominess around", but the loving heart will carry this light
"through the earthly life", that with that light the beloved girl gave him the "double being" and he celebrates her immortality at least for a moment. By unusual
tragic expressiveness is marked the poem "TO THE DEPARТЕD MAIDEN" [November 4, 1878; see opus № 93 in this book] which made the great Russian writer I. S. Turgenev sob. Equally staggering by its emotions is the famous "ALTER
EGO" [№ 95] which made a profound impression on many, including L. N. Tolstoy.
In 1887, 5 years before his death, Fet wrote two poems, which introduced new
intonations into the tragic wreath woven to the girl:
No, I’m not unfaithful. Up to my declining years
I am the same devoted slave of your love...
and
The day shone to us, kindling fire in our blood…
O fairest, you were looking for delights...
And finally, it is most probable that the same addressee may be guessed in
the early opus (1844), wonderful for its lyricism – "Whene'er the dreams of mine
beyond the murky haze..." [№ 97] as well as the poem "Amidst the gloom and the
quietude nightly..." [№ 94].
We do not know if some poems were dedicated to Yelena during her contacts with Fet, but we would be happy to know that such an opus as "I have come
to you with greeting..." [№ 51] was dedicated to her.
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The catastrophe of Fet’s first love coincided with an impetuous splash of his
poetry, and the new poems were no more tests of the pen but lofty specimens of
lyricism, which heralded the advent of a genius. The poet was "discovered" (in
1842-43) for the broad reading public by the magazines "Otechestvenniye
zapiski" and "Moskvityanin". So, "Otechestvenniye zapiski", having published (as
back as 1843) the famous poem "I have come to you with greeting", was in fact
welcoming a new luminary on the horizon of Russian poetry.
The result of the 40ies manifested itself in the publication of "The Poems by
Fet" in 1850 – the book which became, according to V. V. Kozhinov, the wellknown investigator, "the precursor of the epoch of the 1850ies". The collection
included 92 poems by Fet, among which we find such masterpieces as "When languidly I’m lost in a delicious dream" [№ 2], "O, for a long time in the silence of the
night" [№ 3], "I have come to you with greeting..." [№ 5], "No, at dawn do note
rouse her from rest" [№ 7], "No, do not move away!.." [№ 10], "Fragrant and fresh
is your sumptuous wreath..." [№ 55], "How this landscape dear is!.." [№ 70],
"There’s near my cosy bower..." [№ 71], "Whene’er the dreams of mine beyond the
murky haze..." [№ 94], "Bacchante", "Diana".
The magazine "Otechesvenniye zapiski" called Fet "the most gifted of all
modern lyricists". The critics pointed out in Fet’s creative work "a charming lyricism" imbued with "some festive wafting of life", "a lyrical springtime sense of nature", "the ingenuousness of inspiration, the irresistibility of poetical singing..."
It should be said that the ascent to those spiritual heights, which conditioned
the creative genius of Fet, was going painfully and in alternation of depressions
and ecstatic insights. Apollon Grigoryev who was closely watching this "phenomenology of the spirit" of Fet, wrote: "I never chanced to see a man whom anguish
oppressed to such an extent and whose possible suicide made me fear so much... I
was afraid for him, I often spent part of the night by his bed trying by no matter
what to dispel … the terrible chaotic ferment of his soul’s elements. <…> This man
had either to kill himself, or become what he became. The sufferings subsided and
calmed down in him, though not at once, of course. He was an artist in the full sense
of the word: the creative capacity manifested itself in him in the highest degree".
Fully understandable is Fet’s complete indifference to everything, which was
not capable to reflect itself poetically in his creative capacity and did not contribute to the "lofty and unconscious enjoyment in life" (A. Grigoryev). It is worthwhile to cite a small fragment from Fet’s "Memoirs" where he speaks about some
holiday when "everywhere were seen joyous smiles with snow-white teeth,
and not a single ugly or drunken face. <…> This rural idyll instantly evoked in me
the thought about my new and forthcoming search of doubtful happiness, and I
said, addressing my father:
'Those are truly happy people. What else should a man look for?'
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'Instead of giving yourself up to this bad thought', father said, 'this happiness
wholly depends on you. Don’t you want to stop at that?..'
I was ultimately upset, and only thought: 'It is impossible with a sharper line
to separate the ideal from real life. Only it is a pity that the old man would never
understand that one has willy-nilly to feed on reality, but giving oneself to ideals
also means to live' ".
Fet had willy-nilly "to feed on reality" and "to give himself to ideals", and this
sharp contrast could be one of the reasons of that murderous anguish which tortured Fet at the beginning of the 1840ies. By no means a petty reason of that anguish could also be the catastrophe of the first love, but there was a more "prosaic" reason – the drama, which was connected with his parentage and which deprived him of all rights. Beyond any doubt, the desire to win back everything lost
became some sort of idée fixe which would not let him have a minute’s peace and
made him repeat about the callousness of life (as for the callousness of the people, who have played a fatal role in his contacts with Yelena, he could feel it in
full), about the "cold of existence". Of course, the cold and callousness were compensated not in a small degree by the poetic gift and publication of verses, but
what next? In his opinion, there was no road ahead of himself. To crown all the
"verdicts of life", new adversities befell him. Upon graduating from the University
(in 1844), he learned about the sudden decease of his uncle – Pyotr Neofitovich
Shenshin who loved his nephew and prepared a pretty sum of money (after the
uncle’s death, the money disappeared without leaving a trace), and then his
mother died after several months of illness (cancer).
And then the decision was taken to sharply change the track of life, to come
out for a single combat with fate... He was led by a firm intention to obtain, as a
result of service, the military rank, which would give him the right to restore the
title of a nobleman and his position in the society. At the very beginning of 1845,
he left Novosyolki, and on the 21st of April he was admitted as a noncommissioned officer to the cuirassier Military-Order regiment in the Kherson
province. A hard life ensued in which Fet had to restrain himself in everything. In
March 1846, he was promoted to the rank of a cornet, in August 1849, he got the
rank of a lieutenant, in December 1851, Fet was promoted to the rank of a staffcaptain... In 1853, Fet passed to the LifeGuards uhlan regiment quartered near
Volkhov (in the vicinity of St. Petersburg).
Three more years of service – and Fet was granted a leave of absence, first
for 11 months (in 1856), then he got an indefinite leave, and ultimately, on the 27
of January, 1858, he retired in the rank of a staff-captain. The much-cherished aim
was not achieved, because every time, prior to awarding a new officer rank, a decree was being issued according to which the hereditary title of a nobleman might
be got by a higher rank (first it was the rank of a major, and then the level was
raised to a colonel). It may be imagined what bitterness and anguish overwhelmed the soul of Fet, for all his stoicism. Matters took such a turn that in one
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of his letters he spoke about himself as a man buried alive ("never in my whole
life was I killed morally to such an extent"). In one of his desperate minutes he
confessed to his friend Borisov about a wish "to find a mademoiselle with a ‘tail’
of twenty-five thousand Roubles in silver, then would drop everything".
If we read Fet’s "Memoirs" (in three volumes), we may traverse all the way
which the poet has made during all the ten years of military service. But in spite
of the fact that Fet could compare the life, teeming with monsters of all kinds, "only with a dirty pool", in which he is doomed to drown, that very life made him a
rare present – the love of the 22-year-old girl Maria Lazič, the daughter of a poor
neighbouring landlord (of Serbian origin); he got acquainted with the girl at the
end of 1848 through the rich and highly-educated landlord A. P. Brzhessky (admirer of Byron and Fet) and his wife. The sister of A. P. Brzhessky – Yelizaveta
Fyodorovna – was married to Mikhail Ilyich Petkevich, an amiable and very hospitable man, and the family of Petkevich lived in the village Fyodorovka where Fet
used to come to from various places where his regiment was based. Precisely in
this village, the first and most of his forthcoming meetings with Maria
Kozminichna Lazič took place, because the family of Petkevich were glad to receive,
among other guests, also the two daughters of the general Lazič – the elder blond
beauty Nadezhda with her husband captain Buinitsky, and the younger Maria.
Since the popular literature but seldom gives any facts about the relations of
the two young persons (Fet and Maria) and since the denouement of this story
left a dramatic imprint on all the further life of Fet, we think it advisable to reproduce some fragments from Fet’s "Memoirs". It should be said that in the 3rd
volume of these "Memoirs", the name Maria was ciphered by Fet into the name of
Yelena Larina (!).
On Christmas of 1849, the Petkevich family had the guests "at full strength".
"The younger – Larina Yelena – who enjoyed the well-deserved sympathy of the
hosts and the heart-felt kindness of her brother-in-law Buinitsky, took but little
part in the noisy merriment of the young ladies and, being a splendid musician,
she preferred to play the piano for the dancers. Tall and slender, she was far inferior to her sister by the face features, but excelled her by the extraordinary splendour of her black hair which had dove-coloured tints.
Whereas Nadezhda Buinitskaya was playful and prankish, Yelena Larina was
reserved and discreet".
Speaking in his "Memoirs" about his relations with ladies (and it must be
mentioned that Fet was not deprived of women's attention!), he frankly expressed his "credo" (as life has shown, a treacherous and ruinous "credo"):
"I realized quite clearly that to marry for an officer who gets 300 Roubles
from home when the bride has practically nothing, means thoughtlessly and unfairly to give a promise which he is unable to fulfil."
However, the heart could not remain without an attachment. That is why,
having courted Maria’s elder sister – Nadezhda, Fet "began to look around, and
my eyes involuntarily rested on her reserved, if not to say strict, sister Yelena".
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Fet writes that he was amazed by her vast acquaintance with his favourite poets,
but the main "field of rapprochement" proved to be George Sand, and the reading
of each of her novels led to mutual check-up of sensations and their explanation.
A lot of weeks had passed, however, before Fet learned from m-lle Helène (as he
called her) that she loved his poems nearly since childhood and understood the
"cordial thrill" with which he devoted himself to poetry. "I have already spoken
about the remarkable musical gift of Yelena. It was gratifying for me to be told
that during his stay in Yelizavetgrad Ferenc Liszt could appreciate her virtuosity
and her poetical mood. Before his departure he wrote down into her album a
farewell phrase of extraordinary heart-felt beauty. How many times I would ask
Yelena to repeat for me this wonderful phrase on the piano! Under the impact of
the latter I wrote the poem "Some sounds in the air are now floating, and tenderly
cling to my pillow..."
It so happened that during the further visits to Fyodorovka, Fet invariably
met Yelena among the guests. The young people could never talk enough. "Usually, when all would walk into their rooms, and it would be far after midnight, we
continued to sit upon a sofa in an alcove by the dim light of a coloured lamp". In
the fragment which is going to follow, please pay attention to the character and
the contents of the remarks of both sides:
"... Never did we let out in words the secret of our mutual feelings. But it was
quite unnecessary. We both were not children: I was 28 years old, and she was
22, and it would be unpardonable to turn away from everyday and ordinary life.
And in order to burn at one go the bridges of our mutual hopes, I plucked up my
courage and loudly uttered my thoughts about how impossible and selfish I considered marriage for myself.
‘I like talking with you’, Yelena said, ‘without any encroachment upon your
freedom’.
Our late conversations continued.
‘Yelena,’ I once said after having sat up very late, ‘tomorrow morning I will
decidedly thank the kindest hosts, shake your hand in a friendly way and go away
once and for all. We should not continue like that. All are sure to see it, and the
blame will, of course, be laid not upon me, but upon you’.
‘We are doing nothing bad’, she replied calmly, ‘and to deny ourselves the
happiness of pleasant conversations because of the opinions of other people to
whom I am totally indifferent, I do not think reasonable’."
It is significant that, in spite of this tender "polemics", their conversations
repeated at times, and it happened that "from early morning I would read something aloud in the sitting-room while she was sewing something..."
Of course, in Fet’s words much is kept back or not uttered at all, but one
would be an extremely naive person if he does not see, through the verbal weaving, Fet’s and Maria’s mutual love. This love was doubtless reigning in their souls
during the spring and summer of 1849, when such a masterpiece as "Tender
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whisper, timid breathing..." [№ 53] was evidently written (it was published in the
second issue of the magazine "Moskvityanin", 1850). There are also other poetical
lines dedicated to Maria, and we will speak about them later.
According to Fet’s concept, the tragic obstacle on the way to happiness was
poverty of both of them. Fet wrote to his friend Borisov at the moment when the
soul of Fet and Maria realized the irresistible love’s incursion: "I was awaiting a
woman who would understand me, and at last she came." But ... already in March
(1849) Fet wrote to the same addressee the following words full of dramatic sensations: "This creature would be, till the last minute of my consciousness, a possibility of happiness for me and of putting up with the ugly reality. But she has
nothing, and I have nothing..."
Maria knew that Fet would not marry her but implored not to interrupt their
relations (the only thing which might save her and, as she guessed perspicaciously, looking into the future – also her beloved from spiritual crash. Fet, by the way,
also complained to Borisov that he hadn’t the heart "to cut with a sword this misfortunate Gordian knot of love" (thus, the word has been clearly uttered!!).
Nevertheless ... for the sake of his idée fixe, Fet made the final decision on
severance. Parallel to that, Fet’s regiment moved to a more distant area (what
would not hamper Fet’s visits if it were not for the fatal decision), and then ensued separation of Fet and Maria for many months, while the girl was falling into
increasing despair and anguish, realizing that the most horrible tragedy was
gradually opening wide: the forcible break-up of Fet’s spiritual ties with her, or, to
be more precise, the slow killing of love for the sake of the maniac idée fixe.
It must be said that several months later the wife of Petkevich – Yelizaveta
Fyodorovna – made a desperate attempt to save that love. She arranged her meeting with Fet, and during the rendez-vous she put a natural question: what to do
with Helène, because she is in anguish and depression, and it is unbearable to
look at her. Feeling a direct reproach addressed to him, Fet tried to excuse himself by saying that he had not taken into account the feminine nature, but continued to uphold his position. Finally, Fet suggested writing a letter to Maria. In several days Fet received "a most friendly and comforting letter".
A year passed, and during one of his visits to the house of Brzhessky Fet told
the host that Maria only wanted not to break up the friendly intercourse because
in such break-up she would have made a sacrifice which is of use to no one and
would have turned her life into a joyless desert. Urged by a natural sentiment,
Brzhessky advised Fet to go on a visit to Fyodorovka where Yelena (Maria) was a
guest at that time. Fet followed this advice – and what?..
"Of course, our rapturous meeting led to no denouement but only told upon
us with a more distressing and hopeless pain."
It was the last meeting of Fet with Maria when something could yet have
been mended. It may be imagined how Maria was sobbing at parting, understand-
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ing quite well that henceforth there would be no more letters, no meetings, no intercourse, – nothing but lifelong orphanhood and spiritual ruin.
The final end of this drama was awful. Again let us give the floor to Fet:
"Soon upon returning to Krylov, I thrust myself upon a visit to Beryozovka
for several days, and on the very day of my arrival to the house of Brzhessky,
there appeared Mikhail Ilyich Petkevich and, shaking hands with me, he exclaimed:
‘But Yelena!’
‘What? what then?’ I questioned in a frightened voice.
‘How is it?’ he exclaimed looking wildly into my eyes, ‘You don’t know anything?’
And, seeing my stiffening bewilderment, he added: but she is no more! she
died! And, my God, how awfully!
When we both gradually came to our senses, he related the following:
"She was staying with us, but because at the time of haymaking and corn
harvesting, the old general used to send all the house-serfs, including the coachman, into the field, he sent for her a carriage before the mowing. She had again to
work hard, giving lessons to her stubborn sister, and after the lessons the tutoress would lie down upon a sofa with a French novel and a cigarette, being certain that the strict father who forbade the daughters to smoke would not enter.
So, for the last time she lay down in a white muslin dress, and, focusing attention on the book, threw on the floor the match, which she considered to be out.
But the match which continued to burn, set fire to the dress which was lowered to
the floor, and the girl noticed herself burning only when the whole right side was
on fire... Being at a loss in total absence of people around except the helpless girlsister (father was in the remote study), the misfortunate young lady, instead of
falling on the floor and trying at least with her body to extinguish the fire, rushed
through the rooms to the balcony door of the sitting-room while the burning
pieces of the dress were tearing off and falling upon the parquet and leaving upon
it traces of the fatal burning. Thinking to find relief in the open air, the girl ran out
into the balcony. But at the very first appearance in the fresh air, the flame rose
up above her head, and she, covering her face with the hands and having shouted
to her sister: "Sauvez les lettres!" ("Save the letters!"), rushed down the steps into
the garden. There, having run as long as her strength made it possible, she fell
down quite scorched, and some time after that people came running to the cries
of the sister, and carried her to the bedroom. Any medical aid proved to be futile,
and the poor maiden, having suffered for four days, was asking – can one feel a
greater pain upon a cross than she felt?!"
As eye-witnesses related, the last words of the dying girl were: "He is not to
blame – but me".
It is not hard to imagine the shock experienced by Fet when he learned
about Maria’s death… In his "Memoirs" Fet passed this subject over in silence, and
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his poetry did not reflect this subject for a long time, though we know that Fet
was pursued by the shade of his lost love till venerable age. In 1859, Fet wrote the
poem "Old Letters" where "Burning in shame’s fire, again the glances meet // Only trustfulness, hope and love…". Fet exclaims not without reason (word-for-word
translation):
I’m censured by you, mute witnesses
Of my soul’s spring and gloomy winter.
The same you are, light, sacred, young,
As in that awful hour when we were parting...
And then Fet confesses that he
entrusted himself to the treacherous sound,
As though there is something in the world outside love! –
I rudely pushed away the hand which wrote you,
I condemned myself to the eternal severance
And started on a long journey with coldness in the breast.
In 1885 Fet created the poem "The Sun’s ray between us was both burning
and high…" full of repentance and grief for the irrevocable. On the 2nd of April,
1886, Fet wrote the poem full of tragic confessions – "For a long time I dreamt
about the screams of your sobbings, – // It was the voice of resentment, the
weeping of hopelessness…", where Fet who entreated Maria to part, calls himself
a miserable butcher, and ends his confession with the avowal that he brought Maria’s tears ("sparks in the eyes") and "the cold tremor" into his sleepless nights.
It would be wrong to underestimate Fet’s drama. The events made a considerable impact upon the whole further life of the poet and his creative work. A
thousand times right is Lev Ozerov in his article on Fet ("What is eternal is humane") that "the fire which devoured his beloved will remain in him and will
mercilessly burn his soul".
The subjunctive mood is considered unpopular. But still! If Fet, after having
received the Russian citizenship, sharply broke off with the military drudge and
took Maria to Moscow or St. Petersburg, seriously indulged in poetry, enlisted the
support of magazines, started collaborating with them, while creating new collections of original poems or translations, id est consolidated his early success gradually attaining the rank of a national and generally acknowledged poet (whom he
in fact was becoming), he might achieve his aim without passing through the army hell, whereas Maria Lazič, instead of being a "burden", might have fairly good
earnings by giving musical or French lessons, might accompany on the piano at
the concerts of romance lyrics (including that of Fet), give her own concerts (remember Liszt’s opinion about Maria’s play), or find some other career being close
to Fet. Anything may become real within the cordial and creative alliance of two
gifted people!
What might happen if this "subjunctive" version could be realized? We
would be deprived of a dozen tragic poems by Fet but instead of them got a hun-
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dred poems about the happiness of love; besides, we would get a most gifted pianist whom all worshippers of classical music would admire and who might go
down in the history of performance art as a bright star of the first magnitude.
Having left the military service and being on an indefinite leave, Fet decided
to make his second trip abroad (the first trip was performed, on graduating from
the University in 1844, to Darmstadt where Fet got a small inheritance left after
his mother’s death; besides, he came to take his sister Caroline who moved to
Russia). Staying in Paris, Fet on the 16th of August, 1857, married the sister of his
old friend and admirer Vasili Petrovich Botkin – Maria Petrovna. During the three
following years Fet spent winters in Moscow and summers in Novosyolki, which,
after his father’s death in 1855, passed into the possession of his married sister –
Borisova.
His occupations during those three years were limited to translations, and
meanwhile the decade (the 1850-ies), which played the decisive role in the poet's
life, was nearing its end, and the new period in the society began, which demanded "practical utility". Fet, who felt very well the new trends in life, wrote his famous and in many respects polemical article "About F. Tyutchev’s poems" where
he expounded his cherished aesthetical convictions – the cult of "pure beauty",
the specificity of the "poetical thought": "In the same fashion as poetry itself is not
a representation of the whole object but only of its beauty, the poetical thought is
only a reflection of the philosophical thought, and again – reflection of its beauty;
poetry does not care for any other aspect of it". And then: "The more general a
poetical thought is for all its lucidity and strength, and the wider, subtler and
more invisibly its circle radiates, the more poetic it is", "its purpose and designation is to illuminate the foreground of the architectonical perspective of a poetical
piece or delicately and only just perceptibly shine in its fathomless depth..." Of
particular importance is the fragment which characterizes the peculiarity of "poetical activity": it is obviously "made up of two elements: the objective one which
is represented by the outward world, and the subjective one, the poet's sharpsightedness – this sixth sense, the artistic flair which does not depend on any other qualities of a poet. It is possible to possess all the qualities of a well-known poet and not to have his sharp-sightedness and his artistic flair and, consequently,
not to be a poet. As the world is equally beautiful in all its parts, the outward, objective element of poetical creative world is indifferent. On the other hand, the
inward element: the degree of poetical sharp-sightedness, clairvoyance are everything. Do you see or feel in the world what saw or felt in it Phidias, Shakespeare,
Beethoven? No? Then go! you are not Phidias, or Shakespeare, or Beethoven, but
thank the gods if they granted you at least the ability to perceive beauty which
they have overheard and spied in nature for you".
The article published in the magazine "Russkoye slovo" ("Russian Word")
was simultaneously a confession of faith and a formula of open antagonism with
the conception of "utility" which increasingly captured the public opinion on the
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threshold of the 1860-ies. In the new conditions, Fet was not wanted. Did its bit
also the magazine "Sovremennik" which considered it possible, in answer to Fet's
article about Tyutchev, to publish D. Mikhalovsky’s article "Shakespeare in
Mr. Fet’s translation" full of "thunders and lightnings''. If we add to it the more
and more insistent thought about the impossibility henceforth to find "material
support" in literary work, it may be understood why Fet decided to devote himself to agriculture and bought in 1860 (for 20 thousand Roubles from the dowry
money) the farm-stead "Stepanovka" in the Mtsensk district with 200 dessiatinas
of land (1 dessiatina = 2,7 acres). He lived here for 17 years coming to Moscow for
the wintertime. If Turgenev’s hero Bazarov (in the novel "Fathers and Sons") asserted that "nature is not a temple but a workshop and man is a worker in it",
Fet managed to prove that nature is both. "Stepanovka" turned from a flat spot
into a small aesthetical preserve covered with flowerbeds, gardens, alleys, lawns
and ponds.
In 1863, the literary career of the poet was enriched by the two-volume collection "Poems by A. A. Fet" published in Moscow by Soldatenkov. For the 43-yearold Fet it was an encouraging present if we consider that writing verses became
scarce, except what lives in the soul and "sometimes demands to be set at liberty,
irrespective of any prospect of printing" (letter to S. Engelgardt, dated 26th September, 1865). The "abolished author", as Fet called himself, evidently anticipated
that the period of flourishing of poetical activity has really come when in 1877 Fet
bought for 105 thousand Roubles the so-called Rtishchev’s "Vorobyovka" in the
Shchigrovski district of the Kursk province, with 800 dessiatinas of land, several
kilometres east of the well-known Korennaya Pustyn. "Vorobyovka" is located on
the left, meadow bank of the river Tuskari, and the stone house of the estate – on
the right, rather high bank. On the West and South the house was surrounded by a
vast park (18 dessiatinas), consisting of age-old oak-trees. "Vorobyovka" became
not an economic haven but an "abode of poetry" which began to bloom here impetuously. And how could it not help blooming if all that locality abounded in nightingales, herons, rooks which built their nests right in the park, and if around there
were a lot of flowerbeds, in front of the balcony there was a fountain arranged by
the owner, and all nature seemed to apply to be let into verses.
Besides the four issues of the "Evening Lights" (1883, 1885, 1888 and 1891),
Fet wrote here two large books – "My Memoirs" in two volumes (embracing the
period from 1848 till 1899) and "The Early Years of My Life" (it was published
posthumously, in 1893). During the same period Fet performed a colossal-inscale work on translations. Besides the translation of Arthur Schopenhauer’s "Die
Welt als Wille und Vorstellung" and Goethe’s "Faust", Fet translated Horace (all
works), Ovid, Propertius, Virgil, Catullus, Tibullus, Martial, Plautus, Saadi, Heine,
Goethe, Byron, Thomas Moore and others. We cannot ignore a great many letters
sent to the contemporary figures who were spiritually close to him (we may,
in particular, mention an extremely interesting correspondence with K.R. – Kon-
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stantin Romanov12, the Grand Duke (1858-1915), with the poet Ya. P. Polonsky,
L. N. Tolstoy and others).
In 1889 (on the 28th and 29th of January) in Moscow there was solemnly
celebrated the 50th anniversary of Fet’s literary activity. In a month, Fet was
granted the title of a chamberlain.
On the background of total stabilization of the external conditions of life, the
wealth and quiet, the physical status of Fet deteriorated from day to day. Up to
the beginning of the 90-ies the poet had already for 30 years been suffering from
short breath, which did not recede in spite of all precautions. Precisely by that are
explained the numerous complaints about difficult breath which also penetrated
into Fet’s poetry (for instance, "When breathing multiplies the tortures, and it
would be easier not to breathe…", "As long as on the earth’s wide breast, //
Though hard, I will be breathing still..." [№ 75], "And in this enlightenment and in
this oblivion // It's easy for me to live, and my breathing is painless...", etc.). Fet also suffered from chronic inflammation of the eyelids. Upon arrival in Moscow in
1892, the poet was taken ill with bronchitis. The physical weakness was increasing.
By a widely-spread version, the decease of Fet ensued quite naturally: on the
21st of November, 1892, feeling that death draws near, he persuaded his wife to
go for some shopping, and died sitting on a chair in the dining-room. This legend
existed for about 25 years. But we have an evidence of Fet’s female secretary,
which informs us of quite a different finale of the poet’s life... Approximately at
noon on the 21st of November, half an hour before his death, Fet desired to drink
a goblet of champaigne. The wife was afraid to give him that (in Fet’s situation
even a goblet of champaigne could be deadly), and Fet sent her to the doctor for
permission. And so, remaining together with the secretary, Fet dictated to her a
note of rather ominous contents: "Not understanding the conscious multiplication
of inevitable sufferings, I full-consciously go to the inevitable". Then he seized the
steel stiletto for cutting paper, which was lying on the table.
The secretary, naturally, tried to take it away, and doing so she wounded her
hands. Then Fet rushed through a number of rooms to the dining room (obviously
for another knife), and, all of a sudden, breathing frequently, fell upon a chair.
Death occurred in an instant. Formally, the suicide did not take place, but in essence it was precisely suicide, and a deliberate at that...
We may interpret Fet’s words about the multiplication of "inevitable sufferings" in a purely medical sense, but who of us knows what was implying bу these
words a man who had been suffering quite a lot – and not only from illnesses...

12

One of the volumes of the “Lyric Russia” series is devoted precisely to this unique and
creative union of these two outstanding lyricists – Grand Duke Konstantin Romanov and the poet
Afanasi Fet. The volume is called “The "Flickering Torch" in the hands of the "Herald of Light"”.
These are fragment from Fet’s poem, in which Fet calls the young K.R. the "herald of
light" and passed to him the "flickering torch" of poetry.
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IN THE WORLD OF BEAUTY
"Etoiles, gloire à vous! Splendeurs toujour sacrées!
Gloire à vous qui durez incorruptiblement!"
F. I. Tyutchev13
P. I. Tchaikovsky spoke about the "doubtless genius" of Fet.
F. M. Dostoyevsky in his review (1873) of Leskov’s novel "Soboryane" gave the
following attestation of the poet: "How simple is the genius-inspired lyrics of Fet,
the first lyricist of the new Europe, by the profundity and ingenuousness of gift".
Those who come into contact with Fet’s lyrics, practically at once sense its
cosmism. With might unheard-of before, he associates himself with the boundlessness of the universe, he needs no effort to hear "the gentle call" of the world
space studded with a myriad of luminaries. In his staggering poem "Tortured by
life, by hope’s perfidy" he speaks about "the accessibility of the whole abyss of the
ether", about his ability "to directly look from the time into eternity", to contemplate "the live altar of the universe". And one more feature is striking: in his personal "ego" the poet, as though stepping out for and on behalf of all possessors of
equally all-embracing spirit, finds a fire "stronger and brighter than the whole of
the universe". A man, raising his eyes to the skies, involuntarily tears along "in the
wafting of the world’s dreams". He "dreams about all the eternity".
Now it becomes clear why Fet felt such a particular love for the stars, the
starry sky where everything is "luxuriant and light" ("Among the stars"). "And only in heaven, like a gentle call, the stars’ golden eyelashes ever are sparkling", the
poet exclaims in the above-mentioned poem "Tortured by life, by hope’s perfidy".
The healing and clarifying role of the stars is sung in the poem "The sea and
the stars", when "the night was dressing itself in the starry beauty", when both
who were looking "into the nightly sky" soon forgot "the oppressive earthly spite"
and "as though the stars have gained a victory over you". Among the alarming
thoughts, when "the heart is weeping in the breast", man should wait because
"soon the diamond stars will pour out". A splendid picture is displayed in the poem "Upon a stack, facing the fire..." [№ 68], so much loved by P. I. Tchaikovsky,
where the poet "had seen the night in the face", where either "I was rushing to the
midnight abyss", or "constellations sped to me". The spring in the poem "Another
May Night" [№ 48] is illumed by the starry canopy ("The stars, howe’er remote,
// Into my soul are looking, mild and fair"). In the poem "May Night" [№ 62], "The
spring’s mysterious power is reigning // With stars upon the brow..." In the poem
incomparable by its lyrical pathos "What happiness! ‘tis night, and all alone are
we!" [№ 54], "the river’s like a mirror all with starlets sparkling..." Deep alliance
with the life of the universe is felt by Fet in the brilliant poem (1865) "Silvery
13

"Stars! Glory to you! Eternally sacred splendour!
Glory to you that exist for evermore!"
(the original in French)
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night, how languorous you are..." [№ 50] where, just at the end, a cherished confession is being uttered:
My spirit, like a seraph fallen, o night,
Feels kinship with the stars’ eternal spheres...
The poem "See how the mowers' backs" [№ 15] is ending with a vivifying
breath of the cosmic space:
The night’s mild-breathing chastity
Try to conceive with humble reason,
And sleep – until the sun has risen –
Beneath the starry canopy…
And, finally, an unheard-of equaling of the eyes of the maiden, who went into
non-being, with the stars we see in the poem "Amidst the gloom and the quietude
nightly" [№ 94]:
And over the grave nigh-forgotten, so brightly
Fair eyes in the choir of starlets appear.
The whole life of man and his non-being remain under the "starry canopy",
id est under the radiance of heavenly beauty. "The fiery book" of the universe
("Among the stars") is being constantly read by man, and therefore constant and
inextinguishable remains the power of the universal beauty.14
Two years before his death, Fet wrote: "Still love, still languish, still pronounce..." [№ 75]. In the letter to I. S. Turgenev dated March 5, 1873, he wrote:
"Das schöne (the beautiful), in the broadest sense, is the only window through
which der grosse Weltgeist (the great world spirit) looks into man". A question
remains to be asked: how does this "grosse Weltgeist" influence the human spirit
and his behaviour in this world? In any case, it is not by mere chance that Fet has
placed man under the "starry canopy" and urged him to breathe the cosmic ether.
"All the world is from beauty – from the great things to the small ones", exclaims Fet thereby defining the sense of his philosophy and the contents of his
poetry.
Beauty is spread over all15:
14

The beautiful sight which the starry sky represents, has always lured human eyes evoking reflections about eternity and the enigmas of these "hieroglyphs" (see Fet’s "Among the
stars"). The Roman thinker Lucius Annaeus Seneca (4 ВС — 65 AD) once said that "if the stars
could only be seen from one spot of the earth, we would witness a fantastic pilgrimage to that
spot".
15
In his article about Tyutchev, Fet wrote: "Beauty is spread all over the universe and, as
all gifts of nature, influences even those who are not conscious of it, in the same way as the air
nourishes even him, who, maybe, does of suspect of its existence. But for an artist it is not
enough to stay unconsciously under the influence of beauty or even be thrilled with its rays.
While his eye does not yet see its clear, though delicately sounding forms, where we do not see
or only vaguely feel it, he is not yet a poet…"
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– in the triumphant march of the spring with its lilies of the valley, languor,
freshness, with its "might of day and light";
– and in "the wintry night" with its "beauty chaste" and splendour, when
man may "guess the slumbering Nature’s dream" ["There’s in the wintry night
some glory..." – see № 75];
– and in the sultry expanse of summer when "the sparkling air is hot", when
the incessant chirr of grasshoppers is heard, when the fragrant fans of limes are
swaying and when "like the reposing nature’s dreams, // White wavy clouds are
passing in the sky" [№ 4); – and in the season when "again the autumnal brilliance of the day is trembling with a deceptive fire" and "the heart is so glad to
start aching again with a sweetly severe pain"; and in the days
…when in the blood
Of gold-leaved, fanciful attire
Autumn seeks glances full of fire
And whimsies passionate of love.

[№ 85].

The "cheerless languor" of the "soundless and cool autumn" casts "a pudent
sadness" over man, but he has no fear and in the "gorgeous decline" of nature, in
its very weariness and anguish there is a prophesy of "snow-white cover" and
then of a new advent of spring.
Fet creates the wonderful pictures of passing from summer to early autumn
and to the "dim silver" of the first frosts, to the "diamond ghosts of casual
leaves"[see №№ 87 and 88], but still more beautiful are the pictures of staunchness of some flowers facing the frosts’ attack. In the poem "In sullen woods and in
my garden..." [№ 65], among the frost-killed flowers, there is "just one, but one"
regal rose which is spreading the fragrant air about its bed. There is also an amazing poem about the "Rose of September" [№ 91].
During the period from 1840 till 1847, and in separate years after that period, Fet wrote a cycle of so-called anthological poems. Besides such masterpieces
as "Diana", "The Venus of Milo" and "Baccante" the poet creates in hexameter
such poems as "O, how my vines have grown..." [№ 20], "I hail you, о night..."
[№ 25], "Just what a bore in the useless discourse…" [№ 28], "I do whole-heartedly
praise..." [№ 31], "Some strange feeling...", "The whole day she made me...", "My
friend, the words are powerless, and only the kisses are powerful...", "Having left
the moist couch...", and others, as well as strikingly brilliant and refined opuses in
other metres: "TO MORPHEUS" ("Upon a couch, with fresh flowers..."), "TO A
YOUTH" ("My friend, how handsome...") [№ 27], "A SMALL WOMANLY HAND"
("Embroidering canvases...") [№ 29], "TO A HANDSOME YOUTH" ("How happy is
your lot...") [№ 30], "THE MUSE" ("Not in the sombre palace..."), "The people
around don't know her..." [№ 33], "Ne’er say, my friend..." [№ 34].
There used to be a point of view that all these opuses written by Fet at the
age of 22-28 years, are some sort of perfecting one’s skill, a smithy of style, get-
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ting ready for the assault of new poetical heights, an enchanting play of a young
talent, a number of aesthetical exercises, the smelting of the gold of beauty. However, what particular kind of exercise is, for instance, the poem "Diana", about
which Nekrasov wrote that "any praise grows dumb before the lofty poetical
glamour of this poem so refreshingly touching the soul"? It is important to note
that, besides the highest perfection of form and voice, practically all these verses
of the anthological type are imbued with wisdom and some sort of delicate cordial tenderness. Of particular worth in this respect are such examples of ethical
perspicacity as "Ne’er say, my friend..." [№ 34], "The people around don’t know
her..." [№ 33]. It may be said that without the anthological layer in his lyrics, Fet
could not have developed in himself the refined and profound psychological insight, which is so peculiar to his creative work of the mature period.
Let us also note that Fet had "anthological" predecessors, including
A. S. Pushkin, though Pushkin’s "anthology" is rather small.
In the same 1840-ies, all the three main streams of Fet’s lyrics took shape:
nature, love, melodies. In the collection of 1850, among almost a hundred poems,
we already see practically all these streams, plus the anthological motifs.
Earlier, we spoke about the "cosmic lyricism" of Fet’s creative work, about
his stellar pathos, about the unity of Man and the Universe. In the poem, which
has already been mentioned – "Upon a stack, facing thе fire..." considered a work
of a genius by Tchaikovsky, there are two lines:
And like the first Edenic dweller,
Alone I've seen the face of night.
A wonderful self-attestation! As is well-known, "the first Edenic dweller"
had the primordial whole-heartedness, the purity of his human being, the natural
fullness of the soul. One should think that all contemporaries who knew Fet,
could, without preliminary contacts, note these primordiality and wholeheartedness. The poet Yakov Polonsky who keenly scrutinized Fet’s spiritual life,
wrote to him:
"My spiritual world is far from playing such a pre-eminent role as yours illumed by the rainbow rays of the ideal sun". These wholeness and primordial
humaneness of Fet’s character, which shone over all his poetry and all the vicissitudes of his life, were clear to everybody (including L. Tolstoy).
Fet was harmonious, like nature itself. And therefore let him express his
point of view about harmony: "The words: poetry is the language of the gods is
not a void hyperbole but expresses a clear understanding of the matter. Poetry
and music are not only congeneric but also inseparable. All everlasting poetical
opuses, from the prophets to Goethe and Pushkin, are in essence musical works of
art – songs. All these geniuses of profound clairvoyance were approaching the
truth not from the side of science, not from the side of analysis, but from the side
of beauty, from the side of harmony. Harmony is truth too. Where harmony gets
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broken, being also gets broken, and with it its truth, Goethe said: 'Das Schone ist
hoher, als das Gute; das Schone schliest das Gute in sich'16. He could have said the
same concerning the truth with equal right. Seeking to reproduce the harmonious
truth, the soul of an artist gets into a corresponding musical pitch. There is nothing to dispute or altercate about, – it is as evident a fact as the rising of the Sun.
No Sun – no day. No musical mood – no work of art".
Let us supplement this brilliant judgement with Fet’s thought about love
"which, as a linking principle, is spread over the whole nature". In essence, it is
"spread" in the same way as beauty – and both notions are in full harmony, lifegiving conjugation. Beauty enters into love as a cosmic principle, determining its
"architectonics" (if we use Fet’s term). In the poem "The Rose" Fet exclaims
(word-for-word translation):
The boundless, unintelligible,
Fragrant, beneficial
World of love is before me.
Fet finishes the famous poem "Again the birds are flying from afar..." with
the words: "And with your soul won over you believe / That love is as endless as
the world". It is precisely in love lyrics that Fet achieved full merging of beauty,
naturalness, musicality, cosmicity and rare psychological power.
Whom is this lyrics dedicated to? Fet himself confesses in his famous questionnaire that he loved twice in his life. We know who these women were and we
know two posthumous poetical wreaths dedicated to them. But to whom was, for
instance, dedicated the staggering and passionate poem "What happiness! ‘tis
night and all alone are we!" [№ 54] written in 1854?
This passionate poem in the form of a direct monologue under the starry sky
is quite enough to realize the range of that "world of love", about which he wrote
in his poem "The Rose". To whom are dedicated dozens of other highly-emotional
or prayer-like opuses? We do not know it, but there is no special need to know
the addressees. It is quite understandable that Fet created in his lyrics not so
much a lyrical diary with precise addresses, as the ideal world of love, which may
be taken as an example of genuine feeling. It is not hard to make certain that this
world also includes contradictory feelings, unrequited love, love-adoration, etc.,
but the power and passion which are felt in the poem "What happiness! ‘tis night
and all alone are we..." we will find nowhere else in Fet’s poetry... The moment of
love’s ecstasy, reflected in this opus, will have no analogues, as there are no analogues to Raphael’s famous "Madonna"...
In his letter to K. R. dated 23rd of June 1888, Fet wrote: "There is a small circle of educated Russian women who sympathize with my Muse. That is the milieu
whose attention would be quite flattering to me because in essence I am a singer
of the Russian woman". It is hardly possible to understand these words otherwise
than Fet’s lifelong admiration for and worship of feminine harmony and beauty.
16

"The Beautiful stands higher than the Good; the Beautiful includes the Good in itself".
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During all his life Fet used as regards the feeling of love for a woman such words
as "thrill", "delight", "alarm", "madness", "sweet heat", etc.
Into the sonnet "The mistress of Sion, before you..." Fet inserted the line
which might be put as an epigraph to the whole love cycle of Fet:
I pray for her bу whom my life is clear...
The genuflectory delight before the Woman remained almost the main support of his spirit. Already in the declining years he wrote verses which amazed
even those who knew Fet as a symbol of inextinguishable youth. Let us cite only
one example. The poet Yakov Polonsky, having read Fet’s poem "With a reproach
by pity born..." [№ 46], wrote tо the author on the 25th of October, 1890:
"I am more an idealist and even a visionary than you are by nature, but is it
possible for me or my interior to create such a hymn to unearthly beauty, and in an
old age too. /…/ What kind of creature you are – I do not perceive /.../ If you don’t
explain it to me, I will suspect that inside you there sits another man, unknown to
anybody and unseen to sinners that we are, a man with an aureole, with the eyes of
azure and stars, and having wings. You have grown old, but he is young! You negate
everything, but he believes! You despise life but he, staying on his knees, is ready to
start sobbing before one of its incarnations, – before a creature by whose light the
God’s world is drowned into a bluish mist!"
We may, probably, add only one substantial remark to this rapturous attestation: Fet did not "despise life" and by no means could "negate everything". He
could despise and negate only what belittled the great name of Man and distorted
the fundamental principle of beauty in poetry and in life.
Thus, the Universe in Fet’s poetry is permeated with beauty, and this universal concord leaves a sensation of ubiquitous triumph of harmony and boon. The
compass of this boon is in essence boundless for Fet, because the beautiful as a
principle of the world order in capable of developing progressively new harmonious forms.
But the macrocosm is the all-embracing frame of the beautiful. There also
exists the “sublunary world”, the world of human beings, the laws and manifestations of which, as the practice of millennia shows, are at striking variance with the
laws of nature and do not resemble the starlit panorama of the sky. In his brilliant
poem “Among the Stars”, highly appreciated by L. N Tolstoy, the stars are saying
to the person who contemplates this sky: “That’s why when it’s so hard to
breathe, // You feel it comforting to raise your brow // From the Earth’s face
where everything is dark and scarce // To us, into our depth where it’s splendid
and light”.
Doubtless, while speaking about the “difficulty of breathing” Fet implies by
that not only his own personal ailment (short breath) which found its reflection
in a number of poems, but also the stifling reality of human life where one may
watch the phenomena diametrically opposite to the idea of life. In Fet’s letters, we
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find a lot of statements both of the poet’s personal misfortunes and of the microcosm in which humans live. Of particular interest in this respect is the letter to
Sophia Engelgardt dated 26th September 1865 sent from Stepanovka. Fet writes:
“I will not burden you with impressions of various calamities which hold me in
their clutches”. Fet mentions here the “human vile acts”, as well as his soul which
“does not accept <…> the modern indifference to the good and evil, the beauty
and disgrace, the truth and lies”; further he writes about the general “loss of the
moral helm”, that he does not see anywhere “the protest and repulse” to “this
demoralization” – “not in a single estate, not in a single locality”. Finally, “it is sad
to see a whole people to which I belong, upon that path, but still more discouraging is the thought that the efforts of those few inspired and honest figures
whose names we are accustomed to respect may, in the same way, under that
state of things, disappear without leaving a trace like solitary gravestones on a
neglected and overgrown cemetery”.
It is not hard to understand what a “worshipper of the eternal beauty” may
feel facing the sight of such demoralization – “starting from the morally lofty up to
the mob”. Fet ranked himself among the courageous people who face life without
panic or fear (“I am not afraid of death, as I was not afraid of life”, he wrote to the
same S. Engelgardt on the 10th of March, 1879). So much the more significant and
symptomatic becomes Fet’s reaction to the moral impoverishment in which he
perceived a radical deviation from the supreme aim of the Universe.
What then results from this contrast of the ideal intentions, or, as Fet himself
expressed it, “the ideal heights of aspirations” (“Memoirs”, vol. II, p. 124), and “the
scandalous level of reality” (ibid)?
We know that in the images of Fet’s lyrics, among several main topic lines,
there is the omnipresent theme of flight, flying, wingedness. “I am carried far, //
But where – I do not know”; “And the force of thought brought me far // Beyond
the limits of my native land, // To fly to boundlessness, to where there are no
roads …”; offering their mite are also “the blissful dreams”, for instance “Dreams
and shadows <…> //, Let me, let me // Whirl away to the distant light”.
No wonder that we find in Fet’s poems a periodically emerging romantic desire to fly from the world wallowed in sinful designs – into some starry or abovestarry world. In 1863, he writes the poem “The Moon like a mirror is floating
through cloudless azure” [№ 40], where a desire of flight forces its way out:
O, would I take thee and fly off in a fashion as aimless,
Away with the light, and the dubious shadows quitting…
What is the flight effected from? From “stinging thorns”, “acute sadness”,
“dubious shadows”.
Still brighter this striving rings in the poem dated 13th April, 1891: “Winged
by an unknown striving, // Above all the earthly // In what fire, with what forgetfulness of self // Will we fly!”
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Finally, with particular expressiveness this theme sounded in the poem “May
Night” (1870) [№ 68] which made L. N Tolstoy experience some minutes of
strong emotion:
… The spring’s mysterious power is reigning
With stars upon the brow, –
You, tenderest! You promised bliss unending
Upon the Earth so low.
And where is bliss? Not here, amidst the crowd,
Yon there! – like smoke. So we
Shall fly just after it by airy road
Into eternity!
One may guess, with whom “to fly” as well as we do not know, whom Fet
meant in the line “O, would I take thee and fly off…” And one more moment:
whereas earlier “the strength of the soul” or the “dreams” were carrying away to
the “distant light”, now the flight is taken into “eternity”, and it is not specified by
what motive force. But it is clear from what sphere the flight is effected: from the
“vain” earth and “miserable” milieu. As for the “eternity”, the strict sense of it is
specified by Fet in his poem (1857) “O, I will not call back the lost juvenility”. Evidently, here Fet meant death as the “eternity”:
May from the aching soul, fatigued by strife,
Fall down without crash and din the chain of dreary life.
We should not, however, think that A. Fet is in a hurry to fly into eternity
right now and without delay. In the poem “To Death” [№ 104] Fet, anticipating
without fear the “dawnless night”, stoically states that the force which will “erase
his name from life’s list”, is nothing more that “a plaything of my brain”, “while
the heart is beating wildly”. Moreover, in the poem mentioned above Fet exclaims:
And from the lap of the peaceful earthly ideal
Into eternity I’ll pass with a smile…
So, the idea of flight is tearing away from earthly trouble, withdrawal from a
disharmonious and abnormal reality. The desire to fly, paradoxically as it may
seem, does not run counter to the striving for that very happiness and that very
harmony by whose absence upon the earth the “flight mood” is explained. We
shall see below what sublime specimens of beauty are created by Fet, but now we
shall cite the opinion of F. M. Dostoyevsky about this paradox: “The need for
beauty is most ardently developed at a time when man is in discord with reality,
in disharmony, in strife, id est when he is most lively because man lives to the utmost just at the time when he tries to achieve something, – then most actively is
manifested in him a natural desire of everything harmonious, calmness, and in
beauty there are both harmony and calmness… And therefore beauty is inherent
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in everything healthy, id est most actively living, and it is a necessary need of human organism. It is harmony, a pledge of pacification in it, it returns to man and
humanity their ideals”. 17
As a matter of fact, Fet who understood discord with reality (“the sentences
of life”) pretty early, began to create his own peculiar world as back as his very
first opuses, without calling this world by any particular term, but we may define
this world specifically as the “ideal world”. The word “ideal”, it is true, appears
but rarely in Fet’s creations.18 But already in his famous article “On F. Tyutchev’s
poems” he wrote: “Poetry, or art in general, is a pure reproduction not of a subject, but only of its one-sided ideal…” Let us try to understand the logic of this
statement and its significance for Fet’s poetry as a whole.
If in each of his opuses Fet gives the so-called “one-sided ideal” of a subject,
the whole poetry of Fet (as an aggregate or totality of separate opuses) becomes
by force of such principle an ideal form of life, a pure apotheosis of ideal. Fet
demonstrates throughout his entire creative career a striving to create, proclaim,
affirm the world of the ideal which ranks above all the “vanity”, “misery”, “dubious shades”. This position of the creator, exponent and apologist of ideality did
not fail him even for a moment. We can show in specific and concrete examples of
how and in what forms Fet makes this position evident.
It is quite natural that for the enunciation of ideality one needs some
through lines in what is being created. We have already seen Fet’s theme of flight.
There are two more Fet’s dominants – the dominant of purity and of the purificatory, clarifying force of the fire…
The word “pure” is repeated more than 30 times in Fet’s poems. It applies
equally to the phenomena of the objective world and to man. From the very start
we should like to mention once more the following line from a passionate monologue before the beloved woman [№ 54]: “What deep and purity are now above
us, darling!”; let us reproduce the most typical combinations and exclamations:
“How pure the air!” [№ 45]; “And with the pure air the tired breast…”, “Do you
remember that hot brook, // How pure it was and brisk”; “We have come running
to the pure // And silvery pond”; “to the pure stars”, “it sees but what is eternal
and pure” [№ 37]; “to their pure temple”; “In your sweet-scented pureness”
[№ 1]; “I will wait for pacification // With pure beauty”.
Twice as much the notion of “purity” is applied to man: “With pure hearts”,
“pure and young by heart”, “I have understood, light creature, // All the purity of
your soul”, “In this world you’ve been by heart the purest of all…”; “The joy was
17

F. Dostoyevsky, the article “T -v and the problem of art”, 1861
Let us cite two examples. On the 19th October, 1862, Fet wrote to L. N. Tolstoy (Yasnaya Polyana): “My wife is strumming wonderful melodies by Mendelson, and I feel like weeping.
Ah, Lev Nicolayevich, try, if you can, to open a small window into the world of art. There you’ll
find paradise, there is a possibility of things – ideals”. Remembering more than the 10-year practice as a local arbitrator, Fet expresses a hope that the reader of the “Memoirs” would not fear to
read about “a number of court cases” which he passed through “descending from the ideal
heights of my aspirations “to the base reality” (“Memoirs”, vol. II, p. 124).
18
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shining, immaculately pure”; “Thy pure ray was burning before me”; “The outline
of her head so pure and refined” [№ 33]; “And his song is as pure as before”; “May
your song be pure”; “…this pure // Parting of your hair running to the left”; “In
mercy let me to admire // The purest beauty of thy soul” [№ 46]; “My flaming
kiss, so passionate and pure…” [№ 43]; “…and by tho purity of your rays”; “that
you may remain chaste and pure”; “Chaste Virgin”; “I’ll carry off your image
pure…” [№ 57].
Brilliants and diamonds are splendid symbols of purity in Fet’s poetry. In one
of Fet’s poems, brilliants sparkle “in the moonlight”, “in heavens”, “upon trees”,
“upon snows”. Worth mentioning are such lines as “The grass in brilliants by the
moonlight”, “Spires and crosses are brilliants”, “the diamond snow”, “a diamond
tear”, “diamond rays”, “In diamond ghosts of casual leaves” [№ 88], “diamond
dew”, “All the heavenly diamonds are mine” [№ 10], “We are going by the
diamond path”, “Under the diamonds of dew”, “Tears are trembling in their
diamond gaze”. Besides all that, Fet has a poem totally dedicated to the diamond
(“The Diamond”) [№ 108], where “In our life both transitory // And motley in its
vanity, // You’re keeping the eternal glory // And the eternal purity”.
The lyric poetry of Fet is permeated with rays, fire, glitter, and radiance. The
dawn shines 39 times in the poet’s verses: “And the dawn breathed me in the
face”, “No, at dawn do not rouse her from rest” [№ 7], “And the dawn comes to
meet me”, “The dawn would suddenly arise”, “the dawn has awakened”, “at dawn
to exclaim”, “The dawn is ashamed to come out”, “like a blazing dawn”, “You sang
till the dawn”, “light dawns”, “Should I notice the dawn’s blooming rose…”
[№ 19], “Is a dawn-like, heart-capturing lure…” [№ 16], “The dawn will tell
you…”, “the amber dawn”, “where the dawn will waken the night”, “And the dawn
will extinguith the dawn”, “You, with your face to the dawn”, “with the bright
dawn”, “As if at dawn, the veil of night uplifing mildly…” [№ 22]. And one more
line should be mentioned – “And the dawn, the dawn!” [№ 53], ringing like bells
to the passionate love, illumed by heavenly radiance. 19
Fet’s predilection for fire, flame, light is hard to define otherwise than the pathetic of fire. Let us reproduce just a part of this layer: “The evening in fire…”
[№ 79], “The lights all o’er the firmament…” [№ 73], “And into the brilliance of
lights I’m gazing again…”, “The day was shining to us, awakening fire in the
blood…”, “But I am sorry for the fire…”, “I keep in my breast, just like the seraph
bright, // A stronger fire than the fire universal” [№ 111], the eyes “imbued with
cordial warmth and glee” [№ 12], “The heart is again in alarm and fire”, “But the
eyes and the cheeks are in fire”, “With living fire competing fires of heaven”, “the
burning flame”, “The heat of love and thrill in the heart”, “in sweet heat”, “But it is
so flamy and so light”, “The blazing fire”, “The ray of flamy morn”, “As though you
19

With the given fragments (to say nothing about the fragments not quoted here) a sort of
lexicon of the ideal world of love might be compiled, which had been mentioned earlier (see
comment to the poem “What happiness! ‘tis night, and all alone are we!”).
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are made of rays”, “I flare up and burn”, “And with my avid, ardent breath I’m
catching yours…” [№ 2], “Your voice dies down, burning”, “as in flaming years”,
“And the courageous play of flaming hopes”, “And making merry over the dismal
abyss, // Which has concealed the light ideal, // Nobody of the mortals dared so
bravely // To hover above the stars’ limit” (TO SCHILLER), “Only for a moment
the sky closes // Its fire-breathing eye”, etc.
It would be a hard task to enumerate all the cases where the poet uses the
epithets “silver”, “silvery”, “golden”. Just a few examples out of hundreds: “like a
golden serpent”, “the first goldish ray”, “silver dream”, “silvery face”, “higher and
higher I float by the silvery way”, “golden sparks”, “And serpents, silvery and
pearly” [№ 89], “In silvery silence gathers gradually” [№ 103], “The stars’ golden
eyelashes” [№ 94], “silvery down”, “silvery leaf”, “dim silver” [№ 87], “Silvery
brook, its gentle heaving” [№ 53], “Silvery night, how lanquorous you are…”
[№ 50] and even “a silvery hare”.
The complex, or the notion, of ideality20 may be enriched by the numerous
epithets connected with aroma: “the fragrant little orchard”, “the languor of
sweet-scented spring”, “the aromatic night”, “And the fresh wave of the nightly
fragrance”, “Both with brilliance and odorous passion”, etc.
It in not difficult to understand that the attribute of ideality of what Fet
comes into contact with in his poetic world, evokes in him a specific state which
may be expressed by the word “thrill”. This is not a banal tremor. It is permeatedness with a sensation of the particularly lofty beauty of what is being contemplated and felt. Fet writes about a star – “You’re right: my thrill // Is understandable like your ray that looks into the waters”, “I know the land where everything
we may dream about (!) // Thrills in reality”, “Of youthful life, by beauty blest, //
I’ll sense the never-ceasing thrill” [№ 75].
We might give dozens more examples, but the meaning of “thrill” is the same
everywhere: it is contact with the youthful ideal, full of life, refined in its beauty,
etherially pure. The prayerful, idolizing attitude to what inspires thrill, is a
reaction not only natural, but solely possible. It is no mere chance that in Fet’s
verses the word “genuflectory” is used at least six times. The silent (“thrilling”)
veneration of Fet for the earthly beauty is the brightest of all Fet’s responses to
the “gentle call” of beauty. Fet seems to say to the reader (whoever he may be):
contemplate and listen to the world’s harmony, imbibe its ideal aspects, be true to
them, form your inner image according to the laws of this harmony, and in all
cases do not reduce your disposition to a “bestial” (Fet’s term) indifference. And
to the earthly man (and particularly to his own self) Fet obviously directs the
words with which he addresses the MOUNTAIN HEIGHT [№ 105], which is calling
“beyond the heavens’ azure glow”:
20

It is appropriate once again to remind of the poet Yakov Polonsky’s opinion thet Fet’s
spiritual world is itself illumed by “the rainbow rays of the ideal sun”. The organic unity of this
“ideal sun” with what is being illumed by it creates that wholeness of Fet’s poetical nature about
which P. I. Tchaikovsky wrote calling the poet a genius.
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… thy fate,
While towering high the snowy spire,
Not to descend but t’elevate.
It is impossible to finish the talk about Fet’s aesthetics without dwelling upon what was clear to Fet’s readers and critics already at the end of the 19th century: Fet was, if we consider his cult of beauty, possibly the highest summit of impressionistic aesthetics, id est of the constant genuflection before the thrilling
sense of every instant of life which enters the soul as an eternal trace of the impression, as an instantaneous reflection of the beauty of the whole life. With all
his being Fet strove to imprint and to make stable and unshakeable the seemingly
shaky and unstable – the brilliance of the momentary.
It is not by mere chance that Valery Bryusov, while making a public lecture
in 1902 on the occasion of the 10th anniversary of Fet’s decease, expressed a
thought which may serve as the main key to the understanding of the “impressionism” to which Fet had a propensity: “The genuine sense of Fet’s poetry is the
call for the true and veritable life, for the "intoxication" by the instant which all of
a sudden, through the colours and sounds, opens a clear space to the "sun of the
world" – from time into eternity…”.
─***─

VERSES
Afanasi
Afanasyevich
Fet

СТИХИ
Афанасий
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ПЕРВЫЙ ЛАНДЫШ

THE FIRST LILY OF THE VALLEY

О, первый ландыш! Из-под снега
Ты просишь солнечных лучей...
Какая девственная нега
В душистой чистоте твоей!

O you, first lily of the valley!
You’re longing for the Sun’s caress...
What virgin charm is lurking gaily
In your sweet-scented pureness!

Как первый луч весенний ярок!
Какие в нём нисходят сны!
Как ты живителен, подарок
Воспламеняющей весны!

A vernal ray! How bright, how pleasant!
What dreams refreshing it does bring!
How dear you are, the early present
Worked up by the inflaming spring!

Так дева в первый раз вздыхает –
О чём? – неясно ей самой, –
И робкий вздох благоухает
Избытком жизни молодой.

So gently is a maiden sighing, –
What’s in the sigh? She cannot guess,
But all its fragrance is implying
The juvenescent life’s excess.

1854 г.

1854

2

2

Когда мечтательно я предан тишине
И вижу кроткую царицу ясной ночи,
Когда созвездия заблещут в вышине
И сном у Аргуса начнут смыкаться очи,

When languidly I’m lost in a delicious dream
And see the gentle queen of the nocturnal skies,
When fancy ornaments of constellations gleam,
And Argus closes gradually his sleepy eyes,

И близок час уже, условленный тобой,
И ожидание с минутой возрастает,
И я стою уже, безумный и немой,
И каждый звук ночной смущённого пугает,

And nearing is the time fix’d by your wayward will,
And strength for self-restraint ’tis difficult to find,
And I’m already standing, mad and deathly-still,
And every sound is frightening the confusèd mind,

И нетерпение сосёт больную грудь,
И ты идёшь одна, украдкой, озираясь,
И я спешу в лицо прекрасной заглянуть,
И вижу ясное, и тихо, улыбаясь,

And all the time it seems I hear your timid pace,
And you are coming – by light steps and furtively,
And I am hastening to see the fairest face,
And see it lucid, smiling... O, how charmingly,

Ты на слова любви мне говоришь: «люблю!»,
И я бессвязные связать стараюсь речи,
Дыханьем пламенным дыхание ловлю,
Целую волоса душистые и плечи

Returning words of love, your love itself outpours
While disconnected words I’m trying to connect,
And with my avid, ardent breath I’m catching yours
Kissing your fragrant locks and shoulders moonlight-fleck’d.

И долго слушаю, как ты молчишь, и мне
Ты предаёшься вся для страстного лобзанья, –
О, друг, как счастлив я, – как счастлив я вполне,
Как жить мне хочется до нового свиданья!

And listening long to your obedient silence, when
You are surrendering wholly to my passionate kiss, –
How happy am I, how entirely happy then,
How keen is my desire to live until we meet like this!
1847

1847 г.
3
О, долго буду я в молчаньи ночи тайной
Коварный лепет твой, улыбку, взор случайный,
Перстам послушную волос живую прядь
Из мыслей изгонять и снова призывать!

3
O, for a long time, in the silence of the night,
Your crafty prattle, your casual look, your smile or spite,
Your locks – to fingers’ touch obedient and plain,
I’ll banish from my mind and then call back again;
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Дыша порывисто, один, никем не зримый,
Досады и стыда румянами палимый,
Искать хотя одной загадочной черты
В словах, которые произносила ты;
Шептать и поправлять былые выраженья
Речей моих с тобой, исполненных смущенья,
И в опьянении, наперекор уму,
Заветным именем будить ночную тьму.

Gasping for air, alone, in privacy complete,
Perturbed and vexed, and parched with shame’s
…………………………..unwelcome heat,
I’ll try to find and to perceive at least an ounce
Of secret sense in all the words you did pronounce;
I’ll whisper, and correct, and bashfully repent
Some recent terms I used full of embarrassment,
And, blind with love, blind with its every dazzling spark,
With the much-cherished name I’ll wake the
nightly dark.

1844 г.

1844

4

4

Как здесь свежо под липою густою, –
Полдневный зной сюда не проникал,
И тысячи висящих надо мною
Качаются душистых опахал.

How fresh and cool ’tis here, under a lime, –
The midday heat avoids the leafy tree;
And swaying languidly from time to time,
A thousand fragrant fans hang over me.

И там, вдали, сверкает воздух жгучий,
Колебляся, как будто дремлет он, –
Так резко-сух снотворный и трескучий
Кузнечиков неугомонный звон.

And thereabouts, the sparkling air is hot,
’Tis fluctuant, but there is not a stir;
So drowsy is around, in every spot,
The grasshoppers’ dry and incessant chirr.

За мглой ветвей синеют неба своды,
Как дымкою подёрнуты слегка,
И как мечты почиющей природы,
Волнистые проходят облака.

Through branches’ gloom the hazy azure gleams,
And I enjoy its tinges to espy;
And up there, like reposing nature’s dreams,
White, wavy clouds are passing in the sky.

1854 г.
5

1854
5

Я пришёл к тебе с приветом,
Рассказать, что солнце встало,
Что оно горячим светом
По листам затрепетало;

I have come to you with greeting,
Telling you of Sun’s full splendour,
Of hot springtime rays now beating
Through the leafage young and tender;

Рассказать, что лес проснулся,
Весь проснулся, веткой каждой,
Каждой птицей встрепенулся
И весенней полон жаждой;

Telling you – the forests waken,
Where now every bud is bursting,
Every eager pinion’s shaken,
And around all’s gay and thirsting;

Рассказать, что с той же страстью,
Как вчера, пришёл я снова,
Что душа всё так же счастью
И тебе служить готова;

Telling you – with yester passion
I do breathe, and come as fervent,
That I am in selfsame fashion
Yours and happiness’s servant;

Рассказать, что отовсюду
На меня весельем веет,

Telling you that every minute
Mirth and joy my soul are winging, –
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Что не знаю сам, что буду
Петь, – но только песня зреет!

I know not what song lurks in it,
But I feel it’s ripe for singing.
1843

1843 г.
6

6
Учись у них – у дуба, у берёзы;
Кругом зима. Жестокая пора!
Напрасные на них застыли слезы,
И треснула, сжимаяся, кора.

Learn from an oak, a birch – those patient seers.
’Tis winter time, relentless, cold and dark!
Just contemplate the hardened rasin tears
And numerous cracks upon the shrinking bark.

Всё злей метель и с каждою минутой
Сердито рвёт последние листы,
И за сердце хватает холод лютый;
Они стоят, молчат; молчи и ты!

The snow-storm gets still worse with every minute.
Wild, fitful gusts make leafless branches bend;
Frosts grip the heart, and rage, like demons, in it.
The trees stand silent. Silent be, my friend!

Но верь весне. Её промчится гений,
Опять теплом и жизнию дыша,
Для ясных дней, для новых откровений
Переболит скорбящая душа.

But trust the spring. Its genius soft-breathing
Shall breathe away the bleak and gloomy past;
For lovely days, for life, for flower-wreathing
The woeful soul shall resurrect at last.
December, 31 (1883)

31 декабря (1883 г.)
7

7
На заре ты её не буди:
На заре она сладко так спит!
Утро дышит у ней на груди,
Ярко пышет на ямках ланит.

No, at dawn do not rouse her from rest,
For at dawn she is sweetly asleep.
Breathes the morn on her maidenly breast,
And bright rays to her cheeks softly сreep.

И подушка её горяча,
И горяч утомительный сон,
И, чернеясь, бегут на плеча
Косы лентой с обеих сторон.

And her pillow is hot from her back,
And so hot is her weary sleep,
And her plaits, intertwisted and black,
Down her shoulder luxurionsly slip.

А вчера у окна ввечеру
Долго-долго сидела она
И следила по тучам игру,
Что, скользя, затевала луна, –

By the window, alone, yesterday
She was sitting and pondering long,
And was silently watching the play
Of the moon which was gliding along.

И чем ярче играла луна,
И чем громче свистал соловей,
Всё бледней становилась она,
Сердце билось больней и больней.

And the craftier was Cynthia’s art,
More voluptuous the nightingale,
The intenser was beating her heart,
And her cheeks were becoming more pale.

Оттого-то на юной груди,
На ланитах так утро горит.
Не буди ж ты её, не буди:
На заре она сладко так спит!

That is why to her cheek and her breast
All the glow of the morning is drawn;
Do not wake her, don’t rouse her from rest,
She is sleeping so sweetly at dawn.

1842 г.

1842
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Ax, дитя, к тебе привязан
Я любовью безвозмездной!
Нынче ты, моя малютка,
Снилась мне в короне звездной.

Ah, dear child, my love unselfish
Is to you, I hope, well-known!
In my dreams this night I saw you
In a sparkling starry crown.

Что за искры эти звёзды!
Что за кроткое сиянье!
Ты сама, моя малютка,
Что за светлое созданье!

What fine sparks are all these starlets!
What a meek and subtle shining!
And yourself, my joy, my honey,
What a creature, light and tiny!
1843

1843 г.

9

9

Следить твои шаги, молиться и любить
Не прихоть у меня и не позыв случайный:
Мой друг, моё дитя, поверь, – тебя хранить
Я в сердце увлечён какой-то силой тайной.

To watch your steps, to pray for you, and love
Is not a casual whim, nor impulse for an hour;
To care for you, – believe, о child, о gentle dove! –
I am allured by some intense and secret power.

Постигнув чудную гармонию твою –
И нежной слабости и силы сочетанье, –
Я что-то грустное душой предузнаю,
И жалко мне тебя, прекрасное созданье!

Having perceived in full your wondrous harmony,
This subtle blend of every strong and feeble feature,
I something melancholy with my soul foresee
While feeling pity for you, such a beauteous creature.

Вот почему порой заглядываюсь я,
Когда над книгою иль пёстрою канвою
Ты наклоняешься пугливой головою,
И чёрный локон твой сбегает, как змея,

That’s why at times in contemplating you I drown,
When o’er a book or fanciful embroidery
You bend your timid head in dulcet reverie
And your black wavy lock runs snake-like down,

Прозрачность бледную обрезавши ланиты,
И стрелы чёрные ресниц твоих густых
Сияющего дня отливами покрыты,
И око светлое чернеет из-под них.

Thus cutting off your pallid cheek’s limpidity,
And thick-set eyelashes, which like black arrows lie,
Are shot with day’s fair tints, nature’s soft luxury,
And showing black from under them is your clear eye.
(?)

(?)
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10

Не отходи от меня,
Друг мой, останься со мной!
Не отходи от меня:
Мне так отрадно с тобой...

No, do not move away,
Stay, my sweetheart, with me!
No, do not move away:
I feel a comforting glee...

Ближе друг к другу, чем мы,
Ближе нельзя нам и быть;
Чище, живее, сильней
Мы не умеем любить.

Closer than now we are,
Closer we never can be,
With senses more lively and pure
We cannot loving be.
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Если же ты – предо мной,
Грустно головку склоня, –
Мне так отрадно с тобой:
Не отходи от меня!
(1842)

НА ЖЕЛЕЗНОЙ ДОРОГЕ

And if you’re in front of me
Sad and with bent head stay,
I feel a comforting glee:
O, do not move away!
(1842)

GOING BY RAILROAD

Мороз и ночь над далью снежной,
А здесь уютно и тепло,
И предо мной твой облик нежный
И детски-чистое чело.

A frosty night o’er snowy spaces, –
But here ’tis cozy, warm and fine,
And close to me your gentle graces,
Your brow so pure and infantine,

Полны смущенья и отваги,
С тобою, кроткий серафим,
Мы через дебри и овраги
На змее огненном летим.

Full of confusion and of daring,
With you, meek seraph, happy I
Through deep ravines and thickets faring,
Upon a fiery serpent fly.

Он сыплет искры золотые
На озарённые снега,
И снятся нам места иные,
Иные снятся берега...

It’s strewing golden sparks and fires
Upon the snows that glint and gleam;
About some other shores and areas
We now, anticipating, dream.

В мерцанье одинокой свечки,
Ночным путём утомлена,
Твоя старушка против печки
В глубокий сон погружена, –

In solitary candle’s glimmer,
Fatigued by all this nightly ride,
Your mother is now deep in slumber,
Against the stove that warms her side, –

Но ты красою ненаглядной
Ещё томиться мне позволь:
С какой заботою отрадной
Лелеет сердце эту боль!

But let me for your beauty rare
Still langish, and love-stirred remain:
With what acute and joyous care
My heart is cherishing this pain:

И, серебром облиты лунным,
Деревья мимо нас летят,
Под нами с грохотом чугунным
Мосты мгновенные гремят.

In moonlight silvery all over,
The trees are quickly flashing past,
And underneath, with rattle cast-iron,
Short bridges come and vanish fast.

И, как цветы волшебной сказки,
Полны сердечного огня,
Твои агатовые глазки
С улыбкой радости и ласки
Порою смотрят на меня.

Like fairy flowers, soul-enticing,
Imbued with cordial warmth and glee,
Your agate eyes, my wishes guessing,
With smiles, endearing and caressing,
At times look tenderly at me.

Конец 1859 или начало 1860 гг.

End of 1859 or beginning of 1860
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12
Если радует утро тебя,
Если в пышную веришь примету, –
Хоть на время, на миг полюбя, –
Подари эту розу поэту.

If the morning rejoices your heart,
If your rose-tree luxuriously grows, –
For a moment bе amorous and smart,
Give the poet a blossoming rose.

Хоть полюбишь кого, хоть снесёшь
Не одну ты житейскую грозу,
Но в стихе умилённом найдёшь
Эту вечно душистую розу.

You may love, or, midst people unkind,
You may know all the everyday prose, –
In the reverent verses you’ll find
This eternally sweet-scented rose.
January 10, 1887

10 января 1887 г.
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13
Ты видишь, за спиной косцов
Сверкнули косы блеском чистым,
И поздний пар от их котлов
Упитан ужином душистым.

See how behind the mowers’ backs
The tired scythes are purely gleaming;
Their cauldrons, put on wobbly racks,
The supper’s fragrancy are steaming.

Лиловым дымом даль поя,
В сиянье тонет дня светило,
И набежавших туч края
Стеклом горючим окаймило.

The Disk, sunk in its aureole,
Leaves farness with soft lilac tinges,
While nearest, gathered cloudlets all
With pink and red-hot glass it fringes.

Уже подрезан, каждый ряд
Цветов лежит пахучей цепью,
Какая тень и аромат
Плывут над меркнущею степью!

Already cut, each odorous row
Of flowers lie upon the ground.
O, what a shade and balm now flow
Above the steppe in gloaming drown’d!

В душе смиренной уясни
Дыханье ночи непорочной,
И до огней зари восточной
Под звёздным пологом усни.

The night’s mild-breathing chastity
Try to conceive with humble reason,
And sleep – until the sun has risen –
Beneath the starry canopy.
1863

1863 г.
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14
Кому венец: богине ль красоты
Иль в зеркале её изображенью?
Поэт смущён, когда дивишься ты
Богатому его воображенью.

To whom the crown? Is Venus to be prized,
Or her reflection in the mirror dim?
The poet's at a loss when you're surprised
How rich is his imaginative whim.

Не я, мой друг, а божий мир богат,
В пылинке он лелеет жизнь и множит,
И, что один твой выражает взгляд,
Того поэт пересказать не может.

Not I am rich, – rich is God’s world around,
Each particle of dust augments its grace,
And by no poet can the words be found
That catch the glamour of your single gaze.

1865 г.

1865
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ГОРНОЕ УЩЕЛЬЕ

A MOUNTAIN RAVINE

За лесом – лес, и за горами горы,
За тёмными лилово-голубые,
И, если долго к ним приникнут взоры,
За бледным рядом выступят другие.

Wood follows wood, and mount stands after mount;
Beyond the massif's dark looms lilac blear,
But if a gaze is in the farness drown’d,
Beyond one palish ridge still more appear.

Здесь тёмный дуб и ясень изумрудный,
А там лазури тающая нежность,
Как будто из действительности чудной
Уносишься в волшебную безбрежность.

The emerald ash, the darksome oak are here,
And there, a tender blue with grey is married,
As though from a reality most clear
Into a magic boundlessness I’m carried.

И в дальний блеск душа лететь готова,
Не трепетом, а радостью объята,
Как будто это чувство ей не ново,
А сладостно уж грезилось когда-то.

To far-off majesty would like to fly the soul
Imbued with silent joy, not thrill, as though
This feeling is no novelty at all
But was in sweetest dreams of long ago.
(?)

(?)
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16
Как богат я в безумных стихах!
Этот блеск мне отраден и нужен:
Все алмазы мои в небесах,
Все росинки под ними жемчужин.

How my verses luxuriously shine!
Yes, I need such a joy-giving splendour, –
All the heavenly diamands are mine,
All the dewdrops of pearls which are under.

Выходи, красота, не робей!
Звуки есть, дорогие есть краски;
Это всё я, поэт-чародей,
Расточу за мгновение ласки.

Now come forth, don’t be shy, beauty bright!
All the wealth of poetical wonder,
And the words’ vivid magic and might,
For a moment of love I will squander.

Но когда ты приколешь цветок,
Шаловливо иль с думой лукавой,
И, как в дымке, твой кроткий зрачок
Загорится сердечной отравой,

But when pinning a flow’r, you amaze
By a frolic or cunning idea,
And your glances, as trough in a haze,
With a poisonous glamour endear,

И налёт молодого стыда
Чуть ланиты овеет зарёю, –
О, как беден, как жалок тогда,
Как беспомощен я пред тобою!

And a tinge of young pudency’s blush
Is a dawn-like, heart-capturing lure, –
O, how colourless then is my brush,
And myself – o, how helpless and poor!
February 1, 1887

1 февраля 1887 г.
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17

Постой – здесь хорошо! Зубчатой и широкой
Каймою тень легла от сосен в лунный свет.
Какая тишина! Из-за горы высокой
Сюда и доступа мятежным звукам нет.

Just wait! – so fine a spot! A broad and ragged shadow
From pines upon the moonlight like a fringe has lain.
How still the air is! From behind the mount and meadow
No access chances here for riotous sounds remain.

Я не пойду туда, где камень вероломный,
Скатясь из-под пяты, с отвесных берегов
Летит на хрящ морской, – где в море вал огромный
Придёт – и убежит в объятия валов.

I won’t go where a treacherous stone would slip abruptly
From underfoot, and then crash – down the slopy space
Upon the sea shore, – where a breaker huge would fiercely
Assault – and hasten back into the waves’ embrace.
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Одна передо мной под мирными звездами,
Ты здесь – царица чувств, властительница дум,
А там – придёт волна и грянет между нами...
Я не пойду туда: там вечный плеск и шум!

Beneath the peaceful stars you are alone before me,
The mistress of my thoughts, of dreams the
sovereign queen,
But there – between us will arise a billow stormy...
I won’t go there: there’s an eternal splash and din!
(1847; 1854)

(1847; 1854)
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18

Расстались мы, ты странствуешь далече,
Но нам дано опять
В таинственной и ежечасной встрече
Друг друга понимать.

We’ve parted, far-off climes are past you fleeting,
But we can nonetheless,
In a mysterious and hourly meeting
Each other’s feelings guess.

Когда в толпе живой и своевольной,
Поникнув головой,
Смолкаешь ты с улыбкою невольной, –
Я говорю с тобой.

When midst a crowd, vociferous and willful,
In sudden reverie
You’re falling silent with a smile most wistful, –
You’re listening to me.

И вечером, когда в аллее тёмной
Ты пьёшь немую ночь,
Знай, тополи и звёзды негой томной
Мне вызвались помочь.

When on an eve, in alleys’ darkening glamour
You breathe and watch a star,
Mind – stars and poplars with their languorous
tremor
My goodly helpers are.

Когда ты спишь, и полог твой кисейный
Раздвинется в лучах,
И сон тебя прозрачный, тиховейный
Уносит на крылах,
А ты, летя в эфир неизмеримый,
Лепечешь: «я люблю»,
Я этот сон, и я рукой незримой
Твой полог шевелю.
1857 г.

When you’re in bed, and when a veil of muslin
Is drawn on shining strings,
And then a sleep, so limpid and soft-wafting,
Uplifts you on its wings,
And when you in ethereal spaces linger,
And whisper: “O, my love”, –
I am that sleep, and with an unseen finger
I stir your veil, sweet dove!
1857

19

19

Встречу ли яркую в небе зарю,
Ей про тайну свою говорю.

Should I notice the dawn’s blooming rose,
All my secret to it I disclose.

Подойду ли к лесному ключу –
И ему я про тайну шепчу.

Should I come to a brook, and there sit,
All my secret I whisper to it.

А как звёзды в ночи задрожат,
Я всю ночь им рассказывать рад.

And when stars are alluring and bright,
I am talking to them all the night.

Лишь когда на тебя я гляжу,
Ни за что ничегo не скажу.

Only should I be looking at you,
Then no words from my lips – even a few.

13 июля 1882 г.

July 13, 1882
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20
Чуя внушённый другими ответ,
Тихий в глазах прочитал я запрет,
Но мне понятней ещё говорит
Этот правдивый румянец ланит,

Suspecting not yours but a prompted reply,
A silent forbiddance I’ve read in your eye,
But still! O, how more understandably speaks
This genuine and eloquent blush of the cheeks,

Этот цветов обмирающих зов,
Этот теней набегающий кров,
Этот предательский шёпот ручья,
Этот рассыпчатый клич соловья.

This call of the flowers that sweetly pervades,
This languid approach of the vespertine shades,
This treacherous prattle of the brook at our feet,
This song of the warbler in some green retreat.
30 января 1890 г.

30 января 1890 г.

ЛАСТОЧКИ

SWALLOWS

Природы праздный соглядатай,
Люблю, забывши всё кругом,
Следить за ласточкой стрельчатой
Над вечереющим прудом.

A pretty idle nature-lover,
Sometimes at sunset I am fond
Of watching playful swallows over
The crystal-surfaced village pond.

Вот понеслась и зачертила, –
И страшно, чтобы гладь стекла
Стихией чуждой не схватила
Молниевидного крыла, –

The bird is rashly scudding down,
And I’m in fear the glassy space –
This alient element – shall drown
The lancet wing and all its grace.

И снова то же дерзновенье
И та же тёмная струя...
Не таково ли вдохновенье
И человеческого я?

Again a risky inclination,
Again a spurt – now dark, now bright…
Is not the human inspiration
Akin to that most daring flight?

Не так ли я, сосуд скудельный,
Дерзаю на запретный путь,
Стихии чуждой, запредельной
Стремясь хоть каплю зачерпнуть?

The weaker vessel, I am trying
Along the path forbidden to flop –
Of alien elements, while flying,
To scoop at least a tiny drop.

Не позже 24 сентября 1884 г.

22

Not later than September 24, 1884

22

Напрасно, дивная, смешавшися с толпою,
Вдоль шумной улицы уныло я пойду:
Судьба меня опять уж не сведёт с тобою,
И ярких глаз твоих нигде я не найду.

In vain, о charming maid, in desperate endeavour,
I’ll walk despondently along the noisy street:
The stingy fate shall nevermore bring us together,
And your irradiant eyes again I’ll never meet.

Ты раз явилась мне, как дивное виденье,
Среди бесчисленных, бесчувственных людей, –
Но – быстры молодость, любовь и наслажденье,
И слава и мечты, а ты ещё быстрей!

But once, like wondrous vision, you’ve appeared before me,
Amidst the folks that numberless and senseless are;
So swift are youth, and love, and bliss, and passions stormy,
And hopes, and glory bright, but you are swifter far!

Мне что-то новое сказали эти очи,

Those eyes have told me something new and something
kindly,
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И новой истиной невольно грудь полна:
Как будто на заре, подняв завесу ночи,
Я вижу образы пленительного сна.

And in my heart new thrilling revelations teem,
As if at dawn, the veil of night uplifting mildly,
I see the images of an enchanting dream.

Да, сладок был мой сон хоть на одно мгновенье! –
Зато, невольною тоскою отягчён,
Брожу один теперь и жду тебя, виденье,
И ясно предо мной летает светлый сон.

Sweet was my dream, though brief as just a flare,
And like the one who for a missing treasure pined,
I walk around and wait for you, о vision fair,
And vivid memories are flitting through my mind.
1850

1850 г.
23

23
Задрожали листы, облетая,
Тучи неба закрыли красу,
С поля буря, ворвавшися, злая
Рвёт и мечет и воет в лесу.

Flimsy leaves are set flying and trembling,
Clouds have stolen the heavenly charm,
And the merciless tempest is rambling,
And the forest is all in alarm.

Только ты, моя милая птичка,
В тёплом гнёздышке еле видна;
Светлогруда, легка, невеличка,
Не запугана бурей одна.

Only you, my sweet birdie, are hidden,
Barely seen in your downy nest;
There’s no fear of the tempest unbidden
In your tiny and light-feather’d breast.

И грохочет громов перекличка,
И шумящая даль так черна...
Только ты, моя милая птичка,
В тёплом гнёздышке еле видна.

Thunder rattles, the sky’s devil-ridden,
Blackened are both the east and the west...
Only you, my sweet birdie, are hidden,
Barely seen in your downy nest.
July 13, 1887

13 июля 1887 г.
24
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На балконе золочёном
Ряд цветов кругом перил,
Я любуюся балконом,
И цветник мне пёстрый мил.

There are flowers round the railing
On the gilded balcony;
Oft my sight they are regaling –
What an Eden flowery!

Но туда в дыханье утра
Ходит друг моей мечты –
Дева с шейкой перламутра
Поливать свои цветы,

But my dream’s companion, early
In the scented breath of morn,
With her neck and shoulders pearly,
Comes to water them in turn, –

Так стыдлива и свободна,
Так приветлива без слов,
Так нежна и благородна,
Так милей своих цветов.

Oh, so pudent and so slender,
So inviting for the glance,
So endearing, noble and tender,
So much nicer than her plants.
(?)

(?)
25
Здравствуй! Тысячу раз мой привет тебе, ночь!
Опять и опять я люблю тебя,
Тихая, тёплая,

25
I hail you, о night! Accept my thousand greetings!
Again and again I am falling in love with you,
Tranquil and warm,
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Серебром окаймлённая!
Робко – свечу потушив – подхожу я к окну:
Меня не видать, зато сам я всё вижу ...
Дождусь, непременно дождусь:
Калитка вздрогнет, растворяясь,
Цветы, закачавшись, сильнее запахнут, – и долго,
Долго при месяце будет мелькать покрывало.

Silver-fringed, and so charming!
Timidly – putting out the candle – I’m approaching
the window:
Nоbоdу sees me, but everything is in my sight ...
My waiting – o, certainly! ’tis not in vain:
The wicket shall open,
The flowers shall sweeter be breathing – and then
For a long time your veil shall gleam in the moonlight.

1842 г.

26

1842

26

Лозы мои за окном разрослись живописно и
даже
Свет отнимают. Смотри, вот половина окна
Верхняя тёмною зеленью листьев покрыта;
меж ними,
Будто нарочно, в окне кисть начинает
желтеть.
Милая, полно! Не трогай!.. К чему этот дух
разрушенья!
Ты доставать виноград высунешь руку на
двор, –
Белую, полную ручку легко распознают
соседи,
Скажут: она у него в комнате тайно была.

O, how my vines have grown thick and how picturesque, even the window
Now is darkened. Just look: how its uppermost half
Is by the green leaves obscured, and you certainly
notice among them,
Right in the window, a bunch getting a yellowish hue.
Please, do not touch it, my darling! And wherefore
this spirit destructive!
Plucking the grapes you will thrust out your industrious arm, –
This white and plump arm shall easily bе recognized bу the neighbours;
Rumours will go: ah, that girl secretly was in his
room.

1847 г.

К ЮНОШЕ
Друзья, как он хорош за чашею вина!
Как молодой души неопытность видна!
Его шестнадцать лет, его живые взоры,
Ланиты нежные, заносчивые споры,
Порывы дружества, негодованье, гнев, –
Всё обещает в нём любимца зорких дев.

1847

TO A YOUTH
My friends, how handsome is he with a festive bowl!
How charming is his young and inexperienced soul!
His sixteen years, his joyous mood, his wrath, his ire,
His tender cheeks, his disputes full of fire,
His impulses of friendliness, his looks, his curls –
All promises a favourite of sharp-sighted girls.

1847 г.
28
Скучно мне вечно болтать о том, что высоко, прекрасно:
Все эти толки меня только к зевоте ведут.
Бросив педантов, бегу с тобой побеседовать,
друг мой;
Знаю, что в этих глазах, чёрных и умных
глазах,
Больше прекрасного, чем в нескольких стах
фолиантов,

1847
28
Just what a bore in the endless discourse on the
lofty and fair!
Talking and babbling on that makes me feel
sleepy and yawn.
Dry as dust pedants? I quit them for talking with
you, о my darling:
Knowing these clever and black eyes are more
beautiful far
Than many hundred thick volumes that burden the
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shelves in my cottage,
Знаю, что сладкую жизнь пью с этих
Knowing that these rosy lips give me nectareous
розовых губ!
Только пчела узнаёт в цветке затаённую delight.
Only a honey-bee finds in the flower its innermost
сладость,
sweetness,
Только художник во всём чует
Only an artist does feel traces of beauty in all.
……………………………прекрасного след.
1842 г.

1842

РУЧКА

A SMALL WOMANLY HAND

Прозрачную канву цветами убирая,
На мягких клавишах иль с веером резным,
В перчатке крошечной иль по локоть нагая,
Понятной грацией, движением родным
Ты говоришь со мной, мой бедный ум волнуя
Невольной страстию и жаждой поцелуя.

Embroidering canvases with flowers bright and fair,
On piano keys, or with a carvèd-ivory fan,
Or in a tiny glove, or up to elbow bare,
A graceful and enchanting miracle, you can
So talk to me as to engender my desire
Of kissing you and burning in a sweeter fire.
1842

1842 г.
К КРАСАВЦУ

TO A HANDSOME YOUTH

Природы баловень, как счастлив ты судьбой!
Всем нравятся твой рост и гордый облик твой,
И кудри пышные, беспечностью завиты,
И бледное чело, и нежные ланиты,
Приподнятая грудь, жемчужный ряд зубов,
И огненный зрачок, и бархатная бровь;
И девы юные, украдкой от надзора,
Толкуют твой ответ и выраженье взора,
И после каждая, вздохнув, наедине
Промолвит: – «Да, он мой – его отдайте мне!»
Как сон младенчества, как первые лобзанья,
С отрадой сладкою безумного желанья
Ты, полон прелести, в их памяти живёшь,
Улыбкам учишь их и к зеркалу зовёшь:
Не для тебя ль они, при факеле Авроры,
Находят новый взгляд и новые уборы? –
Когда же ложе их оденет темнота,
Алкают уст твоих, раскрывшись, их уста.

How happy is your lot, ye minion pet of Nature!
All like your proud appearance and your shapely stature,
Your gorgeous hair with every careless lock that curls,
Your forehead, smooth and pale, your teeth – those
lovely pearls,
Your tender, rosy cheeks, your breast that’s heaving high,
Your eyebrows velvety and dark, your fiery eye;
And maidens young, meeting where nobody espies,
Interpret variously your glances and replies,
And each of them, with loving sighs, in privacy,
Shall whisper: “Yes, he’s mine, and leave him mine to bе!”
Like dreams of infant days, like first and fragrant kisses,
Yourself so full of charm, engendering ardent wishes,
You’re reigning in the charmèd memory of them all,
You teach them smiles enticing, and to mirrors call.
And is it not for you that, bу Aurora’s fire,
They try to find new looks, and fancy new attire?
And when the nightly dusk upon their couches slips,
Their lips disjoined and hot are craving for your lips.

1842 г.

1841

31
Право, от полной души я благодарен соседу:
Славная вещь – под окном в клетке держать соловья.
Грустно в неволе певцу, но чары сильны у
природы:
Только прощальным огнём озлатятся кресты на церквах,
И в расцветающий сад за высоким, ревни-

31
I do whole-heartedly praise this pretty whim of my
neighbour:
How very nice – ‘neath the window a warbler to
keep in a cage.
Sad are captivity’s bonds, but Nature is taking its own.
Just as the lingering glare starts gilding the solemn church crosses
And to the blossoming orchard encircled by a fence,
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вым забором
Вечера свежесть вдыхать выйдет соседка
одна, –
Тени ночные в певце пробудят желание
воли,
И под окном соловей громко засвищет
любовь.
Что за головка у ней, за белые плечи и руки!
Что за янтарный отлив на роскошных извивах волос!
Стан – загляденье! Притом, какая лукавая
ножка!
Будто бы дразнит, мелькая... Hо вечер
давно уж настал…
Что ж не поёт соловей? Или – что ж не выходит соседка?
Может, сегодня мы все трое друг друга
поймём!

high and jealous,
There comes a maiden to breathe vespertine
freshness and calm, –
Shadows of night shall awake the warbler’s desire
for freedom,
And ‘neath the window he shall be loudly singing of love.
What a fair head shall I see! what ivory shoulders
and arms!
What gorgeous hair shot with amber, and just
what a languorous waist –
Truly a feast for the eyes! And also an arch leg
that’s teasing
Anyone’s wit with a glimpse… But the eve has
set in long ago,
Why is the warbler not singing? and why is the
maiden not coming?
Maybe, to-day one another we shall at long last
understand?

1842 г.

1842

КУПАЛЬЩИЦА

A BATHING MAIDEN

Игривый плеск в реке меня остановил.
Сквозь ветви тёмные узнал я над водою
Её весёлый лик – он двигался, он плыл, –
Я голову признал с тяжёлою косою.

A playful splash amidst the river made me pause.
I recognized, espying through the branches’ shade,
Her lively face; I knew for sure ‘twas she because
I recognized her head crown’d with a heavy braid;

Узнал я и наряд, взглянув на белый хрящ,
И превратился весь в смущенье и тревогу,
Когда красавица, прорвав кристальный плащ,
Вдавила в гладь песка младенческую ногу.

On closer gaze, I recognized her lying cloak,
And all at once into alarmed confusion sank,
When that same beauty through the crystal mantle broke
And pressed her infant foot into the sandy bank;

Она предстала мне на миг во всей красе,
Вся дрожью лёгкою объята и пугливой,
Так пышут холодом на утренней росе
Упругие листы у лилии стыдливой.

In all her pudent splendour she appeared to me,
Enwrapped in cold and tremor that excite and burn, –
So, in a languid stream, are trembling bashfully
Resilient lily’s leaves upon a dewy morn.

1864 г.
33
Её не знает свет, она ещё ребёнок,
Но очерк головы у ней так чист и тонок,
И столько томности во взгляде кротких глаз,
Что детства мирного последний близок час.
Дохнёт тепло любви, – младенческое око
Лазурным пламенем засветится глубоко,
И гребень ласково-разборчив, будто сам
Пойдёт медлительней по пышным волосам,
Персты румяные, бледнея, подлиннеют...
Блажен, кто замечал, как постепенно зреют

1864
33
The people around don’t know her, she is yet a child,
But all her girly features are so subtle and mild,
And there is so much languor in her timid gaze,
That peaceful infancy is near its final phase, –
The warmth of love shall breathe – the youthful,
turquoise eye
Shall radiate full splendour like the morning sky,
And the caressing comb with a deliberate care,
And leisurely, shall glide along the gorgeous hair,
The paling fingers shall assume a longer shape…
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Златые гроздия, и знал, что, виноград
Сбирая, он вопьет их сладкий аромат!

He’s blest who watches patiently how vines of grape
Yield golden fruit, and well foresees that gathering them
He shall cut off sweet-scented bunches from each stem.

1847 г.
34

1847
34

Не говори, мой друг: «Она меня забудет:
Изменчив времени всемощного полёт!
Измученной души напрасный жар пройдёт
И образ роковой преследовать не будет
Очей задумчивых; свободней и смелей
Вздохнёт младая грудь; замедленных речей
Польётся снова ток блистательный и сладкий;
Ланиты расцветут, – и в зеркало украдкой
Невольно станет взор с вопросом забегать, –
Опять весна в груди и счастие опять!»
Мой милый, не лелей прекрасного обмана:
В душе мечтательной смертельна эта рана!
Видал ли ты в лесах, под тению дубов,
С винтовками в руках засевших шалунов,
Когда с холмов крутых, окрестность оглашая,
Несётся горячо согласных гончих стая,
И праздным юношам дриад жестоких дань,
Уже из-за кустов выскакивает лань?
Вот-вот и выстрелы – и в переливах дыма
Ещё быстрее лань, как будто невредима,
Проклятью вопреки и хохоту стрелков,
Уносится во мглу безбрежную лесов, –
Но ловчий опытный уж на позыв победный
К сомкнувшимся устам рожок подносит медный.

Nе’еr say, my friend: “She shall forget me, that is true!
Th’almighty time holds on us its despotic sway!
The futile anguish of the soul shall pass away,
And so the fatal image shall no more pursue
The pensive eyes: more spiritful and free from pain
The youthful breast shall breathe; the languid words again
Shall issue in a shining flow with dulcet tremor;
The cheeks shall bloom, and into a responsive mirror
The furtive glance shall peep involuntarily, –
Again the breast’s aglow, again the vernal glee!” –
O, foster not, my friend, a lie so fairly tuned:
Fоr any tender soul this is a mortal wound!
Say, have you ever seen beneath a shady wood
Some idle fellows armed with guns, in frolic mood,
When down the slopy hills, filling the air with sounds,
Speeds in accord a rushing pack of fierce hounds,
And – cruel Dryads’ gift – amidst the helter-skelter
A timid fallow-deer springs out of bushes’ shelter!
Now shots resound, and in the wreathing curls of smoke,
Despite the curses and the laughter of young folk,
Faster it runs, as though unharmed, and hastily
It disappears in tenebrous, wild forestry, –
But the skilled huntsman, ending the victorious race,
A bugle made of brass is rising to his face.

1854 г.

1854
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35

Это утро, радость эта,
Эта мощь и дня и света,
Этот синий свод,
Этот крик и вереницы,
Эти стаи, эти птицы,
Этот говор вод,

This fair morn, this joy unending,
This bright light, and tinges blending,
This blue vault aloft,
These birds’ files, their cheerful clamour,
These brisk waters, this heart’s tremor,
This wind’s wafting soft,

Эти ивы и берёзы,
Эти капли, – эти слёзы, –
Этот пух, – не лист, –
Эти горы, эти долы,
Эти мошки, эти пчёлы,
Этот зык и свист,

These slim willows, birches leaning,
These light drops – like tears gleaming,
This fluff – not yet leaf – on trees,
These moist hills and dampened valleys,
These small midges’ buzzing sallies,
These industrious bees,

Эти зори без затменья,
Этот вздох ночной селенья,

This nocturnal village sighing,
This hot bed with wakeful lying,
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Эта ночь без сна,
Эта мгла и жар постели,
Эта дробь и эти трели,
Это всё – весна!

This desire to sing,
This assault of dreams most thrilling,
This shrill drumming and sweet trilling,
This all – this is spring!
1881 (?)

1881 г. (?)

36

36
Встаёт мой день, как труженик убогий,
И светит мне без силы и огня,
И я бреду с заботой и тревогой,

My day arises like a toiler poor,
And shines on me without intensity,
And I come forth, full of alarm and care.

Мы думой врозь – тебе не до меня.
Но вот луна прокралася из саду,
И гасит ночь в руке дрожащей дня

In thoughts we are apart – you have no need of me.
But lo! the Moon appears from her retreat
And rays of the day’s luminary flee

Своим дыханьем яркую лампаду.
Таинственным окружена огнём,
Сама идёшь ты мне принесть отраду.

Under the breath of night, so fresh and sweet.
Wrapped in mysterious fire, light-wing’d and gay,
You come yourself to bring me joy, and greet.

Забыто всё, что угнетало днем,
И, полные слезами умиленья,
Мы об руку, блаженные, идём,

All is forgotten what oppressed by day,
And full of tears of bliss, and thrilled, and proud,
We’re walking hand in hand, without delay,

И тени нет тяжелого сомненья.

And not a shade of the unwelcome doubt.
1865 г. (?)

1865 г. (?)
37

37
От огней, от толпы беспощадной
Незаметно бежали мы прочь:
Лишь вдвоём мы в тени здесь прохладной,
Третья с нами – лазурная ночь.

From the lights, from the odious welter
Wе have fled both unseen and unheard:
Now we’re two in the cool of a shelter,
And the azure-fill’d night is the third.

Сердце робкое бьётся тревожно,
Жаждет счастье и дать и хранить...
От людей утаиться возможно,
Но от звёзд ничего не сокрыть –

O, my heart, you are timidly longing
Happy feelings to give and to gain...
You may hide from humanity thronging,
But the stars make your secrecy vain –

И, безмолвна, кротка, серебриста,
Эта полночь за дымкой сквозной
Видит только, что вечно и чисто,
Что навеяно ею самой.

And the night with its silvery lure,
With its meekness, its gladdening thrills
Sees but what is eternal and pure,
What it mutely and softly instils.

7 февраля 1889 г.

February 7, 1889
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38

38
Отчего со всеми я любезна,
Только с ним нас разделяет бездна?
Отчего с ним, хоть его бегу я,
Не встречаться всюду не могу я?
Отчего, когда его увижу,
Словно весь я свет возненавижу?
Отчего, как с ним должна остаться,
Так и рвусь над ним же издеваться?
Отчего – кто разрешит задачу? –
До зари потом всю ночь проплачу.

Why, whereas I’m amiable to any,
There is between us some abyss uncanny?
Why, avoiding him with utmost care,
I just meet him simply everywhere?
Why, when seeing him – now gay, now gloomy –
All the world does seem so hateful to me?
Why, when staying with him for an hour,
I begin to jeer, and mock, and lour?
Why – o, who on earth shall make it out? –
Then I’ll weep and sob the night throughout?
1882

1882 г.

39

39
Свеж и душист твой роскошный венок,
Всех в нём цветов благовония слышны,
Кудри твои так обильны и пышны, –
Свеж и душист твой роскошный венок.

Fragrant and fresh is your sumptuous wreath,
Scented with every fair flower that’s growing,
O, how your locks are luxuriously flowing, –
Fragrant and fresh is your sumptuous wreath.

Свеж и душист твой роскошный венок,
Ясного взора губительна сила, –
Нет, я не верю, чтоб ты не любила:
Свеж и душист твой роскошный венок.

Fragrant and fresh is your sumptuous wreath,
Heartwarming glances are fatally glamorous,
Nо, I believe not that you are not amorous:
Fragrant and fresh is your sumptuous wreath.

Свеж и душист твой роскошный венок,
Счастию сердце легко предаётся:
Мне близ тебя хорошо и поётся.
Свеж и душист твой роскошный венок.

Fragrant and fresh is your sumptuous wreath.
One is bу beauty so readily captured,
Verses are easy when I am enraptured.
Fragrant and fresh is your sumptuous wreath.
1847

1847 г.
40

40
Месяц зеркальный плывёт по лазурной пустыне,
Травы степные унизаны влагой вечерней,
Речи отрывистей, сердце опять суеверней.
Длинные тени вдали потонули в ложбине.

The Moon like a mirror is floating through cloudless azure,
The grasses with vespertine dew are besprinkled around,
Speech bolder, the heart is now more superstitious than ever,
Long darkening shadows in narrow gullies are drowned.

В этой ночи, как в желаниях, всё беспредельно,
Крылья растут у каких-то воздушных стремлений,
Взял бы тебя и помчался бы так же бесцельно,
Свет унося, покидая неверные тени.

All in this night, as in human desires, is boundless,
Some airy strivings now fearless pinions are getting.
O, would I take thee and fly off in a fashion as aimless,
Away with the light, and the dubious shadows quitting.

Можно ли, друг мой, томиться в тяжёлой кручине?
Как не забыть, хоть на время, язвительных
терний?
Травы степные сверкают росою вечерней,
Месяц зеркальный бежит по лазурной
пустыне.

Why languish, my friend, in this sadness, and why be
so frowned?
О, саn’t we forget stinging thorns and go looking for
pleasure?
The grasses with vespertine dew are all sparkling around,
The Moon like a mirror is floating through cloudless аzurе.

1863 г.

1863
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GIPSY MAIDEN

ЦЫГАНКА
Снова слышу голос твой, –
Слышу и бледнею...
Расставаться как с душой
С красотой твоею!

Ah! again thy voice – thy heart! –
Turning pale, I hear...
As though with my soul, I part
With thy beauty rare!

Если б муку эту знал,
Чуял спозаранку, –
Не любил бы, не ласкал
Смуглую цыганку,

If I could this anguish guess,
I’d not be so eager
Т’admire and lovingly caress
Gipsy, thy swart figure,

Не лелеял бы потом
Этой думы томной
В чистом поле, под шатром
Днём и ночью тёмной!

I’d not cherish thoughts of thee,
Like a crazy lover,
Midst the field, in a marquée,
Day and night, and ever!

Что ж напрасно горячить
Кровь в усталых жилах?
Не умела ты любить,
Я – забыть не в силах...

Why then make my blood run high
In the veins so weary?
Just thou couldst not love – and I
Can’t forget thee, fairy...
(?)

(?)
42

42
Я долго стоял неподвижно,
В далёкие звёзды вглядясь.
Меж теми звездами и мною
Какая-то связь родилась.

I motionless stood for a long time
While watching the starlets that burn,
Between all the stars and my musings
There was some connexity bоrn.

Я думал... Не помню, что думал:
Я слушал таинственный хор,
И звёзды тихонько дрожали. –
И звёзды люблю я с тех пор.

Mу musings I cannot remember,
I heard a mysterious choir,
The stars were alluring and trembling, –
And stars since that time I admire.
1843

1843 г.
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Не отнеси к холодному бесстрастью,
Что на тебя безмолвно я гляжу:
Ступенями к томительному счастью
Не меньше я, чем счастьем, дорожу.

Don’t put it down to cold impassiveness
That, mute and still, I am beholding thee:
The gradual steps to thrilling happiness
Are just as dear as happiness to me.

С самим собой мне сладко лицемерить,
Хоть я давно забыл о всём ином;
И верится, и не хочу я верить,
Что нет преград, что мы одни вдвоём.

How sweet does seem my own hypocrisy,
Though all but thou now from my mind is gone:
Yes, I believe – but it is strange to see
There are no barriers, and we are alone.

Мой поцелуй, и пламенный и чистый,
Не вдруг спешит к устам или щеке:
Жужжанье пчёл над яблонью душистой
Отрадней мне – замолкнувших в цветке.

Mу flaming kiss, so passionate and pure,
Is in no haste thy lips or cheeks to please:
The buzzing bees around a fragrant lure
Bring keener joy that flower-silenced bees.

15 февраля 1892 г.

February 15, 1892
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НА КАЧЕЛЯХ

ON THE SWING

И опять в полусвете ночном
Средь верёвок, натянутых туго,
На доске этой шаткой вдвоём
Мы стоим и бросаем друг друга.

And again in the haze of the night,
Midst the ropes, in a daring endeavour,
On a wooden plank, shaky and light,
We are standing and throwing each other.

И, чем ближе к вершине лесной,
Чем страшнее стоять и держаться,
Тем отрадней взлетать над землёй
И одним к небесам приближаться.

And the closer the tops of the trees,
And the stronger the fear of falling,
The more joy through the air to whizz
And so skyward alone to be soaring.

Правда, это игра, и притом
Может выйти игра роковая,
Но и жизнью играть нам вдвоём, –
Это счастье, моя дорогая.

That’s a play, nothing else – it is true, –
And a risky one it may appear,
But this playing with life for us two
Is a happy enjoyment, my dear.
March 26, 1890

26 марта 1890 г.
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Какая ночь! Как воздух чист,
Как серебристый дремлет лист,
Как тень черна прибрежных ив,
Как безмятежно спит залив,
Как не вздохнёт нигде волна,
Как тишиною грудь полна!..

Ah! What a night! How pure the air,
How all the silv’ry leaves are fair,
How black the bending willows’ shade,
How drowsy are the bay and glade,
How nowhere sighs a wave at rest,
How full of silence is mу breast!..

Полночный свет, ты тот же день:
Белей лишь блеск, чернее тень,
Лишь тоньше запах сочных трав,
Лишь ум светлей, мирнее нрав,
Да вместо страсти хочет грудь
Вот этим воздухом вздохнуть.

O, midnight light, you’re like a day
With blacker shade, with whiter ray,
With succulent grasses’ subtler scent,
With milder wit and ravishment,
When with no passion and no care
My breast breathes in this balmy air.

1857 (?)

46

1857 (?)

46

Упрёком, жалостью внушённым,
Не растравляй души больной;
Позволь коленопреклонённым
Мне оставаться пред тобой;

With a reproach by pity born
Do not disturb my aching heart;
Allow me, humble and forlorn,
Kneeling to stay just where thou art!

Горя над суетной землёю,
Ты милосердно разреши
Мне упиваться чистотою
И красотой твоей души.

Illumed by soft celestial fire,
Aloft the earth so vain and foul,
In mercy let me to admire
The purest beauty of thy soul,

Глядеть, каким прозрачным светом
Окружена ты на земле,
Как божий мир при свете этом
В голубоватой тонет мгле!

To see in what a radiance bright
Thou art enfolded to exist,
How all that’s worldly, by that light,
It drowned into a bluish mist!..
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О, я блажен среди страданий!
Как рад, себя и мир забыв,
Я подступающих рыданий
Горячий сдерживать прилив!

Oh, I am blissful midst the woes!
How glad I am, forgetting all,
When ecstasy of feelings grows,
My surging sobbings to control!
January 31, 1888

31 января 1888 г.

47

47
Пришла, – и тает всё вокруг,
Всё жаждет жизни отдаваться,
И сердце, пленник зимних вьюг,
Вдруг разучилося сжиматься.

She’s come – to reign supreme, and shine;
All is life-thirsty, all is yearning,
And winter’s captive – this heart mine
Is wrung no more, its anguish spurning.

Заговорило, зацвело
Всё, что вчера томилось немо.
И вздохи неба принесло
Из растворённых врат эдема.

All is now blossoming amain
What yesterday was dull and hidden,
And heavens’ sighs are brought again
Now from the open gates of Eden.

Как весел мелких туч поход!
И в торжестве неизъяснимом
Сквозной деревьев хоровод
Зеленоватым пышет дымом.

The march of tiny clouds – how gay!
In what a jubilance unending,
In what a joyous roundelay
Their greenish mist the trees are blending!

Поёт сверкающий ручей,
И с неба песня, как бывало;
Как будто говорится в ней:
Всё, что ковало, миновало.

A singing brook reflects the sun,
And skyey hymns resound and hover
So as to speak to everyone
That sombre days are gone and over.

Нельзя заботы мелочной
Хотя на миг не устыдиться,
Нельзя пред вечной красотой
Не петь, не славить, не молиться.

Who, for a time at least, would not
Repudiate a petty care!
Before th’eternal beauty – what
Can sound but eulogy and prayer!

20 мая 1866 г.

ЕЩЁ МАЙСКАЯ НОЧЬ

May 20, 1866

ANOTHER MAY NIGHT

Какая ночь! На всём какая нега!
Благодарю, родной полночный край!
Из царства льдов, из царства вьюг и снега,
Как свеж и чист твой вылетает май!

О, what a night! What languor over all!
Thanks e’er so much, mу northern land and sky!
Out of the realm of blizzards, ice and squall
How sweetly fresh and pure your May does fly!

Какая ночь! Все звёзды до единой
Тепло и кротко в душу смотрят вновь.
И в воздухе за песней соловьиной
Разносится тревога и любовь.

O, what a night! The stars, howe’er remote,
Into my soul are looking, mild and fair,
And with the nightingale’s delicious note,
Alarm and love are spreading in the air.

Берёзы ждут. Их лист полупрозрачный
Застенчиво манит и тешит взор.

The birch-trees’ virgin leafage bу mу side
Seems bashful, and translucent at close range;
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Они дрожат. Так деве новобрачной
И радостен, и чужд её убор.

So is a wedding-dress for every bride:
It seems to her both gladdening and strange.

Нет, никогда нежней и бестелесней
Твой лик, о ночь, не мог меня томить!
Опять к тебе иду с невольной песней,
Невольной – и последней, может быть...

No, ne’er was more ethereal, more dear,
Mоrе languishing, о night, your face to me!
Again I’m greeting you with rhyme and tear,
Involuntary – and the last, may be.
1857

1857 г.
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Нынче первый мы слышали гром,
Вот повеяло сразу теплом.
И пришло мне на память сейчас,
Как вчера ты измучила нас.
Целый день, холодна и бледна,
Ты сидела безмолвно одна;
Вдруг ты встала, ко мне подошла
И сказала, что всё поняла:
Что напрасно жалеть о былом,
Что нам тесно и тяжко вдвоём,
Что любви затерялась стезя,
Что так жить, что дышать так нельзя,
Что ты хочешь, – решилась, – и вдруг
Разразился весенний недуг,
И забывши о грозных словах,
Ты растаяла в жарких слезах.

We’ve been hearing the first thunderstorm,
And ‘tis now so delicious and warm;
That is why it now comes to my mind
How just yesterday you were unkind.
Cold and awfully pale, all the day,
In deep silence, alone you did stay;
Then you rose, and approached me, and said
That to full understanding you’re led,
That the dreams of the bygones are vain,
That our contacts are bringing us pain,
That the straight path of love has been lost,
That we can’t live so nervous, so toss’d,
That you want, you’re resolved... But at once
There did break out a spring’s fervid trance,
And forgetting your eloquent spears,
You did melt into hot, burning tears.
Not later than March 15, 1883

Не позднее 15 марта 1883 г.
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Как нежишь ты, серебряная ночь,
В душе расцвет немой и тайной силы!
О! окрыли – и дай мне превозмочь
Весь этот тлен, бездушный и унылый.

Silvery night, how languorous you are,
A secret force now in my soul is blooming!
O! give me wings – and help me fly afar
To overcome the soulless dust and gloomy.

Какая ночь! Алмазная роса
Живым огнём с огнями неба в споре.
Как океан, разверзлись небеса,
И спит земля – и теплится, как море.

O, what a night! The diamond dew so bright
Rivals in liveliness the starry shimmer.
The heaven like an ocean opens wide,
And sleeps the Earth – and like a sea it glimmers.

Мой дух, о ночь! как падший серафим,
Признал родство с нетленной жизнью звёздной
И, окрылён дыханием твоим,
Готов лететь над этой тайной бездной.

My spirit, like a seraph fallen, о night!
Feels kinship with the stars’ eternal spheres,
And wingèd by your breath, a daring flight
It longs to make over th’abyss mysterious.

1865 (?)

1865 (?)
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Когда, смущённый, умолкаю,
Твоей суровостью томим,
Я всё в душе не доверяю
Холодным колкостям твоим.

Whene’er, confused, I’m falling silent
At all your caustic outbreaks – still
A give no credence to your violent
Remarks and your embittered will.

Я знаю, иногда в апреле
Зима нежданно набежит,
И дуновение метели
Колючим снегом закружит.

In April – anyone may know –
Winter performs a sudden raid,
And brings again the prickly snow
Which whirls around in wood and glade,

Но – миг один, и солнцем вешним
Согреет юные поля,
И счастьем светлым и нездешним
Дохнёт воскресшая земля.

But just afford a minute’s waiting –
The Sun shall warm each yearning lea,
And all the earth rejuvenating
Shall breathe again so happily.
March 26, 1892

26 марта 1892 г.
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Жду я, тревогой объят,
Жду тут – на самом пути:
Этой тропой через сад
Ты обещалась пройти.

Here am I waiting – thrilled through,
Here am I – fervid and dumb,
Right on the path by which you
Recently promised to come.

Плачась, комар пропоёт,
Свалится плавно листок...
Слух, раскрываясь, растёт,
Как полуночный цветок.

Lo! sings a moaning gnat,
Gliding, a leaf starts its flight,
Mine ear is blooming at that
Just like a flower at night.

Словно струну оборвал
Жук, налетевши на ель;
Хрипло подругу позвал
Тут же у ног коростель.

Blindly a bug struck a fir,
Just like a string, which is rent,
Close by a landrail did stir
Hoarsely calling his friend.

Тихо под сенью лесной
Спят молодые кусты...
Ах! как пахнуло весной!..
Это наверное ты.

Quieter breathes everything,
Noises are softer and fewer...
Ah! what a wafting of spring!..
This is yourself, to be sure.
December 13, 1886

13 декабря 1886 г.
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Шёпот, робкое дыханье,
Трели соловья,
Серебро и колыханье
Сонного ручья,
Свет ночной, ночные тени,
Тени без конца,
Ряд волшебных изменений

53
Tender whisper, timid breathing,
Trills of nightingale,
Silv’ry brook, its gentle heaving
In a peaceful vale,
Lights’ nocturnal fluctuations,
Shadows’ flimsy grace,
Many wondrous alterations

62

Милого лица,
В дымных тучках пурпур розы,
Отблеск янтаря,
И лобзания, и слезы,
И заря, заря!..

Of the dear face,
Purple of rose in distant spheres,
Amber undertone,
Honey’d kisses, sweetest tears,
And the dawn, the dawn!..
1850

1850 г.
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Какое счастие: и ночь, и мы одни!
Река – как зеркало и вся блестит звездами.
А там-то – голову закинь-ка да взгляни:
Какая глубина и чистота над нами!

What happiness! ’tis night, and all alone are we!
The river’s like a mirror all with starlets sparkling.
And there – oh, just tilt back your head and see –
What deep and purity are now above us, darling!

О, называй меня безумным! Назови
Чем хочешь: в этот миг я разумом слабею
И в сердце чувствую такой прилив любви,
Что не могу молчать, не стану, не умею!

Oh, call me crazy! Call me anything you please –
My mind grows weaker at such moments thrilling,
And I’m so full of love and joy and blissful ease,
That staying mute – oh, no! I can’t! too stirred! unwilling!

Я болен, я влюблён; но, мучась и любя, –
О слушай, о пойми! – я страсти не скрываю,
И я хочу сказать, что я люблю тебя –
Тебя, одну тебя люблю я и желаю!

Yes, I’m deranged and mad, but feeling pain and glee, –
Oh, list! – I don’t conceal my passion and my fire,
And I just want to say I love you ardently,
You, only you I love and only you desire!

1854 г.

1854

СОСНЫ

THE PINES

Средь клёнов девственных и плачущих берёз
Я видеть не могу надменных этих сосен;
Они смущают рой живых и сладких грёз,
И трезвый вид их мне несносен.

Midst weeping birches and midst virgin maple-trees
I’m loath to see those pines in haughty manner cresting;
Since they disturb the swarm of sweetest phantasies,
Their sober aspect I’m detesting.

В кругу воскреснувших соседей лишь оне
Не знают трепета, не шепчут, не вздыхают
И, неизменные, ликующей весне
Пору зимы напоминают.

With merry neighbours huddling close, the pines alone
Ne’er sigh or whisper, or display excitement tender,
But, quite immutable, remind of winter gone
Amidst the Spring’s triumphant splendour.

Когда уронит лес последний лист сухой
When silenced forests cease to drop their leafage old,
И, смолкнув, станет ждать весны и возрожденья, – And start awaiting spring and nature’s bright renascence,
They shall remain – with beauty arrogant and cold
Они останутся холодною красой
To frighten other generations.
Пугать иные поколенья.
1854

1854 г.
ЗНОЙ
Что за зной! Даже тут, под ветвями
Тень слаба и открыто кругом.
Как сошлись и какими судьбами
Мы одни на скамейке вдвоём?

THE SULTRY NOON
O, what sultriness! Even the branches
Make poor shade, and it’s open around.
How it happened with us, by what chances
On this bench we each other have found?
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Так молчать нам обоим неловко,
Что ни стань говорить – невпопад;
За тяжёлой косою головка
Словно хочет склониться назад.

Keeping silence is really so awkward,
Seems unfit every word that is said;
And the braid is so heavy, that backward
Is now bending the small lovely head.

И как будто истомою жадной
Нас весна на припёке прожгла,
Только в той вон аллее прохладной
Средь полудня вечерняя мгла...

By this parching and languorous sally
Spring has shown us its temper in full,
Only yon – in that shadowy alley
Noon is wafting some vespertine cool...
May 29, 1888

29 мая 1888 г.
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Какая горькая обида:
Я завтра еду... Боже мой!
Как будто в области Аида
Темнеет путь передо мной.

What an embittering annoyance:
To-morrow I will leave... Oh, Lord!
As though to Hades’ dismal province
My way lies – shady and deplored.

Как после нежного похмелья
От струй пафосского вина,
Уединённая мне келья
Теперь покажется душна.

As after sweet intoxication
From Paphian wine drunk happily,
Now like a dungeon’s isolation
My lonely cell would seem to me.

Но, верен сладостной тревоге,
В степи безбрежной и в лесу,
По рвам, по каменной дороге
Твой образ чистый понесу.

But, true to dulcet thrill of loving,
Through boundless steppe and woods obscure,
On bumps and pits and pot-holes driving,
I’ll carry off your image pure.

И сохраню в душе глубоко
Двойную прелесть красоты:
И это мыслящее око,
И эти детские черты.

And all the dual beauty’s glamour
I’ll cherish in the heart of mine:
This eye so innocently clever,
These traits so subtly infantine.
(?)

(?)
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Только встречу улыбку твою,
Или взгляд уловлю твой отрадный, –
Не тебе песнь любви я пою,
А твоей красоте ненаглядной.

Should a smile gently brighten your face,
Not to you I am paying my duty,
Not to you my sweet song and my praise
But to your soul-enravishing beauty.

Про певца по зарям говорят,
Будто розу влюблённого трелью
Восхвалять неумолчно он рад
Над душистой её колыбелью, –

So a warbler, exerting his skill
And inspired bу the dawn’s early radiance,
Glorifles with an amorous trill
Gorgeousness of the rose and her fragrance.

Но безмолвствует, пышно чиста,
Молодая владычица сада:

But the garden’s young mistress is dumb,
And the minstrel’s high note is not heeded –
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Только песне нужна красота,
Красоте же и песен не надо!

Ah, a song needs both beauty and charm,
And for beauty no minstrelsy’s needed!
Beginning of October, 1873

Начало октября 1873 г.
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Я ждал. Невестою-царицей
Опять на землю ты сошла.
И утро блещет багряницей,
И всё ты воздаёшь сторицей,
Что осень скудная взяла.

You, royal bride in garments burning,
Again you’ve come to make us gay, –
Your purple dights the new-blown morning,
And lavishly you are returning
What autumn scanty took away...

Ты пронеслась, ты победила,
О тайнах шепчет божество,
Цветёт недавняя могила,
И бессознательная сила
Своё ликует торжество.

How glorious is your conquering hour,
How eloquent your godlike spright!
A recent grave yields many a flower,
And freely an unconscious power
Does celebrate its triumph bright.
1861

1861 г.
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Нет, даже не тогда, когда, стопой воздушной
Спеша навстречу мне, улыбку ты даришь,
И, заглянув в глаза, мечте моей послушной
О беззаветности надежды говоришь, –

О nо, not even when with airy steps you hasten
To meet me and to grant your darling smile to me,
And when, with an obedient reverie, I listen
To words of love and your devotion’s chastity,

Нет, чтобы счастию нежданному отдаться,
Чтобы исчезнуть в нём, спускаяся до дна,
Мне нужно одному с душой своей остаться,
Молчанье нужно мне кругом и тишина.

No, to indulge in bliss, when my poor head is reeling,
To fathom it, to be with all its charm imbued,
I keenly need to stay alone with this my feeling,
I need a silence, and a perfect quietude.

Тут сердца говорит мне каждое биенье
Про всё, чем радостной обязан я судьбе,
И тихая слеза блаженства и томленья,
Скатясь жемчужиной, напомнит о тебе.

Here every throb of heart and every impulse burning
Shall plainly speak about the joyous lot of mine,
And then a silent tear of happiness and yearning,
While dropping like a pearl, shall be my love’s
……………………………………….sweet sign.

19 февраля 1891 г.
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February 19, 1891
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Когда вослед весенних бурь
Над зацветающей землёй
Нежней небесная лазурь
И облаков воздушен рой,

When, after mаnу a violent storm,
Above the virgin greenery,
The skyey azure’s getting warm,
And airy clouds drift tranquilly,

Как той порой отрадно мне
Свергать земли томящий прах,
Тонуть в небесной глубине
И погасать в её огнях!

How then I’m happy to cast down
The earthly dust’s oppression dire,
In heaven’s luring deep to drown,
And to extinguish in its fire!
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О, как мне весело следить
За пышным дымом туч сквозных;
И рад я, что не может быть
Ничто вольней и легче их.

O, what a joyous thrill to scan
The cloudlets’ fluffy waves afar;
And I am glad that nothing can
Be freer, lighter than they are.
1865

1865 г.
МАЙСКАЯ НОЧЬ

MAY NIGHT

Отсталых туч над нами пролетает
Последняя толпа.
Прозрачный их отрезок мягко тает
У лунного серпа.

Some lagging clouds aloft are passing slowly
To disappear soon,
Their limpid segment now is melting softly
Close to the sickle moon.

Царит весны таинственная сила
С звездами на челе. –
Ты, нежная! Ты счастье мне сулила
На суетной земле.

The spring’s mysterious power is reigning
With stars upon the brow, –
You, tenderest! You promised bliss unending
Upon the Earth so low.

А счастье где? Не здесь, в среде убогой,
А вон оно – как дым.
За ним! за ним! воздушною дорогой...
И в вечность улетим!

And where is bliss? Not here, amidst the crowd,
Yon there! – like smoke. So we
Shall fly just after it by airy road
Into eternity!
1870 г.

1870 г.
63

63
Хоть счастие судьбой даровано не мне,
Зачем об этом так напоминать небрежно?
Как будто бы нельзя в больном и сладком сне
Дозволить мне любить вас пламенно и нежно.

Though happiness by fate is granted not to me,
Why should you mention it so mercilessly, dear?
Allow me, in a sweet and doleful reverie,
To love you ardently and hopelessly revere!

Хотя б признался я в безумиях своих,
Что стоит робкого вам не пугать признанья,
Что стоит шёлк ресниц склонить вам в этот миг,
Чтоб не блеснул в очах огонь негодованья?

Even if I did confess those crazy dreams of mine,
Why to repudiate a timid declaration?
Why not to lower then your eye-lashes divine
Just to conceal the flame of indignation!

Участья не прошу, могла б и ваша грусть,
Хотя б притворная, родить во мне отвагу,
И, издали молясь, поэт-безумец пусть
Прекрасный образ ваш набросит на бумагу.

I ask not for concern. Your melancholy mood –
Though feigned it bе – could raise some courage in
my breast,
And, praying from afar, the crazy poet would
Portray your image – holy, beautiful and blest.

1890 г.

64
Не избегай; я не молю
Ни слез, ни сердца тайной боли,
Своей тоске хочу я воли
И повторять тебе: люблю.

1890

64
I pray you – do not shun mе so,
To win your heart I never dare,
I want a freedom for my woe
And to repeat: “I love you, fair!”

66

Хочу нестись к тебе, лететь,
Как волны по равнине водной,
Поцеловать гранит холодный,
Поцеловать и умереть.

I want to fly to you, to skim
Like waves upon the waters fly,
To kiss the granite cold and dim,
To kiss it tenderly – and die!
1862

1862 г.
65

65
Я тебе ничего не cкажу,
Я тебя не встревожу ничуть
И о том, что я молча твержу,
Не решусь ни за что намекнуть!

I will simply say nothing to you,
I’ll not bring you a slightest unrest,
And what I hold in secrecy true
I dare not make own’d up or confess’d.

Целый день спят ночные цветы,
Но лишь солнце за рощу зайдёт,
Раскрываются тихо листы,
И я слышу, как сердце цветёт.

All day long plants nocturnal repose,
But as groves are o’ershadowed with gloom,
Gently petals unfold and unclose,
And I feel that my heart is in bloom.

И в больную, усталую грудь
Веет влагой ночной... я дрожу,
Я тебя не встревожу ничуть,
Я тебе ничего не скажу.

And again into my weary breast
Wafts the air impregnated with dew...
I’ll not bring you a slightest unrest,
I will simply say nothing to you.
September 2, 1885

2 сентября 1885 г.

66

66
Только месяц взошёл
После жаркого дня, –
Распустился, расцвёл
Цвет в груди у меня.

When the crescent uprose
And the hot Sun went west,
A sweet amorous rose
Blossomed out in my breast.

Что за счастье, любя,
Этот цвет охранять!
Как я рад, что тебя
Никому не видать!

What a bliss ‘tis to guard
And to cherish its growth!
How I’m happy thou art
Seen to none on the earth!

Погляди, как спешу
Я в померкнувший сад!
И повсюду ношу
Я цветка аромат.

Look! I’m hastening now
To the darkening bow’r!
And wherever I go
There’s the scent of the flow’r.
February 20, 1891

20 февраля 1891 г.

67
Как трудно повторять живую красоту
Твоих воздушных очертаний;
Где силы у меня схватить их на лету
Средь непрестанных колебаний?

67
What a laborious task to follow and repeat
Your living beauty’s outlines airy!
How am I to pin down and catch them if they fleet
And, changing ever, never tarry?

67

Когда из-под ресниц пушистых на меня
Блеснут глаза c просветом ласки,
Где кистью трепетной я наберу огня?
Где я возьму небесной краски?

When, from beneath the fluffy lashes, your blue eyes
Flash with a tinge of dulcet lenience,
Where shall I gather – for my tremulous brush – the dyes?
Where shall I take the heaven’s radiance?

В усердных поисках всё кажется: вот-вот
Приемлет тайна лик знакомый, –
Но сердца бедного кончается полёт
Одной бессильною истомой.

In all the zealous search, it seems, the magic sight
Is nigh-convey’d with my swift finger,
But as a consummation of the poor heart’s flight
There’s but a forceless, weary languor.

26 февраля 1888 г.
68

February 26, 1888
68

На стоге сена ночью южной
Лицом ко тверди я лежал,
И хор светил, живой и дружный,
Кругом раскинувшись, дрожал.

Upon a stack, facing the fire
Of midnight firmament, I lay,
And southern luminaries’ choir
Its spread-out glory did display.

Земля, как смутный сон немая,
Безвестно уносилась прочь,
И я, как первый житель рая,
Один в лицо увидел ночь.

The earth, dumb under radiance stellar,
Pursued its vague and traceless flight,
And like the first Edenic dweller,
Alone I’ve seen the face of night.

Я ль нёсся к бездне полунощной,
Иль сонмы звёзд ко мне неслись?
Казалось, будто в длани мощной
Над этой бездной я повис,

Was I th’abysm-allured rover,
Or constellations sped to me?
A huge hand seemed to hold me over
This fathomless profundity,

И с замираньем и смятеньем
Я взором мерил глубину,
В которой с каждым я мгновеньем
Всё невозвратнее тону.

And in a thrill of keen emotion
The deep I scanned where spang lets blink,
Where into I, with time’s swift motion,
Still more irrevocably sink.

1857 г.
ОСЕННЯЯ РОЗА

1857
AN AUTUMN ROSE

Осыпал лес свои вершины,
Сад обнажил своё чело,
Дохнул сентябрь, и георгины
Дыханьем ночи обожгло.

Its brow has bared my lovely garden,
Sere leaves in woods start random flight,
September’s come, and dahlias harden
Under the scorching breath of night.

Но в дуновении мороза
Между погибшими одна,
Лишь ты одна, царица роза,
Благоуханна и пышна.

But what a sight when all is fading –
Just one, but one among the dead,
You, regal rose, alone are spreading
The fragrant air about your bed;

Назло жестоким испытаньям
И злобе гаснущего дня,
Ты очертаньем и дыханьем
Весною веешь на меня.

Despite the wind that only scorches,
The wrath of withering days despite,
As if in springtime you art gorgeous
With subtle breath and aspect bright.

18 сентября 1886 г.

September 18, 1886

68

70

70
Чудная картина,
Как ты мне родна,
Белая равнина,
Полная луна,

How this landscape dear is!
What a wondrous sight:
Blankets white on prairies,
And the Moon so bright;

Свет небес высоких
И блестящий снег,
И саней далёких
Одинокий бег.

Brilliant snow, all shining,
Heaven’s many a star,
And the sledges running
Midst the waste afar.
1842

1842 г.
71

71
Печальная берёза
У моего окна,
И прихотью мороза
Разубрана она.

There’s near mу cozy bower
A birch-tree, sad and slim,
It's now adorned all over
By frost’s fantastic whim.

Как гроздья винограда.
Ветвей концы висят,
И радостен для взгляда
Весь траурный наряд.

The boughs, in fashion nicest,
Hang down like grapes of vine,
Their mournful sight rejoices
The eager eyes of mine.

Люблю игру денницы
Я замечать на ней,
И жаль мне, если птицы
Стряхнут красу ветвей.

I like when daylight’s glory
Sparks through the beauteous show,
And I do feel so sorry
If birds shake off the snow.
1842

1842 г.

72

72

Ещё одно забывчивое слово,
Ещё один случайный полувздох,
И тосковать я сердцем стану снова,
И буду я опять у этих ног.

Just one more word suggesting tenderness,
Just one half-sigh, both casual and sweet,
And I will feel again love’s craziness,
And be again at those enticing feet.

Душа дрожит, готова вспыхнуть чище,
Хотя давно угас весенний день,
И при Луне, на жизненном кладбище
Страшна и ночь, и собственная тень.

The soul is thrilled, it longs for purer glee,
Though long ago the vernal days grew dim,
And by the Moon, upon life’s cemetery,
Grim is the night, and my own shadow’s grim.

Не позднее 25 октября 1884 г.
73
Есть ночи зимней блеск и сила,
Есть непорочная краса,
Когда под снегом опочила
Вся степь, – и кровли, и леса.

Not later than October 25, 1884
73
There’s in the wintry night some glory,
Some potency, and beauty chaste,
When sleeping under blankets hoary
Are roofs, and woods, and boundless waste.

69

Сбежали тени ночи летней,
Тревожный ропот их исчез,
Но тем всевластней, тем заметней
Огни безоблачных небес.

Nо summer shadows, far or near,
And since their murmuring force is spent,
So much the brighter do appear
The lights all o’er the firmament, –

Как будто волею всезрящей
На этот миг ты посвящён
Глядеть в лицо природы спящей
И понимать всемирный сон.

As though, by some celestial power,
You fairly consecrated seem
To be all-seeing for an hour,
And guess the slumbering Nature’s dream.

Не позднее второй половины января 1885 г.

Not later than second half of January, 1885

74

74
Щёчки рдеют алым жаром,
Соболь инеем покрыт,
И дыханье лёгким паром
Из ноздрей твоих летит.

Both your cheeks are scarlet-glowing,
Frost on sable shows its art,
And your breath like vapour’s flying
From the nostrils drawn apart.

Дерзкий локон, в наказанье
Поседел в шестнадцать лет...
Не пора ли нам с катанья –
Дома ждут тепло и свет –

Punished in your eighteenth year,
The audacious lock is grey...
Driving’s o’er, and home is near –
Shouldn’ we take the homeward way?

И пуститься в разговоры
До рассвета про любовь?
А мороз свои узоры
На стекле напишет вновь.

At the fire-place, till next morning
We shall talk of love again,
While the hoarfrost shall bе drawing
Tracery on the window-pane.
1842

1842 г.
75

75
Ещё люблю, ещё томлюсь
Перед всемирной красотой
И ни за что не отрекусь
От ласк, ниспосланных тобой.

Still love, still languish, still pronounce
Words of delight, and words of glee,
And by no means will I renounce
Your fond caress bestowed on me.

Покуда на груди земной
Хотя с трудом дышать я буду,
Весь трепет жизни молодой
Мне будет внятен отовсюду.

As long as on the earth’s wide breast,
Though hard, I will be breathing still,
Of youthful life, by beauty blest,
I’ll sense the never-ceasing thrill.

Покорны солнечным лучам,
Так сходят корни в глубь могилы
И там у смерти ищут силы
Бежать навстречу вешним дням.

Obedient to the Sun’s bright rays,
So roots go deep into a grave
And there, mid death, they seek and crave
The strength to greet the vernal days.

10 декабря 1890 г.

December 10, 1890

70

76

76
Чем безнадёжнее и строже
Года разъединяют нас,
Тем сердцу моему дороже,
Дитя! с тобой крылатый час.

The more are hopeless and severe
The years that make us sever’d be,
The more, о fairest child, is dear
A wingèd hour I spend with thee.

Я лет не чувствую суровых,
Когда в глаза ко мне порой
Из-под ресниц твоих шелковых
Заглянет ангел голубой.

I feel no years upon me creeping,
When timidly, as if by chance,
From under silken lashes peeping,
An angel blue would cast a glance.

Не в силах ревности мятежность
Я победить и скрыть печаль,
Мне эту девственную нежность
В глазах толпы оставить жаль.

Tormented by the jealous fancies,
By everything that love implies,
I’m loath to leave those virgin graces
Amidst the crowd’s indifferent eyes.

Я знаю, жизнь не даст ответа
Твоим несбыточным мечтам,
И лишь одна душа поэта
Их вечно празднующий храм.

I know too well that life shall never
Respond to all vain dreams of thine,
And but a poet’s soul shall ever
Remain their celebrating shrine.
1861

1861 г.
77

77
Не смейся, не дивися мне
В недоуменье детски-грубом,
Что перед этим дряхлым дубом
Я вновь стою по старине.

Don’t chuckle in a rude amaze,
Don’t cast at me a puzzled look,
That close to this decrepit oak
I’m standing as in former days.

Не много листьев на челе
Больного старца уцелели;
Но вновь c весною прилетели
И жмутся горленки в дупле.

Not many leaves, not too much bark
Upon the elder’s brow remain,
But spring bids doves fly back again
And live inside his hollow dark.

25 октября 1884 г.

October 25, 1884

SERENADE

СЕРЕНАДА
Тихо вечер догорает,
Горы золотя;
Знойный воздух холодает, –
Спи, моё дитя.

Softly dies the evening glare,
Up-hills gold rays creep;
Cooler gets the sultry air, –
Sleep, my baby, sleep.

Соловьи давно запели,
Сумрак возвестя;
Струны робко зазвенели, –
Спи, моё дитя.

Nightingales have started singing,
Dusk is getting deep;
Timidly the strings are ringing, –
Sleep, my baby, sleep.

Смотрят ангельские очи,
Трепетно светя;
Так легко дыханье ночи, –
Спи, моё дитя.

Angel’s eyes are shining brightly,
Into your room peep;
Now the night is breathing lightly, –
Sleep, my baby, sleep.

1844 г.

1844

71

79

79
Сад весь в цвету,
Вечер в огне,
Так освежительно радостно мне!

The evening in fire,
The orchard in bloom,
O, how refreshingly joyful I am!

Вот я стою,
Вот я иду,
Словно таинственной речи я жду.

Here I stand,
Here I walk,
As though expect a mysterious talk.

Эта заря,
Эта весна
Так непостижна, зато так ясна!

This afterglow,
This vernal cheer
So inconceivable is, but so clear!

Счастья ли полн,
Плачу ли я,
Ты – благодатная тайна моя.

Either I’m happy
Or weeping in glee,
All this fair secret I owe but to thee.
1884

1884 г.
BUTTERFLY

БАБОЧКА
Ты прав: одним воздушным очертаньем
Я так мила.
Весь бархат мой с его живым миганьем –
Лишь два крыла.
Не cпрашивай: откуда появилась?
Куда спешу?
Здесь на цветок я лёгкий опустилась,
И вот – дышу.
Надолго ли без цели, без усилья,
Дышать хочу?
Вот-вот сейчас, сверкнув, раскину крылья
И улечу.
Не позднее 25 октября 1884 г.

МОТЫЛЁК МАЛЬЧИКУ

Yes, right you are! – Alone for outlines airy
I am so fine.
All velvet mine with all its twinkle merry –
Two wings of mine.
O, never ask me, wherefrom I appear
Or whither flit!
Upon a flow’r I have alighted here
To breathe and sit.
How long, without an effort, aim or worry
Am I to stay?
Just see, now I will flash my spread wings’ glory
And fly away.
Not later than October 25, 1884

BUTTERFLY’S WORD TO A BOY

Цветы кивают мне, головки наклоня,
И манит куст душистой веткой, –
Зачем же ты один преследуешь меня
Своею шёлковою сеткой?

The flowerets around are nodding lovingly,
Each scented bough does treat me as a pet,
Then wherefore you alone are thus pursuing me
While brandishing your silken net?

Дитя кудрявое, любимый нежно сын
Неувядающего мая,
Позволь мне жизнию упиться день один,
На солнце радостном играя.

Ye, curly-headed child in beautiful array,
Ye, everlasting May’s beloved son,
O, let me just enjoy the only granted day,
And flutter gaily in the Sun.

Постой, оно уйдёт, и блеск его лучей
Замрёт на западе далёком.
И в час таинственный я упаду в ручей,
И унесёт меня потоком.

‘Twill soon be set, and but a farewell gleam
Shall linger after all its glorious play,
And at a secret time I’ll fall into a stream,
And it shall carry me away.

1860 г.

1860

72

82

82
Забудь меня, безумец исступлённый,
Покоя не губи:
Я создана душой твоей влюблённой,
Ты призрак не люби.

Forget me and your mad infatuation,
Let peace be dear to you:
I am your amorous soul’s undue creation, –
A phantom ne’er pursue.

О, верь и знай, мечтатель малодушный,
Что, мучась и стеня,
Чем ближе ты к мечте своей воздушной.
Тем дальше от меня.

Know and believe, о dreamer so expansive,
In groans and misery
The closer are you to your dream obsessive,
The farther you’re from me.

Так над водой младенец, восхищённый
Луной, подъемлет крик...
Он бросился – и с влаги возмущённой
Исчез сребристый лик.

So, by a pond, some child in admiration
Looks at the Moon, and cries,
Then leaps, and from the waters’ perturbation
The silv’ry image flies.

Дитя, отри заплаканное око,
Не доверяй мечтам,
Луна плывёт и светится высоко,
Она не здесь, а там.

O child, wipe off the unavailing tears,
Ne’er trust a reverie fair,
The Mооn floats high, her way she proudly steers,
She is not here, but there.
1855

1855 г.
83

83
Ласточки пропали,
А вчера зарёй
Всё грачи летали
Да как сеть мелькали
Вон над той горой.

Swallows disappeared,
But yesterday there still
Rooks at random steered,
Net-wise flocked and veered
Yon above that hill.

С вечера всё спится,
На дворе темно,
Лист сухой валится,
Ночью ветер злится
Да стучит в окно...

Eves are sleepy, lazy,
Falling leaves are pale,
All around is hazy,
Winds at night are crazy
Making windows wail...

Лучше б снег да вьюгу
Встретить грудью рад!
Словно бы с испугу
Раскричавшись, к югу
Журавли летят...

Raging squalls and snow
I would rather meet!
As if frightened, now
Southward in a row
Cranes viciferous speed...

Выйдешь – поневоле
Тяжело – хоть плачь!
Смотришь, через поле
Перекати-поле
Прыгает, как мяч...

Come out – willy-nilly
You’d bе forced to weep
Look! O’er meadows, really
Like to big balls, freely
Tumble-weeds now leap...

1854 г.

1854

73

84

84

Дул север. Плакала трава
И ветви о недавнем зное,
И роз, проснувшихся едва,
Сжималось сердце молодое.

The north wind blew, the grass shed tears
About the recent summer time,
And roses’ hearts were wrung with fears
That frosts would kill their blooming prime.

Стоял угрюм тенистый сад,
Забыв о пенье голосистом;
Лишь соловьихи робких чад
Хрипливым подзывали свистом.

The shady garden long ago
With nightingales ceased to resound
And but the females’ piping low
Called up their timid pets around.

Прошла пора влюблённых грёз, –
Зачем ещё томиться тщетно?
Но вдруг – один любовник роз
Запел так ярко, беззаветно.

The days of amorous dreams are gone,
The roses’ lovers dream of flight;
No singer’s heard, and only one
Burst into warbling with delight.

Прощай, cоловушко! – И я
Готов на миг воскреснуть тоже,
И песнь последняя твоя
Всех вешних песен мне дороже.

Farewell, sweet bird! – I also long
To follow your example, and sing,
And this your parting, sudden song
Is dearer than all songs of spring.
Not earlier than the middle of June, 1880

Не ранее середины июня 1880 г.

AUTUMN

ОСЕНЬ
Как грустны сумрачные дни
Беззвучной осени и хладной.
Какой истомой безотрадной
К нам в душу просятся они!

How sad are autumn’s sombre days,
How cold they come to us, and soundless;
What languor, dreary and hopeless,
Then gradually our soul assails!

Но есть и дни, когда в крови
Золотолиственных уборов
Горящих осень ищет взоров
И знойных прихотей любви.

But there are days, when in the blood
Of gold-leaved, fanciful attire
Autumn seeks glances full of fire,
And whimsies passionate of love.

Молчит стыдливая печаль,
Лишь вызывающее слышно,
И, замирающей так пышно,
Ей ничего уже не жаль.
8 октября 1883 г.

By pudent sorrow hush is wrought,
Seems audible but what is calling,
And, gorgeous in its wane and falling,
It now is sorry just for nought.
October 8, 1883
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Напрасно ты восходишь надо мной
Посланницей волшебных сновидений
И, юностью сияя заревой,
Ждёшь от меня похвал и песнопений.

In vain, in vain you’re dawning over me –
A messenger of fairy dreams and rays,
And radiant with the golden, youthful glee,
You are awaiting songs and words of praise.

Как ярко ты и нежно ни гори
Над каменным, угаснувшим Мемноном,
На яркие приветствия зари
Он отвечать способен только стоном.

However tenderly the sun may rise
O’er Memnon’s cold and unenlivened stone,
To all the greetings of Auroral dyes
He’s able to respond but with a moan.
1865

1865 г.
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Ещё вчера, на солнце млея,
Последним лес дрожал листом,
И озимь, пышно зеленея,
Лежала бархатным ковром.

Just yesterday the sun was prying
Through scanty leaves of forest tops,
And lush and emeraldine was lying
The carpet wide of winter crops.

Глядя надменно, как бывало,
На жертвы холода и cна,
Себе ни в чём не изменяла
Непобедимая сосна.

As ever, gazing haughtily
Upon the prey of creeping cold,
The pine-trees stood invincibly –
So green amidst the shedding gold.

Сегодня вдруг исчезло лето;
Бело, безжизненно кругом,
Земля и небо – всё одето
Каким-то тусклым серебром.

To-day the summer’s reign is over:
All’s wan and lifeless for the eye,
And some dim silver seems to cover
The earth fast-freezing and the sky.

Поля без стад, леса унылы,
Ни скудных листьев, ни травы.
Не узнаю растущей силы
В алмазных призраках листвы.

No herds in fields, no cows or horses,
No rustle in groves, no grass on leas,
And I discern no living forces
In diamond ghosts of casual leaves.

Как будто в сизом клубе дыма
Из царства злаков, волей фей,
Перенеслись непостижимо
Мы в царство горных хрусталей.

As though, displaying nature’s riddles,
A journey from the realm of plants
Into the kingdom of rock crystals
Some wonder-loving fairy grants.
1864

1864 г.
ГЕОРГИНЫ

DAHLIAS

Вчера – уж солнце рдело низко –
Средь георгин я шёл твоих,
И, как живая одалиска,
Стояла каждая из них.

Last eve – low was the glowing Disk –
Amidst your dahlias passed my way;
And like a living odalisque
Was each of them – just yesterday.

Как много пылких или томных,
С наклоном бархатных ресниц,
Весёлых, грустных и нескромных
Отвсюду улыбалось лиц!

How many faces – gay and bright,
Sad, languorous, with ardent glare,
With lashes purple, rosy, white
Were casting smiles from everywhere!

Казалось, нет конца их грёзам
На мягком лоне тишины, –
А нынче утренним морозом
Они стоят опалены...

It seemed they would forе’ег be lost
In sweetest, dearest dreams galore, –
But now, parched by the morning frost
They droop their heads – and smile no more.

Но прежним тайным обаяньем
От них повеяло опять,
И над безмолвным увяданьем
Мне как-то совестно роптать.

Still of their former glamour deep
There came a gentle breath again,
And I am somewhat loath to weep
Seeing Nature on its silent wane.

1859 г.

1859
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Какая грусть! Конец аллеи
Опять с утра исчез в пыли,
Опять серебряные змеи
Через сугробы поползли.

A tristful sight! Since morning early
The alley’s end is lost in dust,
And serpents, silvery and pearly,
Are crawling o’er the snowy crust.

На небе ни клочка лазури,
В степи всё гладко, всё бело,
Один лишь ворон против бури
Крылами машет тяжело.

Nо azure patches, all is withered,
The meads are mantled all in white,
Only a raven gainst the blizzard
Is toiling on his heavy flight.

И на душе не расцветает,
В ней тот же холод, что кругом,
Лениво дума засыпает
Над умирающим трудом.

No blooming sense, no motive rousing,
The soul’s as freezing as the morn,
The lazy dream is calmly drowsing
Upon a verse which dies unborn.

А всё надежда в сердце тлеет,
Что, может быть, хоть невзначай,
Опять душа помолодеет,
Опять родной увидит край,

But still a smouldering hope is here,
That though by chance, though purposeless,
Again the soul shall young appear,
And step upon some isle of bliss,

Где бури пролетают мимо,
Где дума страстная чиста –
И посвящённым только зримо
Цветёт весна и красота.

Where storms and tempests are but flitting,
Where thoughts are chaste, and passions pure,
And seen to none but to most witting,
Sweet, verdant beauty does allure.

Конец февраля - начало марта 1862 г.

БАЛ
Когда трепещут эти звуки
И дразнит ноющий смычок, –
Слагая на коленях руки,
Сажусь в забытый уголок –
И, как зари румянец дальний
Иль дней былых немая речь,
Меня пленяет вихорь бальный
И шевелит мерцанье свеч.
О, как ничем неукротимо
Уносит к юности былой
Вблизи порхающее мимо
Круженье пары молодой!
Чего хочу? – Иль, может статься,
Бывалой жизнию дыша,
В чужой восторг переселяться
Заране учится душа?
1857 г.

End of February - beginning of March, 1862

BALLROOM
When ringing airs are in full riot,
When fiddle-sticks excite and tease,
I find a nook forgotten and quiet
Putting mу hands upon the knees –
And like a far-off sunset’s gleaming,
Or bygone days’ returning spright,
The ballroom vortex charms my feelings
And stirs the glimm’ring candle-light.
With greater force than I can bеаг,
Through all the barriers of time,
The whirling of a youthful pair
Brings me away to my own prime!
What do I want? – Or, perhaps, ailing,
Recalling all that warm’d me once,
How others’ joy to make its dwelling
The soul is learning in advance?
1857

76

СЕНТЯБРЬСКАЯ РОЗА
За вздохом утренним мороза,
Румянец уст приотворя,
Как странно улыбнулась роза
В день быстролётный сентября!

After morn’s breath, cold and morose,
Amid September’s hasty day,
How strange to see the smiling rose,
Which shows pink lips and smart array!

Перед порхающей синицей
В давно безлиственных кустах
Как дерзко выступать царицей
С приветом вешним на устах.

Before the tomtit shyly faring
In bushes now no longer green,
With vernal greeting – o, how daring
This royal sally of the queen.

Расцвесть в надежде неуклонной –
С холодной разлучась грядой,
Прильнуть последней, опьянённой
К груди хозяйки молодой!

To bloom in ardent aspiration –
With cold bed parted, to be pressed,
The last one, full of pure elation,
Against her mistress’s young breast!

22 ноября 1890 г.

THE ROSE OF SEPTEMBER

November 22, 1890

У КАМИНА
Тусклеют угли. В полумраке
Прозрачный вьётся огонёк.
Так плещет на багряном маке
Крылом лазурным мотылёк.

AT THE FIREPLACE

Видений пёстрых вереница
Влечёт усталый, теша, взгляд,
И неразгаданные лица
Из пепла серого глядят.

A train of visions, vague and blear,
Draws and endears my tired gaze,
And shadows, all unguessed, appear
From ashes gray, face after face.

Встают ласкательно и дружно
Былое счастье и печаль, –
И лжёт душа, что ей не нужно
Всего, чего глубóко жаль.

Caressingly arise and stare
The joys and pains that were before, –
And lies the soul it does not care
For what it’s deeply sorry for.
1856

1856 г.

The coals grow dim. In semi-darkness
A limpid flame does curl and fly.
So on a crimson poppy flutters
Its azure wings a butterfly.

ОТОШЕДШЕЙ
Ты отстрадала, я ещё страдаю,
Сомнением мне суждено дышать,
И трепещу и сердцем избегаю
Искать того, чего нельзя понять.

TO THE DEPARTED MAIDEN
Your suffering is over, mine is not, –
In doubt’s unrest I’m daily doomed to breathe:
The shuddering heart tries to avoid the lot
Of seeking just what nobody can conceive...

А был рассвет! Я помню, вспоминаю
Язык любви, цветов, ночных лучей. –
Как не цвести всевидящему маю
При отблеске родном таких очей!

Yet had we our dawn! Alive’s in me
The tongue of love, of flowers, nightly rays...
How could th’all-seeing May not blooming be
Since it imbibed the radiance of such eyes!

Очей тех нет, – и мне не страшны гробы,
Завидно мне безмолвие твоё,
И не судя ни тупости, ни злобы,
Скорей, скорей в твоё небытиё.

Those eyes have closed, – and I fear not the grave,
I’m envious of your darksome quietness,
And, censuring neither dolt nor spiteful knave,
I’d greet your non-existence as a bliss!

4 ноября 1878 г.

November 4, 1878
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В тиши и мраке таинственной ночи
Я вижу блеск приветный и милой,
И в звёздном хоре знакомые очи
Горят в степи над забытой могилой.

Amidst the gloom, and the quietude nightly
I see a brilliance familiar and dear.
And over the grave nigh-forgotten, sо brightly
Fair eyes in the choir of starlets appear.

Трава поблёкла, пустыня угрюма
И сон сиротлив одинокой гробницы,
И только на небе, как вечная дума,
Сверкают звёзд золотые ресницы.

The grass is sere, all is bleakness nocturnal,
The sepulchre’s slumber is lonesome and darkling,
And only aloft, like some musing eternal,
The stars’ golden eyelashes softly are sparkling.

И снится мне, что ты встала из гроба,
Такой же, какой ты с земли отлетела.
И снится, снится, мы молоды оба,
И ты взглянула, как прежде глядела.

And I have a dream that you’ve quitted your bier,
The same as you’ve quitted us – sweet and entrancing,
That we are both youthful, both brimming with cheer,
And you gave a glance as of yore you were glancing.

1864 г.

1864

ALTER EGO

ALTER EGO

Как лилея глядится в нагорный ручей,
Ты стояла над первою песней моей.
И – была ли при этом победа? И чья, –
У ручья ль от цветка? У цветка ль от ручья?

As a lily looks into a mountain stream,
So you stood o’er my juvenile verse and my dream.
And was there a victory? if any – then whose?
Of the beautiful lily, or juvenile Muse?

Ты душою младенческой всё поняла,
Что мне высказать тайная сила дала,
И хоть жизнь без тебя суждено мне влачить,
Но мы вместе с тобой, – нас нельзя разлучить.

With your infantine soul you so well understood
What to sing, through a power mysterious, I could,
And though living ‘thout you is my grim destiny,
We are always together, we can’t severed bе!

Та трава, что вдали на могиле твоей,
Здесь на сердце, чем старе оно, тем свежей,
И я знаю, взглянувши на звёзды порой,
Что взирали на них мы как боги с тобой!

The green grass on your grave, – in my heart is that grass,
And much fresher it’s growing, as my years pass,
And I know when I gaze at the stars in the sky
That like gods we were looking at them, you and I!

У любви есть слова, – те слова не умрут;
Нас с тобой ожидает особенный суд:
Он сумеет нас сразу в толпе различить, –
И мы вместе придём, – нас нельзя разлучить!

Love has words, and those words will not vanish away;
Some particular judgement awaits us some day:
And it’s sure to distinguish us both, you and me, –
And we’ll come there together, we can’t severed be!
1878

1878 г.
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Страницы милые опять персты раскрыли;
Я снова умилён и трепетать готов,
Чтоб ветер иль рука чужая не сронили
Засохших, одному мне ведомых цветов.

Again my fingers softly turn the pages dear,
Again I’m deeply moved, and worried jealously
Lest any wind or careless hand should drop and tear
The withered flowers known to nobody but me...

О, как ничтожно всё! От жертвы жизни целой,
От этих пылких жертв и подвигов святых
Лишь тайная тоска в душе осиротелой,
Да тени бледные у лепестков сухих.

O, wordly vanity! Of all the secrifices,
Of lofty deeds and ardency there’s nothing left
But secret pangs, and agony which none surmises,
And all these petals dry of any hues bereft!..
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Но ими дорожит моё воспоминанье;
Без них всё прошлое – один жестокий бред,
Без них один укор, без них одно терзанье,
И нет прощения, и примиренья нет.

But still my memory is to these relics clinging,
Without them all the past does seem delirium wild,
Without them torments and remorse are daily stinging,
Without them I am not forgiven or reconciled.

29 мая 1884 г.

May 29, 1884
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Когда мои мечты за гранью прошлых дней
Найдут тебя опять за дымкою туманной,
Я плачу сладостно, как первый иудей
На рубеже земли обетованной.

Whene’er the dreams of mine beyond the murky haze
Of bygone years would find your form and spirit,
Sweet tears I weep like that first Hebrew who did gaze
Upon the Promised Land while standing near it.

Не жаль мне детских игр, не жаль мне тихих снов, I don’t regret the childish whims and peaceful plays
Тобой так сладостно и больно возмущённых Which you so painfully and sweetly did disquiet
Just at the time when I conceived the first love's blaze
В те дни, как постигал я первую любовь
By all the restless senses’ riot,
По бунту чувств неугомонных,
По сжатию руки, по отблеску очей,
Сопровождаемых то вздохами, то смехом,
По ропоту простых, незначащих речей,
Лишь нам звучавших страсти эхом.

By eyes’ soft brilliance, by hands’ enamoured squeeze,
With sighs and now with laugh accompanied so fondly,
By insignificant and simplest utterances
Which sounded passion’s echo to us only.
1844

1844 г.
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Опавший лист дрожит от нашего движенья,
Но зелени ещё свежа над нами тень,
И что-то говорит средь радости сближенья,
Что этот жёлтый лист – наш следующий день.

A fallen, sere leaf is trembling as we’re walking,
But yet is fresh the shade of verdured trees’ array,
Still midst our joy a secret voice to me is talking,
Which says this yellow leaf is our coming day.

Как ненасытны мы и как несправедливы:
Всю радость явную неверный гонит страх!
Ещё так ласковы волос твоих извивы!
Какой живёт восторг на блёкнущих устах!

O, how insatiable we are, and how unfair:
All patent gladness is pursued by dubious fears!
So pliant and so supple is still your curling hair!
What ravishing delight on fading lips appears!

Идём. Надолго ли ещё не разлучаться,
Надолго ли дышать отрадою? Как знать!
Пора за будущность заране не пугаться,
Пора о счастии учиться вспоминать.

We’re walking. Is it long before we both are parted?
Who knows will it be long we breathe our joy like this?
No reason in advance for future to get frightened,
‘Tis time we learn to recollect our happiness.
January 15, 1891

15 января 1891 г.
99
О друг, не мучь меня жестоким приговором!
Я оскорбить тебя минувшим не хочу.
Оно пленительным промчалось метеором...
С твоим я встретиться робел и жаждал взором
И приходил молчать. Я и теперь молчу.

99
O dear, don’t torture me with sentence cruel and weird!
For all the past no insult or reproach to you.
Just like a sparkling meteor it has disappeared...
I yearned to meet your glance which I adored and feared,
And came all taciturn... And now I’m silent too.
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Добра и красоты в чертах твоих слиянье
По-прежнему ещё мой подкупает ум.
Я вижу – вот оно, то нежное созданье,
К которому я нёс весь пыл, всё упованье
Безумных, радостных, невысказанных дум.

A blend of good and beauty in your every feature
Keeps touching, as of yore, my wit’s deep-hidden strings.
I see at every moment – that’s the tender creature
To whom I used to bring the hopeful motley mixture
Of crazy, joyous, fervid and unuttered dreams.

Но помнишь ли? – весной гремела песнь лесная
И кликал соловей серебряные сны;
Теперь душистей лес, пышнее тень ночная,
И хочет соловей запеть, как утром мая...
Но робко так не пел он в первый день весны.

But – just recall – in spring the forest song was ringing,
And shaped the nightingale my zest and silvery rhyme;
Now fragranter the woods, dense shades the night is
bringing,
And, as in May, the nightingale would now be singing.
But ne’er so timid was its song in spring’s full prime.

1855 г.

1855
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Ещё весна. Как будто неземной
Какой-то дух ночным владеет садом.
Иду я молча, медленно, – и рядом
Мой тёмный профиль движется со мной.
Ещё аллей не сумрачен приют,
Между ветвей небесный свод синеет,
И я иду – душистый холод веет
В лицо – иду – и соловьи поют...
Несбыточное грезится опять,
Несбыточное в нашем бедном мире,
И грудь вздыхает радостней и шире,
И вновь кого-то хочется обнять.
Придёт пора, – и скоро, может быть, –
Опять земля взалкает обновиться,
Но это сердце перестанет биться
И ничего не будет уж любить!

Another spring. As though some gracious elf
Reigns o’er the nightly garden of my own.
I’m pacing slowly, and to find me lone
My profile dark is moving with myself.
The alleys’ shelter is not dusky yet,
The firmament shows blue mid darkened boughs.
I walk... The fragrant cool is wafted close...
And singing nightingales my soul beget...
Things unattainable in dreams now surge,
Things in this poor world made but for dreaming,
And joyously again my breast is heaving,
And someone to embrace I feel an urge.
The time may soon be coming to the fore:
Again the earth will send its vernal greeting,
But this heart mine shall cease its sprightly beating,
And nothing will it love, and thrill no more.
1847

1847 г.
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Кричат перепела, трещат коростели,
Ночные бабочки взлетели,
И поздних соловьев над речкою вдали
Звучат порывистые трели.

Hoarse landrails sing so loud, and quails so noisy are,
Quick moths the windless air are filling,
And one can hear across the river, from afar,
Late nightingales’ impetuous trilling.

В напевах вечера тревожною душой
Ищу былого наслажденья, –
Увы, как прежде, в грудь живительной струёй
Они не вносят откровенья!

Perturbed and languorous, in all the tunes of eve
I seek some former bliss or pleasure;
Alas – unlike the bygone days – they do not bring
The precious, soul-inspiring treasure.

И тем мучительней, как близкая беда,
Меня томит вопрос лукавый:

So much the more, like ominous, woe-bringing fears,
I’m tortured by a cunning question:
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Ужели подошли к устам моим года
С такою горькою отравой?

Are really drawing near my lips the senile years
With such a bitter poisonous potion?

Иль век смолкающий в наследство передал
Свои бесплодные мне муки,
И в одиночестве мне допивать фиал,
Из рук переходивший в руки?

Or the declining century has left its torments vain
As heritage, my mind to bother,
And I am doomed to drink alone the phial of bane
Which passed from one hand to another.

Проходят юноши с улыбкой предо мной,
И слышу я их шёпот внятный:
– “Чего он ищет здесь средь жизни молодой
С своей тоскою непонятной?”

Fair smiling youths are going close to me
With murmuring that’s hardly ruthful:
“What is he looking for with his strange misery
Amidst the life so bright and youthful?”

Спешите, юноши, и верить, и любить,
Вкушать и труд и наслажденье:
Придёт моя пора, – и скоро, может быть,
Моё наступит возрожденье,

Make haste, о handsome youths, to love and take your boon,
Indulge in labour, joys, and passions:
My predetermined time shall come, and maybe soon
I will approach my last renascence,

Приснится мне опять весенний, светлый сон
На лоне божески-едином,
И мира юного, покоен, примирён,
Я стану вечным гражданином.

Again, in Nature’s lap, by some celestial will,
I’ll have a dream so light and vernal,
And – peaceful, reconciled, – of some young world I will
Become a citizen eternal.

1859 г.

1859
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Среди несметных звёзд полночи,
Как эти две глядят мне в очи,
Не поглядит нигде звезда;
Но неизменно воля рока:
С заката – той, а той – с востока,
Им не сойтися никогда.

Mongst countless stars of midnight skies
The way two look into my eyes,
No other starlet ever does;
But firmly is Fate’s will expressed:
One – of the East, one – of the West,
And never can their life roads cross.

Среди людей так часто двое
Равно постигнули земное,
Затем, что стали высоко,
И оба сердца пышут страстью,
И оба сердца рвутся к счастью,
И счастье вечно далеко.
(?)

Mongst people, two have equally
Perceived the earthly destiny
Since no vile thoughts their musings mar,
And both these hearts aspire for bliss,
And both are craving happiness,
And happiness is ever far...
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Жизнь пронеслась без явного следа.
Душа рвалась. Кто скажет мне, куда?
С какой заране избранною целью?
Но все мечты, всё буйство первых дней
С их радостью – всё тише, всё ясней
К последнему подходят новоселью.

(?)
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Life’s flitted bу without a seeable trace.
My restive soul – what treasures did it chase?
What chosen purpose now deserves retelling?
But all the dreams and all the joyous riot
Now, in a way more evident and quiet,
Are coming to the last, eternal dwelling.
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Так, заверша беспутный свой побег,
С нагих полей летит колючий снег,
Гонимый ранней, буйною метелью,
И, на лесной остановясь глуши,
Сбирается в серебряной тиши
Глубокой и холодною постелью.

So, ending up its free and random race,
The prickly snow flies from the barren space
Driven bу a blizzard, violent and early,
And at a forest’s edge, upon a lea,
In silvery silence gathers gradually
To form a couch – immobile, cold and surly.
The end of 1864

Конец 1864 г.
TO DEATH

СМЕРТИ
Я в жизни обмирал и чувство это знаю,
Где мукам всем конец и сладок томный хмель;
Вот почему я вас без страха ожидаю,
Ночь безрассветная и вечная постель.

I got some deathly shocks in life – I know this feeling
Where torments ended are, and languor ruins lust;
That’s why I do await, without the fear stealing,
You, dawnless night, and you, eternal bed of dust!

Пусть головы моей рука твоя коснётся
И ты сотрёшь меня со списка бытия,
Но пред моим судом, покуда сердце бьётся,
Мы силы равные, и торжествую я.

So let your searching hand reach out and touch me mildly,
And you’ll erase my name, howe’er it sounded fine, –
But for my judgement, while the heart is beating wildly,
We are two equal forces, and the triumph’s mine;

Ещё ты каждый миг моей покорна воле,
Ты тень у ног моих, безличный призрак ты.
Покуда я дышу, ты мысль моя – не боле,
Игрушка шаткая тоскующей мечты.

Yet every moment to my will you are submissive,
You are a shadow at my feet, a faceless ghost;
While I exist, you are my thought, my whim obsessive,
A plaything of my brain, in dusky musings lost.

Конец февраля - начало марта 1884 г.

End of February – beginning of March, 1884

ГОРНАЯ ВЫСЬ
Превыше туч, покинув горы
И наступя на тёмный лес,
Ты за собою смертных взоры
Зовёшь за синеву небес.
Снегов серебряных порфира
Не хочет праха прикрывать;
Твоя судьба на гранях мира
Не снисходить, а возвышать.
Не тронет вздох тебя бессильный,
Не омрачит земли тоска:
У ног твоих, как дым кадильный,
Вияся, тают облака.
Июль 1886 г.

THE MOUNTAIN HEIGHT
Aloft the mounts and grimly hazes,
Treading upon the woods below,
Thou dost allure the mortals’ gazes
Beyond the heavens’ azure glow.
Thy silv’ry crown hath no desire
The lowly dust to press! Thy fate,
While towering high the snowy spire,
Not to descend but t’elevate.
No fickle sigh shall set thee grieving,
Nor earthly anguish cast a gloom:
Close to thy foot, like incense wreathing,
Soft melting cloudlets humbly loom.
July, 1886
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Когда Божественный бежал людских речей
И празднословной их гордыни,
И голод забывал и жажду многих дней,
Внимая голосу пустыни.

When Jesus Christ from lowly human speeches fled,
From people’s pride so vainly feathered,
He would forget his thirst and hunger, and instead
He hearkened to the voice of desert.

And by the pompous prince of evil he was led
Его, взалкавшего, на темя серых гор
Upon the greyish rocks and hoary.
Князь мира вынес величавый:
“Вот здесь, у ног твоих, все царства, – он сказал, – "Here, at your feet are kingdoms of the world", he said,
"With all their glamour and their glory.
С их обаянием и славой.
Признай лишь явное, пади к моим ногам,
Сдержи на миг порыв духовный –
И эту всю красу, всю власть тебе отдам
И покорюсь в борьбе нерoвной”.

Acknowledge but the real, fall humbly at my feet,
Restrain your impulses spiritual,
And all this beauty, all the power from me you’ll get,
And I’ll give up this struggle unequal."

But He responded: "At the Scriptures cast your glance,
Но Он ответствовал: “Писанию внемли,
Пред богом-господом лишь преклоняй колени!” Before your God alone with reverence be kneeling."
And Satan disappeared – and angels came at once
И сатана исчез – и ангелы пришли
To guess His lofty will and feeling.
В пустыне ждать Его велений.
1874 г.

1874
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Солнце садится, и ветер утихнул летучий,
Нет и следа тех огнями пронизанных туч;
Вот на окраине дрогнул живой и нежгучий,
Всю эту степь озаривший и гаснущий луч.
Солнца уж нет, нет и дня неустанных
стремлений,
Только закат будет долго чуть зримо гореть;
О, если б небо судило без тяжких томлений
Так же и мне, оглянувшись на жизнь, умереть.
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The Sun is now setting, subdued is the winds’ quiet
stirring,
Clouds in a blaze are no more, but a tremulous ray
On the horizon, a tiny farewell, now appearing,
Brightly illumes all around, and is dying away...
Now there’s no Sun, nor the day’s any striving and
vain wish,
Only the sunset shall glow in the slow fading fire;
O, could the heavens but grant me, ‘thout making
me languish,
Likewise, just glancing behind at my life, to expire.
April 29, 1883

29 апреля 1883 г.

Не украшать чело царицы,
Не резать твёрдое стекло,
Те разноцветные зарницы
Ты рассыпаешь так светло.

THE DIAMOND
Not to adorn the queen’s high brow,
Nor cut the hard glass easily, –
This glimmering variagated glow
You strew around so lavishly.

Нет! В переменах жизни тленной,
Среди явлений пёстрых – ты
Всё лучезарный, неизменный
Хранитель вечной чистоты.

No! In our life both transitory
And motley in its vanity,
You’re keeping the eternal glory
And the eternal purity.

АЛМАЗ

9 февраля 1888 г.

February 9, 1888
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ВЕСЕННИЕ МЫСЛИ
Снова птицы летят издалёка
К берегам, расторгающим лёд,
Солнце тёплое ходит высоко
И душистого ландыша ждёт.

SPRINGTIME THOUGHTS
So again from afar birds are flying
To the ice-free and airy strands
The warm sun now much higher is plying
And sweet-scented May lilies awaits.

Снова в сердце ничем не умеришь
До ланит восходящую кровь,
И душою подкупленной веришь,
Что, как мир, бесконечна любовь.

So again in the breast, softly heaving,
Blood is deeply and thrillingly stirred,
And, won over, you can’t help believing
That as boundless is love as the world.

Но сойдёмся ли снова так близко
Средь природы разнеженной мы,
Как видало ходившее низко
Нас холодное солнце зимы?

So, but will the mild nature allow
Us a chance to be close and make one,
As we’re seen by the travelling low,
Uninviting and cold wintry sun?
1848

1848 г.

THE FREE FALCON

ВОЛЬНЫЙ СОКОЛ
Не вскормлён ты пищей нежной,
Не унесён к зиме в тепло,
И каждый час рукой прилежной
Твоё не холено крыло.

You’ve not been nursed on food delicious,
Or fondly coddled up till spring,
No tending hand with movement gracious
Has ever trimmed your free-born wing.

Там, над скалой, вблизи лазури,
На умирающем дубу,
Ты с первых дней изведал бури
И с ураганами борьбу.

Yon, ‘bove the rock, beneath the azure,
Upon the slowly dying oak,
Since early days you’ve known one pleasure:
To brave the wind and thunderstroke.

Дразнили молодую силу
И зной, и голод, и гроза,
И восходящему светилу
Глядел ты за море в глаза.

Heat, hunger teased your strength unbending,
The very life you oft did risk,
And you perceived through hazes blending,
Across the sea, the rising Disk.

Зато, когда пора приспела,
С гнезда ты крылья распустил
И, взмахам их доверясь смело,
Ширяясь, по небу поплыл.

But in due time, for spaces lusting,
You felt your wings’ full-fledgéd worth,
And, fearlessly their vigour trusting,
You soared above the sea and earth.
September, 1884

Сентябрь 1884 г.
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Не нужно, не нужно мне проблесков счастья,
Не нужно мне слова и взора участья,
Оставь и дозволь мне рыдать!
К горячему снова прильнув изголовью,
Позволь мне моей нераздельной любовью,
Забыв всё на свете, дышать!

111
I need not, I need not felicity’s glimpses,
Nor words of compassion, nor comforting glances, –
Allow me to sob and to grieve!
While on hot pillow I’m, aching, reclinèd,
O let me, o let me my love unrequited,
Oblivious of everything, breathe.

84

Когда бы ты знала, каким сиротливым,
Томительно-сладким, безумно-счастливым
Я горем в душе опьянён, –
Безмолвно прошла б ты воздушной стопою,
Чтоб даже своей благовонной стезёю
Больной не смутила мой сон.
Не так ли, чуть роща одеться готова,
В весенние ночи, – светила дневного
Боится крылатый певец? –
И только что сумрак разгонит денница,
Смолкает зарёй отрезвленная птица, –
И счастью и песне конец.

If you knew what fair woe, both orphaned and fitful,
So languidly sweet and so crazily blissful,
My soul and my mind does infuse,
Full silent you’d pass by the medium airy,
So ev’n with your footstep sweet-scented and wary,
You would not my slumber confuse.
Now, is not it so, when the warbler is trilling
Amidst ghostly shades in the grove’s vernal greening, –
The sun does he fear and abhor!
But lo! should the darkness nocturnal be over,
Gets silent the bird by the dawning made sober, –
And the bliss and the song are no more.

4 ноября 1887 г.

November 4, 1887
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Люди спят; мой друг, пойдём в тенистый сад.
Люди спят; одни лишь звёзды к нам глядят.
Да и те не видят нас среди ветвей
И не слышат – слышит только соловей...
Да и тот не слышит, – песнь его громка;
Разве слышат только сердце да рука:
Слышит сердце, сколько радостей земли,
Сколько счастия сюда мы принесли;
Да рука, услыша, сердцу говорит,
Что чужая в ней пылает и дрожит,
Что и ей от этой дрожи горячо,
Что к плечу невольно клонится плечо...

Let’s come to the shady garden; all are sleeping.
Only stars are furtively into our windows peeping,
But even they won’t see us through o’erhanging
boughs,
Nor will they hear, the nightingale alone may hear us…
But even he can’t hear, for his loud song is shrill;
Only the heart is sensitive, the hand as well can feel.
Hears the heart how many thrilling joys, what bliss,
How much happiness we’ve brought here by all this,
And the hand, while hearing, gently says to you
That some eager hand is trembling in it too;
And so hot it is because of trembling that one lover
Leans a shoulder to the shoulder of the other…

1843, 1856 г.

1843, 1856

ОНА

SHE

Две незабудки, два сапфира
Её очей приветный взгляд,
И тайны горнего эфира
В живой лазури их сквозят.

Two forget-me-nots or two sapphires –
Her eyes’ most effable, soft glance,
The ether of celestial spires
Show through live azure, and entrance!

Её кудрей руно златое
В таком свету, какой один,
Изображая неземное,
Сводил на землю Перуджин.

Her locks’ gold fleece, though seeming worldly,
Is of such incomparable worth,
Which, representing the unearthly,
But Perugino brought to earth.

20 марта 1889 г.

March 20, 1889
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В полуночной тиши бессонницы моей
Встают пред напряжённым взором
Былые божества, кумиры прежних дней,
С их вызывающим укором.

In midnight calm of my insomnia’s hours
Arise before my strained gaze’s watch
The former deities, idols in their bowers
With their provocative reproach.

И снова я люблю, и снова я любим,
Несусь вослед мечтам любимым,
А сердце грешное томит меня своим
Неправосудьем нестерпимым.

And I’m again in love, and I am loved again,
And fly to meet the dreams, so dear,
While sinful heart torments my anxious soul again
With judgments senseless and unfair.

Богини предо мной, давнишние друзья,
То соблазнительны, то строги,
Но тщетно алтарей ищу пред ними я:
Они – развенчанные боги.

I see the goddesses, the friends of long ago,
Now quite seducing, now severely toned,
But vainly do I seek their altars’ festive glow,
They are the goddesses dethroned.

Пред ними сердце вновь в тревоге и в огне,
Но пламень тот с былым несхожий;
Как будто, смертному потворствуя, оне
Сошли с божественных подножий.

Before them burns the heart again with force benign,
But now to keep the flame no longer can,
As though they’ve come down from the pedestals divine
To show indulgence to a mortal man.

И лишь надменные, назло живой мечте,
Не зная милости и битвы,
Стоят владычицы на прежней высоте
Под шепот прéзренной молитвы.

And but the arrogant and majestic ones
Defying favour, and the former dreams despite,
Persisting in their power, like sovereign queens,
Continue standing at the former height.

Их снова ищет взор из-под усталых вежд,
Мольба к ним тщетная стремится,
И прежний фимиам несбыточных надежд
У ног их всё ещё дымится.

My eyes from under tired lids seek them in vain,
And vain it is for bygone bliss to plead;
And former incense of unreal hopes again
Still fumes and curls at their feet.

3 января 1888 г.
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January 3, 1888
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Офелия гибла и пела,
И пела, сплетая венки;
С цветами, венками и песнью
На дно опустилась реки.

Ophelia perished while chanting.
And chanted while twining fair wreaths;
She sank to the river’s dark bottom
On one of the saddest eves.

И многое с песнями канет
Мне в душу на тёмное дно,
И много мне чувства, и песен,
И слёз, и мечтаний дано.

And much with the songs will be sinking
To my soul’s dark bottom when wreathing,
And lots of fine chants and fine feelings,
Tears, reveries are to me given.

(1846)
ИВЫ И БЕРЁЗЫ
Берёзы севера мне милы, –
Их грустный, опущенный вид,
Как речь безмолвная могилы,
Горячку сердца холодит.

(1846)
WILLOWS AND BIRCHES
The northern birches are nice to me, –
Their sad and downcast, mournful sight,
With mute and grave-like speech, so gloomy,
The heat of heart reduces quite.
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Но ива, длинными листами
Упав на лоно ясных вод,
Дружней с мучительными снами
И дольше в памяти живёт.

But willows, with the leaves much longer,
When falling on the waters clear,
More friendly are with painful longing
And haunt the mind with dreamings drear.

Лия таинственные слёзы
По рощам и лугам родным,
Про горе шепчутся берёзы
Лишь с ветром севера одним.

Shedding mysterious tears slow
In native groves, and meads, and dells,
They whisper of the common woe
With northern winds and nothing else.

Всю землю, грустно-сиротлива,
Считая родиной скорбей,
Плакучая склоняет ива
Везде концы своих ветвей.

The earth around, in orphaned manner
While reckoning a realm of grief,
The weeping willow droops with languor
The end of every growing leaf.

1843, 1856 г.

ДЕРЕВНЯ

1843, 1856

VILLAGE

Люблю я приют ваш печальный,
И вечер деревни глухой,
И за лесом благовест дальний,
И кровлю, и крест золотой.

I love your refuge, sad and dearest,
An eve in a hamlet remote,
And chimes that resound through the forest,
A golden cross crowning the spot.

Люблю я немятого луга
К окну подползающий пар,
И тесного, тихого круга
Не раз долитой самовар.

I love an untrodden field, bringing
Some vapours to windows perchance,
A close circle of folks at tea-drinking,
A samovar filled more than once.

Люблю я на тех посиделках
Старушки чепец и очки;
Люблю на окне на тарелках
Овса золотые злачки;

A granny I love, wise and simple,
With spectacles large, and a cap,
I love on a window a symbol:
Dry oats’ golden ears on a plate;

На столике близко к окошку
Корзину с узорным чулком,
И по полу резвую кошку
В прыжках за проворным клубком;

A basket upon a small table,
A stocking with lacery – inside,
A smart, playful pussy that’s able
To capture a tight clew all right;

И милой, застенчивой внучки
Красивый девичий наряд,
Движение бледненькой ручки
И робко опущенный взгляд;

A nice and a bashful grand-daughter
In pretty and lovely attire,
A pale hand’s full innocent gesture
And lowered, shy looks I admire;

Прощанье смолкающих пташек
И месяца бледный восход,
Дрожанье фарфоровых чашек
И речи замедленный ход;

A farewell to birdies’ sweet warbling,
A pale moon becoming more bright,
And porcelain cups’ pleasant trembling,
And speeches that slowly glide;

И собственной выдумки сказки,
Прохлады вечерней струю
И вас, любопытные глазки,
Живую награду мою!.

Some tales of my own invention,
A vespertine cool which is brought,
And you, eager eyes, their attention,
My living and precious reward!

1842 г.

1842
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Зреет рожь над жаркой нивой,
И от нивы и до нивы
Гонит ветер прихотливый
Золотые переливы.

On hot cornfields rye is ripening,
O’er the fields a frisky breeze
Golden waves is gently driving,
Warm air does its best to please.

Робко месяц смотрит в очи,
Изумлён, что день не минул,
Но широко в область ночи
День объятия раскинул.

Timid Moon still shines half-brightly,
’Tis amazed – Day’s loath to end,
But Day’s brave to grasp what’s nightly,
Its own realm tries to expand.

Над безбрежной жатвой хлеба
Меж заката и востока
Лишь на миг смежает небо
Огнедышащее око.

O’er the boundless harvest spaces,
Mid the East and West the sky
For a moment brief as glance is,
Closed its fire-spitting eye.

Конец 50-х годов
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End of the 1850ies
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Недвижные очи, безумные очи,
Зачем вы средь дня и в часы полуночи
Так жадно вперяетесь вдаль!
Ужели вы в том потонули минувшем,
Давно и мгновенно пред вами мелькнувшем,
Которого сердцу так жаль?

With eyes immobile, eyes avid and crazy,
Wherefore by day and in hours hazy
You pierce the farness obscure!
Are you drowned in the flimsiest bygones so firmly
That just for an instant have flitted before you
And what you are anxious to lure?

Не высмотреть вам, чего нет и что было,
Что сердце, тоскуя, в себе схоронило
На самое тёмное дно;
Не вам допросить у случайности жадной,
Куда она скрыла рукой беспощадной,
Что было так щедро дано!

You would not spy out what has been so endearing,
What he heart once has buried with anguish so tearing
In its innermost, intimate core;
No, vainly don’t question the greedy fortuity
Where it has hidden so mercilessly
What was given – and now is no more!

1846 г.

МУЗЕ

1846

TO MUSE

Надолго ли опять мой угол посетила,
Заставила ещё томиться и любить?
Кого на этот раз собою воплотила?
Чьей речью ласковой сумела подкупить?

Is it for long that you have come to stay,
Induce again to languish and to love?
Whom have you now incorporated by your lay?
Whose speech caressing you’ve enticed me with?

Дай руку. Сядь. Зажги свой факел вдохновенный,
Пой, добрая! В тиши признаю голос твой
И стану, трепетный, коленопреклоненный,
Запоминать стихи, пропетые тобой.

Give me your hand. Sit dawn. Light up your torch,
Chant, kindest! I will recognize your voice,
And I will kneel, imbued with inspiration’s touch,
And memorize your lines, that thrill me and rejoice.

Как сладко, позабыв житейское волненье,
От чистых помыслов пылать и потухать,
Могучее твоё учуя дуновенье,
И вечно девственным словам твоим внимать.

How sweet it is, forgetting mundane raff,
To flame with pure thoughts and feel their “fine excess”,
The while full mighty waftings of your breath
Pour into me your virgin holiness.
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Пошли, небесная, ночам моим бессонным
Ещё блаженных снов и славы и любви
И нежным именем, едва произнесённым,
Мой труд задумчивый опять благослови.

Send, heavenly, to all my sleepless nights
More blissful dreams of love and glory’s gain,
And with a tender name, most graciously pronounce
Your benediction, and my pensive efforts bless again.

1857 г.
121

1857
121

Всё вокруг и пестро так и шумно,
Но напрасно толпа весела:
Без тебя я тоскую безумно,
Ты улыбку мою унесла.

All around is so motley and noisy,
But so vainly the crowd is gay,
’Thout you I’m in anguish most crazy,
You have carried my smile away.

Только изредка, поздней порою,
После скучного, тяжкого дня,
Нежный лик твой встаёт предо мною,
И ему улыбаюся я.

Only seldom, the night gloom being near me
And the day which brought boredom is o’er,
Your sweet, thrilling face rises before me,
And I smile, and rejoice, and adore.

1856 г.
122

1856
122

Нет, не жди ты песни страстной,
Эти звуки – бред неясный,
Томный звон струны;
Но, полны тоскливой муки,
Навевают эти звуки
Ласковые сны.

For a passionate song stop craving,
All these sounds are obscure raving,
Languorous twang of strings;
But full of tormenting woe,
Waft these sounds in dulcet flow
Some caressing dreams.

Звонким роем налетели,
Налетели и запели
В светлой вышине.
Как ребёнок им внимаю,
Что сказалось в них – не знаю,
И не нужно мне.

In loud swarms they touch the ear,
Spreading in the intent air,
With light harmony;
Like a child I’m harking to then,
I don’t know what passes through them –
And no need for me.

Поздним летом в окна спальной
Тихо шепчет лист печальный,
Шепчет не слова;
Но под легкий шум берёзы
К изголовью, в царство грёзы
Никнет голова.

Late in summer to my bedroom
Weary leaves are rustling sadly,
No words whisper they;
But while rustles a birch or a willow,
The lulled head upon a pillow
One is prone to lay.

1858 г.

УГАСШИМ ЗВЁЗДАМ
Долго ль впивать мне мерцанье ваше,
Синего неба пытливые очи?
Долго ли чуять, что выше и краше
Вас ничего нет во храмине ночи?

1858

TO THE EXTINGUISHED STARS
Will it be long I’ll imbibe all your shimmer,
Inquisitive eyes of the spaces eternal?
How long I will feel that loftier and fairer
Nothing we’ll find in the temple nocturnal?
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Может быть, нет вас под теми огнями:
Давняя вас погасила эпоха, –
Так и по смерти лететь к вам стихами,
К призракам звёзд буду призраком вздоха.

Perhaps you’ne no more though the light still inspires us,
All faraway epochs had doomed you to dying, –
So after death I’ll be flying with verses,
To specters of stars with a spectre of sighing!

6 мая 1890 г.

124

May 6, 1890
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Уж верба вся пушистая
Раскинулась кругом;
Опять весна душистая
Повеяла крылом.

Again the pussy-willow
Sends round its fragrant call;
Prime’s spread-out wings make follow
Without exception – all.

Станицей тучки носятся,
Тепло озарены,
И в душу снова просятся
Пленительные сны.

Small clouds are wafted merrily
Warm and in rosy sheen,
And charming dreams are happily
Ask us to let them in.

Везде разнообразною
Картиной занят взгляд,
Шумит толпою праздною
Народ, чему-то рад...

The eyes are borey catching sights,
Sights motley and so bright,
The people in festive sprights
Are gladdened outright.

Какой-то тайной жаждою
Мечта распалена –
И над душою каждою
Проносится весна.

By some mysterious thirst again
The dreams become aglow, –
And over every soul amain
Spring greetings gaily flow.

1844 г.

1844
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Эти думы, эти грёзы –
Безначальное кольцо.
И текут ручьями слёзы
На горячее лицо.

All these thoughts and all this dreaming –
Just a ring, an endless space.
And the tears are sweetly streaming
On the flaming, burning face.

Сердце хочет; сердце просит,
Слёзы льются в два ручья;
Далеко меня уносит,
А куда – не знаю я.

With wild whims the heart is wearied,
In two streams the tears flow;
I feel well that far I’m carried
But where to – I do not know:

Не могу унять стремленье,
Я не в силах не желать:
Эти грёзы – наслажденье,
Эти слёзы – благодать!

I can’t check the subtle yearning,
I can’t rive desires’ lace:
All these dreams are bliss unerring
All these tears – a holy grace!

1847 г.

1847
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Рад я дождю... От него тучнеет мягкое поле,
Лист зеленеет на ветке и воздух становится
чище;
Зелени запах одну за одной из ульёв многошумных
Пчел вызывает. Но что для меня ещё лучше,
Это – когда он её на дороге ко мне орошает!
Мокрые волосы, гладко к челу прилегая,
Так и сияют у ней, – а губки и бледные ручки
Так холодны, что нельзя не согреть их своими устами.
Но нестерпим ты мне ночью бессонною,
Плювий Юпитер!
Лучше согласен я крыс и мышей в моей
комнате слушать,
Лучше колеса пускай гремят непрестанно у
окон,
Чем этот шум и удары глупых, бессмысленных капель;
Точно как будто бы птиц проклятое стадо
Сотнями ног и носов терзают железную
кровлю.
Юпитер Плювий, помилуй! Расти сколько
хочешь цветов ты
Для прекрасной и лавров юных на кудри
поэта.
Только помилуй – не бей по ночам мне в
железную кровлю!

Rains gladden me… Soft fields are faring better,
and ripen,
Green leaves look brighter, the air we inhale is becoming much purer;
Flowers’ fragrance tempts numerous bees from the
noisy hives.
But ’tis pleasanter far in case it besprinkles my maiden
When she is making her way to my home! That’s
the prettiest sight:
Wet hair is smooth and adheres to the temples and
to the forehead,
Shining with moisture, – the lips and the hands are
so pale and so cold
That ’tis impossible not to warm them with my passion-filled breath.
But you’re unbearable to me, Pluvius Jupiter, during insomnia!
Better I’d bear to listen to rats and to mice in my room,
Better to hear the wheels incessantly rattle at my window,
Than all that noise and the beating of silly and
senseless small drops;
As though a cursed flock of birds with hundreds of
noses and legs
Are wildly tearing the roof made of durable iron.
Jupiter Pluvius, have merci! Make flowers grow
abundant
For a beautiful maiden and laurels for young poets’ locks,
Only have merci – at night do not beat on my roof
made of iron.

1842 г.
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Слышишь ли ты, как шумит вверху угловатое стадо?
С криком летят через дом к тёплым полям журавли,
Жёлтые листья шумят, в березняке свищет
синица.
Ты говоришь, что опять тёплой дождемся
весны…
Друг мой! могу ль при тебе дожидаться
блаженства в грядущем?
Разве зимой у тебя меньше ланиты цветут?..
В зеркале часто себя ты видишь, с детской
улыбкой
Свой поправляя венок; так разреши мне сама,
Где у тебя на лице более жизни и страсти:

1842

127
Can you now hear how noisy aloft is the angular
flock?
Cranes calling loud are flying above us to southern warm fields;
Sere leaves are rustling, a tomtit is whistling alone
in the birch wood.
You say we will wait till the warm spring comes
joyous again…
Oh, dearest maid! Say, must I await some bliss in
your absence?
Are your fair cheeks blooming less in severe
winter season?..
Often you see yourself in the mirror while childishly smiling,
Readjusting your wreath; so let me decide for myself
When there’s more passion and life in the face I admire:
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Вешним ли утром в саду, в полном сиOn a spring morn in the garden, with maximum
яньи зари,
glare of the dawn,
Иль у огня моего, когда я боюсь, чтобы искра, Or near my fireplace, seeing my fear that a spark
С треском прыгнув, не сожгла ножкиWhich jumps with a crack from the fire may
малютки твоей?
singe your infantile foot?
1842 г.

128

1842

Последний звук умолк в лесу глухом,
Последний луч погаснул за горою...
О, скоро ли в безмолвии ночном,
Прекрасный друг, увижусь я с тобою?
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The last sound died amidst the dense wood,
The last ray of the Sun is gone beyond the mount…
Will it be soon that in the night I would
Meet with you, my dear maid, with beauty crowned?

О, скоро ли младенческая речь
В испуг моё изменит ожиданье?
О, скоро ли к груди моей прилечь
Ты поспешишь, вся трепет, вся желанье?

Will it be soon that speeches infantine
Would change into a fright my ardent fire?
How soon, how soon you’ll hasten to incline
Your head upon my breast – all thrill and all desire?

Скользит туман прозрачный над рекой,
Как твой покров, свиваясь и белея...
Час фей настал! Увижусь ли с тобой
Я в царстве фей, мечтательная фея?

A limped mist is gliding o’er the stream,
Just like your white attire. No time to tarry:
The hour of fairies came! It is my whim
To meet in fairyland, my dreamy fairy.

Иль заодно с тобой и ночь и мгла
Меня томят и нежат в заблужденьи?
Иль это страсть больная солгала
И жар ночной потухнет в песнопеньи?

Or, jointly with you, will all this night and mist
Torment and coddle in a delusion stinging?
Or had my aching passion lied to me? – O, list! –
And all this heat shall die out in my singing?

1855 г.

1855

ДЛЯ РОМАНСА
(из Г. Гейне)
Ты вся в жемчугах и в алмазах,
Вся жизнь для тебя – благодать,
И очи твои так прелестны, –
Чего ж тебе, друг мой, желать?

FOR A ROMANCE
(from H. Heine)
You’re all over in pearls and in diamonds,
Your life is just heavenly grace,
Your eyes are so charming, my darling, –
What else to desire and chase?

К твоим очам прелестным
Я создал целую рать
Бессмертием дышащих песен, –
Чего ж тебе, друг мой, желать?

To match these two eyes, so enchanting,
I’ve woven a silvery lace
Of songs immortality breathing, –
What else to desire and chase?

Очам твоим прелестным
Дано меня было терзать,
И ты меня ими сгубила, –
Чего ж тебе, друг мой, желать?
12 апреля 1874 г.

Your eyes, so delightful and dear,
You used to torment and debase,
With them you have ruined me, fairy, –
What else to desire and chase?
April 12, 1874
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ПОЭТАМ

TO POETS

Сердце трепещет отрадно и больно,
Подняты очи, и руки воздеты.
Здесь на коленях я снова невольно,
Как и бывало, пред вами, поэты.

Thrilled is the heart, and my pain may be healing,
Keen eyes are raised and are pliant the fingers;
Here involuntarily I am kneeling,
As always was, I’m facing you, singers.

В ваших чертогах мой дух окрылился,
Правду провидит он с высей творенья;
Этот листок, что иссох и свалился,
Золотом вечным горит в песнопеньи.

My spirit got wings in your palaces holy,
Truth it foresees from the heights of creation,
This sere leaf that dried up and has fallen
Is gold eternal in poets’ elation.

Только у вас мимолетные грёзы
Старыми в душу глядятся друзьями,
Только у вас благовонные розы
Вечно восторга блистают слезами.

Only in verses all dreams and all fancies
Into our souls are looking, though flitting,
Only in them are the roses sweet-scented
Radiant with tears of delight unremitting.

С торжищ житейских, бесцветных и душных,
Видеть так радостно тонкие краски,
В радугах ваших, прозрачно-воздушных,
Неба родного мне чудятся ласки.

Quitting trade places, so vulgar and hellish,
It is a joy to feel exquisite glamoury,
In all your rainbows, transparent and airy,
Native caresses I’m happy to relish.

5 июня 1890 г.

June 5, 1890
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Роями поднялись крылатые мечты
В весне кругом себя искать душистой пищи, Wing’d dreams in volant, heart-caressing swarms
have risen
Но на закате дня к себе, царица, ты
Их соберёшь ко сну в таинственном жилище. To search for fragrant food through all the vernal
sphere,
But at close of day you’ll gather them, tsarina,
А завтра на заре вновь крылья зажужжат,
Чтобы к незримому, к безвестному стремиться: And lay them to repose in your abode mysterious.
Где за ночь расцвело, где первый аромат, –
Туда перенестись и в пышной неге скрыться. At dawn next morrow the wings shall buzz again,
Yearning to the unseen and the unknown to make a flight,
Where nightly scents are spread, where something
blooms amain –
There, there to flee and there in luscious languor hide.
17 февраля 1889 г.
February 17, 1889

ВО СНЕ

IN A SLEEP

Как вешний день, твой лик приснился снова, –
Знакомую приветствую красу,
И по волнам ласкающего слова
Я образ твой прелестный понесу.

As a spring day, I dreamed about your face, –
The beauty so familiar I greet with glee,
And on the waves of the caressing grace
Your fairy image I will bring with me.

Сомнений нет, неясной нет печали,
Всё высказать во сне умею я,
И мчит да мчит всё далее и дале
С тобою нас воздушная ладья.

There are no doubts, my sorrow comes to end
All can I in my dreams express, even odd, –
So farther, farther somewhere we are sped
Both in a airy, slightly rocking boat.

Перед тобой с коленопреклоненьем
Стою, пленён волшебною игрой,

I kneel before you as we glide and flee,
Enraptured by the fanciful, sweet play,
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А за тобой – колеблемый движеньем
Неясных звуков отстающий рой.

Behind you, undulating dreamily,
Uncertain sounds are swarming and delay.

26 апреля 1890 г.

М. Ф. ВАНЛЯРСКОЙ
при получении визитной карточки
с летящими ласточками

April 26, 1890

М. F. VАNLYARSKAYA
upon receiving a visiting card
with flying swallows on it

Мечтам покорствуя отважным,
Несусь душой навстречу к ним,
И вашим ласточкам бумажным
Не меньше рад я, чем живым.

Some daring dreams I highly favour,
To fly to them I take a chance,
And all thy swallows drawn on paper
I greet no less that living ones.

Они безмолвны, не мелькают
Крылом проворным, но оне,
Подобно вам, напоминают
Красой воздушной о весне.

They are all mute, they do not really
Move agile wings, but, just like thee,
Remind with airy beauty clearly
Of festive spring and vernal glee.

23 апреля 1891 г.
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April 23, 1891 г.
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"Die Gleichmäßigkeit des Laufes der Zeit in
allen Köpfen beweist mehr, als irgend etwas,
daß wir Alle in denselben Traum versenkt sind,
ja daß es Ein Wesen ist, welches ihn traümt”.
/////////……
Schopenhauer

"Die Gleichmäßigkeit des Laufes der Zeit in allen
Köpfen beweist mehr, als irgend etwas, daß wir Alle
in denselben Traum versenkt sind, ja daß es Ein
Wesen ist, welches ihn traümt”.
Schopenhauer

Измучен жизнью, коварством надежды,
Когда им в битве душой уступаю,
И днём и ночью смежаю я вежды
И как-то странно порой прозреваю.

Tormented by life and by hope’s perfidy,
When in battle to them with my soul I am ceding,
By day and by night I my eyelids close firmly,
And strangely sometimes I regain all my seeing.

Ещё темнее мрак жизни вседневной,
Как после яркой осенней зарницы,
И только в небе, как зов задушевный,
Сверкают звёзд золотые ресницы.

Still denser the gloom of the earthly expanses,
As after lightnings of fall we live darkling,
And only aloft – gentle call to the senses –
The stars’ golden eyelashes softly are sparkling.

И так прозрачна огней бесконечность,
И так доступна вся бездна эфира,
Что прямо смотрю я из времени в вечность
И пламя твоё узнаю, солнце мира.

And so transparent is lights’ bright infinity,
And so accessible the ether’s abysses,
That straight from the time I gaze thorough eternity
And your flame recognize, o Grand Sun of Existence.

И неподвижно на огненных розах
Живой алтарь мирозданья курится,
В его дыму, как в творческих грёзах,
Вся сила дрожит и вся вечность снится.

And motionless, upon fiery roses,
The live universum’s high altar is burning,
In its fume, as in all creativity’s fancies,
All power is guessed and eternity’s luring.

И всё, что мчится по безднам эфира,
И каждый луч, плотскóй и бесплотный, –

And in all that flits through the ether’s bright spaces,
And every ray, – both incorporeal or what glistens, –
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Твой только отблеск, о солнце мира,
И только сон, только сон мимолетный.

Is but a slumber with transient graces,
And but a gleam of the Grand Sun of Existence.

И этих грёз в мировом дуновеньи
Как дым несусь я и таю невольно,
И в этом прозреньи, и в этом забвеньи
Легко мне жить и дышать мне не больно.

And in those dreams’ waftings wide-streaming,
Like fume I am flitting and melt unawares,
And in that oblivion and in that all-seeing
’Tis easy to live and my breathing is painless.

1864 (?)

1864 (?)

«Равномерность течения времени во всех
головах доказывает более, чем что-либо
другое, что мы все погружены в один и тот
же сон; более того, что все видящие этот
сон являются единым существом».
Шопенгауэр (нем.).

“The evenness of the flow of time in all heads
proves better than anything else that we all are
plunged in one and the same dream; moreover, all
those who see that dream are a single being”.
Schopenhauer (ger.)
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Всё, что волшебно так манило,
Из-за чего весь век жилось,
Со днями зимними остыло
И непробудно улеглось.
Нет ни надежд, ни сил для битвы –
Лишь, посреди ничтожных смут,
Как гордость дум, как храм молитвы,
Страданья в прошлом восстают.

What was so magically luring,
For what I consciously have lived,
In wintry days is not enduring
And greets the slumber as a gift.
No hopes, no former forces daring –
And only midst the trifling fuss,
As pride and a temple for praying,
But sufferings in the past arise.
February 28, 1892

28 февраля 1892 г.
136

136

Не тем, Господь, могуч, непостижим
Ты пред моим мятущимся сознаньем,
Что в звёздный час Твой светлый серафим
Громадный шар зажёг над мирозданьем

Not thereby, God, so mighty to my wit
And inconceivable Thou dost appear
That on a starry day Thy seraph lit
A huge bright orb aloft the cosmic sphere,

И мертвецу с пылающим лицом
Он повелел блюсти Твои законы:
Всё пробуждать живительным лучом,
Храня свой пыл столетий миллионы.

And to the dead thing with a blazing face
He ordered to observe Thy laws imperial,
For millions of years to warm the space
Enlivening all the earthly and the weary all: –

Нет, Ты могуч и мне непостижим
Тем, что я сам, бессильный и мгновенный,
Ношу в груди, как оный серафим,
Огонь сильней и ярче всей вселенной.

No, Thou art inconceivable and full of might
Because myself – a creature frail and mortal –
Keep in my breast, just like the seraph bright,
A stronger fire than the fire universal.

Меж тем как я – добыча суеты,
Игралище её непостоянства, –
Во мне он вечен, вездесущ, как Ты,
Ни времени не знает, ни пространства.

While I’m a prey of life and all its smart,
A plaything of inconstancy and care,
In me it’s omnipresent as Thou art,
Defying space and time, and failing ne’er.

Не ранее 3 марта 1879 г.

Not earlier than March 3, 1879
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ПЕРВЫЙ ЛАНДЫШ
THE FIRST LILY OF THE VALLEY
Когда мечтательно я предан тишине …
When Languidly I’m Lost in a Delicious Dream ...
О, долго буду я в молчаньи ночи тайной …
O, For a Long Time, in the Silence of the Night …
Как здесь свежо под липою густою …
How Fresh and Cool ‘Tis Here, Under a Lime …
Я пришёл к тебе с приветом …
I Have Come To You With Greeting …
Учись у них – у дуба, у берёзы …
Learn From an Oak, a Birch – Those Patient Seers …
На заре ты её не буди …
No, at Dawn Do Not Rouse Her From Rest …
Ax, дитя, к тебе привязан …
Ah, Dear Child, My Love Unselfish …
Следить твои шаги, молиться и любить …
To Watch Your Steps, To Pray For You, and Love …
Не отходи от меня …
No, Do Not Move Away …
НА ЖЕЛЕЗНОЙ ДОРОГЕ
GOING BY RAILROAD
Если радует утро тебя …
If the Morning Rejoices Your Heart …
Ты видишь, за спиной косцов …
See How Behind the Mowers’ Backs …
Кому венец: богине ль красоты …
To Whom the Crown? Is Venus To Be Prized …
ГОРНОЕ УЩЕЛЬЕ
A MOUNTAIN RAVINE
Как богат я в безумных стихах!
How My Verses Luxuriously Shine!
Постой – здесь хорошо!
Just Wait! – So Fine a Spot!
Расстались мы, ты странствуешь далече …
We’ve Parted, Far-off Climes are Past You Fleeting …
Встречу ли яркую в небе зарю …
Should I Notice the Dawn’s Blooming Rose …
Чуя внушённый другими ответ …
Suspecting Not Yours But a Prompted Reply …
ЛАСТОЧКИ
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SWALLOWS
Напрасно, дивная, смешавшися с толпою …
In Vain, O Charming Maid, in Desperate Endeavour …
Задрожали листы, облетая …
Flimsy Leaves are Set Flying and Trembling …
На балконе золочёном …
There are Flowers Round the Railing …
Здравствуй! Тысячу раз мой привет тебе, ночь!
I Hail You, O Night! Accept My Thousand Greetings!
Лозы мои за окном разрослись живописно …
O, How My Vines Have Grown Thick and How Picturesque …
К ЮНОШЕ
TO A YOUTH
Скучно мне вечно болтать о том, что высоко, прекрасно …
Just What a Bore in the Endless Discourse on the Lofty and
Fair!
РУЧКА
A SMALL WOMANLY HAND
К КРАСАВЦУ
TO A HANDSOME YOUTH
Право, от полной души я благодарен соседу …
I Do Whole-Heartedly Praise This Pretty Whim of My Neighbour
КУПАЛЬЩИЦА
A BATHING MAIDEN
Её не знает свет, она ещё ребёнок …
The People Around Don’t Know Her, She is Yet a Child …
Не говори, мой друг: “Она меня забудет …”
Nе’еr Say, My Friend: “She Shall Forget Me, That is True!”
Это утро, радость эта …
This Fair Morn, This Joy Unending …
Встаёт мой день, как труженик убогий …
My Day Arises Like a Toiler Poor …
От огней, от толпы беспощадной …
From the Lights, From the Odious Welter …
Отчего со всеми я любезна …
Why, Whereas I’m Amiable to Any …
Свеж и душист твой роскошный венок …
Fragrant and Fresh is Your Sumptuous Wreath …
Месяц зеркальный плывёт по лазурной пустыне …
The Moon Like a Mirror is Floating Through Cloudless Azure
ЦЫГАНКА
GIPSY MAIDEN
Я долго стоял неподвижно
I Motionless Stood For a Long Time …
Не отнеси к холодному бесстрастью …
Don’t Put it Down To Cold Impassiveness …
НА КАЧЕЛЯХ
ON THE SWING
Какая ночь! Как воздух чист …
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Ah! What a Night! How Pure the Air …
Упрёком, жалостью внушённым …
With a Reproach by Pity Born …
Пришла, – и тает всё вокруг …
She’s Come – To Reign Supreme, and Shine …
ЕЩЁ МАЙСКАЯ НОЧЬ
ANOTHER MAY NIGHT
Нынче первый мы слышали гром …
We’ve Been Hearing the First Thunderstorm …
Как нежишь ты, серебряная ночь …
Silvery Night, How Languorous You Are …
Когда, смущённый, умолкаю …
Whene’er, Confused, I’m Falling Silent …
Жду я, тревогой объят …
Here am I Waiting – Thrilled Through, …
Шёпот, робкое дыханье …
Tender Whisper, Timid Breathing …
Какое счастие: и ночь, и мы одни …
What Happiness! ‘Tis Night, and All Alone are We …
СОСНЫ
THE PINES
ЗНОЙ
THE SULTRY NOON
Какая горькая обида …
What an Embittering Annoyance …
Только встречу улыбку твою …
Should a Smile Gently Brighten Your Face …
Я ждал. Невестою-царицей …
You, Royal Bride in Garments Burning …
Нет, даже не тогда, когда, стопой воздушной …
О Nо, Not Even When With Airy Steps You Hasten …
Когда вослед весенних бурь …
When, After Mаnу a Violent Storm …
МАЙСКАЯ НОЧЬ
MAY NIGHT
Хоть счастие судьбой даровано не мне …
Though Happiness By Fate is Granted Not to Me …
Не избегай; я не молю …
I Pray You – Do Not Shun Mе So …
Я тебе ничего не cкажу …
I Will Simply Say Nothing To You …
Только месяц взошёл …
When the Crescent Uprose …
Как трудно повторять живую красоту …
What a Laborious Task to Follow and Repeat …
На стоге сена ночью южной …
Upon a Stack, Facing the Fire …
ОСЕННЯЯ РОЗА
AN AUTUMN ROSE
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Чудная картина …
How This Landscape Dear is!
Печальная берёза …
There’s Near Mу Cosy Bower …
Ещё одно забывчивое слово …
Just One More Word Suggesting Tenderness …
Есть ночи зимней блеск и сила …
There’s in the Wintry Night Some Glory …
Щёчки рдеют алым жаром …
Both Your Cheeks are Scarlet-Glowing …
Ещё люблю, ещё томлюсь …
Still Love, Still Languish, Still Pronounce …
Чем безнадёжнее и строже …
The More are Hopeless and Severe …
Не смейся, не дивися мне …
Don’t Chuckle in a Rude Amaze …
СЕРЕНАДА
SERENADE
Сад весь в цвету …
The Evening in Fire …
БАБОЧКА
BUTTERFLY
МОТЫЛЕК МАЛЬЧИКУ
BUTTERFLY’S WORD TO A BOY
Забудь меня, безумец исступлённый …
Forget Me and Your Mad Infatuation …
Ласточки пропали …
Swallows Sisappeared …
Дул север. Плакала трава …
The North Wind Blew, the Grass Shed Tears …
ОСЕНЬ
AUTUMN
Напрасно ты восходишь надо мной …
In Vain, in Vain You’re Dawning Over Me …
Ещё вчера, на солнце млея …
Just Yesterday the Sun Was Prying …
ГЕОРГИНЫ
DAHLIAS
Какая грусть! Конец аллеи …
A Tristful Sight! Since Morning Early …
БАЛ
BALLROOM
СЕНТЯБРЬСКАЯ РОЗА
THE ROSE OF SEPTEMBER
У КАМИНА
AT THE FIREPLACE
ОТОШЕДШЕЙ
TO THE DEPARTED MAIDEN
В тиши и мраке таинственной ночи …
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Amidst the Gloom, and the Quietude Nightly …
ALTER EGO
ALTER EGO
Страницы милые опять персты раскрыли …
Again My Fingers Softly Turn the Pages Dear …
Когда мои мечты за гранью прошлых дней …
Whene’er the Dreams of Mine Beyond the Murky Haze …
Опавший лист дрожит от нашего движенья …
A Fallen, Sere Leaf is Trembling as We’re Walking …
О друг, не мучь меня жестоким приговором!
O Dear, Don’t Torture Me With Sentence Cruel and Weird!
Ещё весна. Как будто неземной …
Another Spring. As Though Some Gracious Elf …
Кричат перепела, трещат коростели …
Hoarse Landrails Sing So Loud, and Quails So Noisy are …
Среди несметных звёзд полночи …
Mongst Countless Stars of Midnight Skies …
Жизнь пронеслась без явного следа …
Life’s Flitted bу Without a Seeable Trace …
СМЕРТИ
TO DEATH
ГОРНАЯ ВЫСЬ
THE MOUNTAIN HEIGHT
Когда Божественный бежал людских речей …
When Jesus Christ From Lowly Human Speeches Fled …
Солнце садится, и ветер утихнул летучий …
The Sun is Now Setting, Subdued is The Winds’ Quiet Stirring
…
АЛМАЗ
THE DIAMOND
ВЕСЕННИЕ МЫСЛИ
SPRINGTIME THOUGHTS
ВОЛЬНЫЙ СОКОЛ
THE FREE FALCON
Не нужно, не нужно мне проблесков счастья …
I Need Not, I Need Not Vague Happiness’ Glimpses …
Люди спят; мой друг, пойдём в тенистый сад …
Let’s come to the shady garden; all are sleeping.
ОНА
SHE
В полуночной тиши бессонницы моей …
In midnight calm of my insomnia’s hours …
Офелия гибла и пела …
Ophelia perished while chanting.
ИВЫ И БЕРЁЗЫ
WILLOWS AND BIRCHES
ДЕРЕВНЯ
VILLAGE
Зреет рожь над жаркой нивой …
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On hot cornfields rye is ripening …
Недвижные очи, безумные очи …
With eyes immobile, eyes avid and crazy …
МУЗЕ
TO MUSE
Всё вокруг и пестро так и шумно …
All around is so motley and noisy …
Нет, не жди ты песни страстной …
For a passionate song stop craving …
УГАСШИМ ЗВЁЗДАМ
TO THE EXTINGUISHED STARS
Уж верба вся пушистая …
Again the pussy-willow …
Эти думы, эти грёзы …
All these thoughts and all this dreaming …
Рад я дождю …
Rains gladden me…
Слышишь ли ты, как шумит вверху угловатое стадо?
Can you now hear how noisy aloft is the angular flock?
Последний звук умолк в лесу глухом …
The last sound died amidst the dense wood
ДЛЯ РОМАНСА
FOR A ROMANCE
ПОЭТАМ
TO POETS
Роями поднялись крылатые мечты …
Wing’d dreams in Volant …
ВО СНЕ
IN A SLEEP
М. Ф. ВАНЛЯРСКОЙ
М. F. VАNLYARSKAYA
Измучен жизнью, коварством надежды …
Tormented by life and by hope’s perfidy
Всё, что волшебно так манило …
What was so magically luring …
Не тем, Господь, могуч, непостижим …
Not Thereby, God, So Mighty To My Wit …
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NOTES
№ 2. "When languidly I'm lost in a delicious dream…''
Argus – an enormous and powerful monster with many eyes, usually represented
with eyes behind him or with a hundred eyes all over his body, of which only two closed
at any one time. He got the nickname of "Panopus", id est "all-seeing". When Io, a virgin
priestess of Hera, attracted Zeus’ amorous attention she was turned (by Zeus or by
Hera) into a beautiful white heifer. That heifer was continually stung by a gadfly, which
Hera sent with the purpose of preventing the heifer from staying in one spot for a long
time and thus preventing Zeus from violating her virginity. Argus was also sent by Hera
to watch over the heifer. This, however, did not subdue Zeus’ passion, and the latter sent
Hermes to lure Argus away from the heifer and slay him, but Hermes could not pass the
giant until he disguised himself as a herdsman and made Argus close all his hundred
eyes by playing on his pipe and telling stories. As soon as Argus’ eyes closed, Hermes
seized his sword and cut off Argus’ head. Still, that did not help Zeus, because the gadfly
continued to sting the heifer, and, besides, she was pursued by the ghost of Argus.
Finally, in the Egyptian town of Canopus, Zeus came to her, turned her back into a
woman and, having touched her body with his hand, begot his son Epaphus ("he of the
touch") who ruled Egypt for many years.
In a figurative sense, Argus is a sleepless, vigilant watch.
The myths tell us an interesting detail: Hera set the eyes of Argus into the feathers of
her favourite bird – the peacock.
№ 3. "O, for a long time, in the silence or the night…”
The beauty of this poem induced S. V. Rakhmaninov to write a romance to these
words. One of the best performers of it was S. Ya. Lemeshev.
By the number of poems used for composing romances, Fet hardly has any rivals.
This number is, probably, little less than one hundred.
№ 5. "I have come to you with greeting…"
The critic Vasili Botkin wrote: "We do not know such a vernal feeling of nature in all
Russian poetry".
№ 6. "Learn from an oak, a birch…”
Having received this poem from Fet, the well-known literary critic N. N. Strakhov, in
his letter to Fet dated 20 January 1884, called it "a diamond of the first water, with
splendidly polished facets".
№ 7. "No, at dawn do not rouse her from rest…"
This poem, probably the most popular poem written by Fet, was set to music by the
composer A. E. Varlamov and, according to Apollon Grigoryev,
became "almost a folk song". The Moscow Gypsies, in the opinion of the magazine
"Moskvityanin", glorified it better than anyone else. It was sung everywhere all over
Russia. The popularity of the romance has not become less during the last 150 years.
Cynthia – the Moon (myth.).
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№ 12. "GOING BY RAILROAD" (“A frosty night o’er snowy spaces…”)
As many other Fet’s poems –
"Flimsy leaves are set flying and trembling…" – see № 23,
"From the lights, from the odious welter..." – see № 37,
"O, what sultriness!.." – see № 56,
"AT THE FIRE-PLACE" – see № 92,
"The cat is purring, screwing up his eyes...",
"There’s near my cosy bower..." – see № 71,
"The northern morning, sleepy and dim...",
"The midnight snowstorm was raging...",
"Both your cheeks are scarlet-glowing..." – see № 74,
"SERENADE" – see № 78,
"Tracery on the double window-glass...",
"'Tis a pleasure to stand near the window at night in the darkness...",
and so on, the present poem expresses quite an evident inclination of the poet for
locked-up interior, for a cosy nook where there is "no access for riotous sounds..." (see
№ 17) and from where one may calmly contemplate the "eternal splash and din" (№
17). Wonderfully combining in Fet’s poetry are the cosmic scope of Thought and the
bent for a view out of the window, to seclusion, to locked-up and protected space where
there is warmth, where one may rest mentally and hear the throbbing of the heart. It
would be wrongful to seek some contradiction between the cosmism and interieurness
of Fet: for all love of the stars, of flying into the boundlessness of the universe, and for all
craving of heavenly purity in earthly affairs, man needs earthly cosiness. The Thought
may be at the "live altar of the universe", but his Soul and Body should be near the
flames of the fire-place…
№ 16. "How my verses luxuriously shine…"
On the 18 February 1887, N. N. Strakhov informed Fet by a letter that he "read the
poem with the poet A. A. Golenishchev-Kutuzov who "regaled himself awfully on your
verses".
№ 21. "SWALLOWS" (“A pretty idle nature-lover…”)
On the 24 September 1884, N. N. Strakhov replied to Fet, after receipt of the poem: "
'Swallows' is also a pure pearl".
№ 44. "ON THE SWING" (“And again in the haze of the night…”)
This is an example of poetical memory about which Fet repeatedly spoke when answering the questions concerning the origin of his poems’ topics.
On the 30 December 1890, Fet wrote to Ya. Polonsky: "Forty years ago I was rocking
on the swing with a girl standing upon a plank, and her dress made cracking sounds in
the wind, and after forty years it got into a poem…"
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№ 48. “ANOTHER MAY NIGHT" ("O, what a night, what languor over all…”)
This poem was honoured with the highest appraisal of L. Tolstoy, who, in particular,
pointed out the following lines: "And with the nightingale’s delicious note / Alarm and
love are spreading in the air..."
"Whence does this good-natured, stout officer take such inconceivable lyrical audacity, a virtue of great poets!" exclaimed Tolstoy in amazement.
№ 52. "Here I am waiting, thrilled through…"
N. N. Strakhov replied concerning this poem in the following way: "...You always
amaze me thoroughly with your verses. What charm! To be sure, 'Here I am waiting…' is
a wonderful Fet, one of the best!"
In connection with this opus it is relevant to make the following remark about one
of the particularities of Fet’s poetic manner: he as though attaches an instant to a sheet
of paper with a seal, gives an instantaneous print of some situation, stops the instant in
purely Goethe-like way: "Stop, instant! You are beautiful!" All the dynamics of a situation is concealed in the depth ready to open up, and the reader must have good hearing
and flair and must be ready to guess what that instant is leading to and what result it
may bring. Fet does not like generalizations, for him life is a play of beautiful turns, a
kaleidoscope of beauty, a file of inspired situations. By this manner he is notably different from Tyutchev and other contemporary poets. It is enough to compare the autumnal
poems by Tyutchev and Fet. Whereas the first poet gives a typical picture ("There’s in
the brightness of autumnal eves..."), Fet’s dominant point is a concrete instant (see 83,
87, 89). The same picture may be seen about the spring: Tyutchev gives generalizations,
Fet gives brightest lyrical instants (47, 100 and others). Of course, we speak about the
general trend and not about the constant manifestations of these poetical manners.
№ 53. "Tender whisper, timid breathing…”
One of Fet’s most famous poems undoubtedly dedicated to Maria Lazič. Besides the
enthusiastic and high appraisals, it also brought some scandalous and ill fame to the
author, because this verbless opus immediately became an object of ironical comments.
Probably, in the history of poetry there was not a single case when a work of art received so diametrically opposite attestations. On the one hand, the opinion of the writer
Saltykov-Shchedrin, that "we may seldom find in any literature a poem which would
fascinate the reader to such an extent with its fragrant freshness". On the other hand,
the number of parodies (often mocking and humiliating) in which the lovers of sharp
witticism exerted their art.
Fet was showered with accusations of narrowness of themes, of repeating one and
the same thing in several hundreds of versions, in neglecting the problems of morals
and the interests of social life.
The polemics around the 12-line opus would probably die away itself thanks to the
all-healing time, but the end of the literary drama was happily reached by
F. M. Dostoyevsky. For solving the problem of adequate estimation of the poetic opus by
the contemporaries he suggested imagining that a poem similar to Fet’s one, would
appear in some Portuguese magazine on the other day after the famous Lisbon earth-
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quake of the 18th century. The inhabitants of the destroyed Lisbon, would, of course,
publicly put to death the author of such an opus… However, in 30 or 50 years they
would erect a monument to him on a city square for his wonderful verses in general and
for the "purple of rose" in particular. "The poem, – Dostoyevsky writes, – for which the
poet was executed, as a monument of perfection in poetry and language, would, perhaps, be of considerable benefit to the citizens of Lisbon rousing in them later some
aesthetical delight and a sense of beauty, and would fall, like wholesome dew, upon the
souls of the younger generation".
№ 54. "What happiness! 'tis night, and all alone are we!..”
Without any doubt, this is a bright example of the heart swept open – an irresistible
love monologue to which it is difficult to find a parallel in world lyrics. The poem staggers the reader by the piercing force of love emotions. We can’t help noting the fact that
Rakhmaninov was the only composer who wrote music to this opus, and it is no mere
chance because here was needed (as well as the music to the poem "O, for a long time in
the silence of the night...") that "pathos of the deeply-thrilled heart" which the critic
Stasov considered an important characteristic feature of Rakhmaninov’s creative work.
№ 62. "MAY NIGHТ" ("Some lagging clouds…")
L. N. Tolstoy wrote to Fet on the 11th May 1870 (upon receipt of this poem in a letter): "This is one of those rare poems where it is impossible to add, take out or change a
single word. It is alive in itself and fascinating..." In several weeks (on the 13-14th of
June 1870) Tolstoy wrote about it again: "My impression about your poem is not casual,
now I know it by heart and keep repeating it to myself."
№ 68. "Upon a stack, facing the fire..."
Precisely this poem was placed by P. I. Tchaikovsky "on the level with the loftiest of
what is lofty in art". A man who experienced such a wonderful immersion into the
limitless depth of the cosmic space, would inevitably change psychologically in something and acquire the qualities enabling him to get associated with and feel kinship with
the beautiful in all its grandeur. Fet makes man a citizen of the universe by spirit and
daring (let us remember how Tyutchev spoke, in his "Spring", about the necessity for
a man to be "a partaker of the universal life" even for an instant). We may consider Fet’s
poem as some sort of commensurability of the human spirit with the cosmic abyss, a
sort of check-up of his spirit for comprehensiveness.
№ 86. "In vain, in vain you’re dawning over me…"
Memnon – one of the heroes of the Trojan War in the post-Homeric myths; the son of
Eos (the goddess of the Dawn, son of Aurora in the Roman mythology) and Tithonus; the
king of the Ethiopians. Memnon’s brother Emathion dethroned him, but Hercules on his
way to the Hesperides killed the usurper and returned the rule of Memnon. After the
death of Hector, Memnon hurried to help Troja; he killed Antilochus – the son of Hector
and the friend of Achilles, and was himself slain by the sword of the latter. Eos bitterly
bewailed the death of her son (the drops of morning dew were poetically called Eos’
tears) and implored Zeus to grant immortality to Memnon... By the name of Memnon the
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Greeks were calling the statue of the Egyptian pharaoh Amenkhotep III which for a long
period at sunrise was uttering a plaintive sound resembling a human voice: it was said
that Memnon was thus greeting his mother Eos...
№ 98. "A fallen, sere leaf is trembling…"
This is probably the only poem, in which the image of Fet’s wife – Maria Petrovna –
appears. Witnesses say it was a marriage without any serious feeling on the part of Fet.
Maria Petrovna outlived her husband by 16 months – she deceased on the 21st of March
1894 and was buried close to her husband in the village Kleimenovo (about 15 km from
the city of Oryol), the patrimony of the Shenshins, where the bodies of Fet’s father and
mother and also of some more distant ancestors lie.
№ 103. "Life flitted by without a seeable trace…"
On the 2nd of January 1865, I. S. Turgenev, upon receipt of the poem, replied to Fet:
"I love your poem very, very much. A subtle and true comparison."
№ 104. "TO DEАТН" ("I got some deathly shocks…")
On the 18th of March 1884, N. N. Strakhov wrote to Fet: "How good your verses "To
Death" are! That’s a philosophical turn of thought!.."
№106. "When Jesus Christ from lowly human speeches fled…"
This is a poetical paraphrase of the famous fragment from the Gospel (Matthew, 4,
1-11). After the baptizing of Jesus Christ, John the Baptist saw the Holy Spirit, which was
coming down, like a dove, and descended upon Him... Then Jesus was sent by the Spirit into
the desert for temptation on the part of Satan. The 40-day fast followed, then the tempter
said: "If you are the Son of God, do so that the stones became loaves of bread..." After one
more episode, Satan took Jesus upon a high hill and showed him all the kingdoms of the
world and their glory. "All that I will give Thee, if Thou kneelest before me".
Jesus told Satan to go away from Him, for it is written: "Worship God and serve Him
alone". After that, Satan disappeared, and Angels began to fulfil Jesus’ orders.
If we compare the text of Matthew and Fet’s lines, it is easy to note that Jesus went
into the desert not on the command of the Holy Spirit but He Himself wished to flee from
human speeches and their pride (!). And the second point: in Matthew’s text there are no
words "Restrain for a moment your impulses spiritual". Thus, Fet strives to show the
refusal of Jesus to sacrifice the spiritual impulses for the sake of "the real" and shows
His contempt for the empty pride (there is no such stimulus for going into the desert in
Matthew’s text). Fet’s accentuations make Jesus factually an untemptible possessor of a
purely human motive. Well, the Human Son has the right to possess not only divine, but
also lofty human qualities which logically show an example of purely earthly behaviour.
Doubtless, Fet associates himself with Jesus as far as the spiritual inflexibility is concerned.
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№ 136. “Not thereby, God, so mighty to my wit…"
This poem may be reckoned among the highest revelations of Fet's genius. In the
History of poetry there is perhaps no other opus, which would, with an equal might,
glorify the divine fire permeating the spirit of the human being...
In his poem, addressed to A. L. Brzhesskaya (January 28, 1879) Fet meant precisely
that divine fire, which "weeps, going away" (into non-being):
Not sorry am I for the life with painful breath, –
What’s life and death! – But I am sorry for the fire,
Which has shone over the whole universe –
And goes into the night!.. And weeps, while going away!..
(word-for-word translation.)

─***─

ABOUT THE AUTHOR OF TRANSLATIONS
Alexander Vyacheslavovich Pokidov, due to family traditions, mastered English besides Russian (when he reached the age of 4, English become his second home tongue). Contributing to it was the
fact that the family took its origin from highly educated Polish gentry, deported to Russia after the defeat of the Polish insurrection of
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